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CHAPTER ONE 
DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM: 
ITS SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS 
Praise did not flow readily from the pen of Aristotle. 
It seemed to have very little place, in fact, in the in-
tensely critical and analytical method of the Philosopher. 
His generous praise of Homer, therefore, is all the more 
surpr~sing, when it soars exuberantly above the quiet, even 
plane of. his very ordered, disciplined argumentation. 
He calls Homer 'godlike' 1--an epithet that would be 
extravagant even from an extravagant critic! Coming from 
this precise, conservative thinker it deserves especially 
serious attention and very careful evaluation. 
That Aristotle was not alone in recognizing the enor-
mous presence of Homer in the world of Greek thought and 
culture would not be difficult to demonstrate. Aeschylus 
comes to mind immediately when he spoke of his works as 
"slices from the banquet table of Homer". 2 The words of 
Dionysius of Halicarnassus echo the same thought: "Homer 
is the source of every sea, every river, and every spring". 3' 
1 "8e:on£01.o~ <1v cpave:Cn," Poetics 1459a, 30. 
2
"ouo· E:nl voDv (3aAAo1J.e:vo~ -ro -roD xa>..oD xal AalJ.npoD 
Atoxu>..ou, ~~ -ra~ au-roD -rpay~oCa~ "tEllaxn e:rvaL ~Ae:ye:v -rwv 
'01J.npou ue:ya>..wv oe:Cnvwv. Athenaeus 8 347e. 




The statement implies that the poets who follow Homer are 
ut.terly dependent upon him. But Dionysius did not limit 
the Poet's influence to poetry. He asserts that through 
Hamer all other studies came into Greece, including 
philosophy.~ 
Modern Homeric studies have strengthened rather than 
2 
diminished this ancient judgement. Giacomo Soleri wrote in 
19·61 of the impossibility of a Greek of the ancient world 
prescinding from the Homeric influence. 
Era praticamente impossibile a chionque, vivente nell' 
ambiente greca, prescindere da Homero, limitandosi ad 
ignorarlo .•.• 5 
Certainly then, in a sense, Aristotle had no choice as 
a Greek but to live in an Homeric world. This insight has 
led many to explain Aristotle's frequent reference to Homer 
on. this basis alone--that he had to speak of Homer. This 
is; certainly a facet of the explanation of Aristotle's 
great involvement with the Poet. But it is not the whole 
answer. In saying it we have really begged the question, 
since we are simply stating that Aristotle, himself, like 
hi.s pupils, submitted to a profound Homeric influence. 
Some have suggested that he went to the defense of the 
Poet because he felt the attacks on Homer were attacks on 
Poetry itself. 6 To defend Homer therefore meant to defend 
4 Ibid. 
5 Giacomo Soleri, "Omero E I Pensatori Greci", Rivista 
Di Studi c~assici, 1961 (September 2) p. 157. 
6 Mitchell Carroll, Aristotle's Poetics, Chapter XXV in 
the Light of the Homeric Scholia, Baltimore: 1895, p. 12. 
-poetry. Aga~n there is truth ·here, but a begging of the 
question. We have still to answer the question--why did 
Aristotle identify poetry with Horner? Why was Horner The 
Paet,. as he called him? ~vhy did his thoughts turn so 
frequently and with such unfailing admiration to the Poet? 
3 
This defense-of-poetry explanation exposes the problem 
even more, since it reveals that not all Greeks shared 
Aristotle's unbounded admiration for Horner. We are driven 
even further to inquire into the extent and reasons for the 
Aristotle-Homer special relationship. 
The question revolves around the determination of 
whether Aristotle's choice of Horner was ultimately on his 
part free, or determined by the circumstances of Greek 
culture and education. The only route to an answer to that 
question, it seemed, lay in a thorough examination of 
Aristotle's expressed attitude towards the Poet. 
It is the aim of this study to determine Aristotle's 
attitude towards Horner from an examination of all the many 
references he makes to Horner in his extant works as they 
are· contained in the Immanuel Bekker edition of Aristotle. 7 
It aims to present all the passages where he cites or al-
ludes to Homer, to analyze their significance, and discover 
7Imrnanuel Bekker, Aristotelis Opera, (Vols. I, II, IV, 
and V}. Ex recensione Irnrnanuelis Bekkeri, edidit Academia 
Regia Borrusica, 2a Ed. quam curavit Olaf Gigon. (Reprint 
of Berlin Ed., 1831-1870 except for Vol. III). Berlin: 
1960-1961. 
a 
aspects and interrelationships of Aristotle's views on 
Homer for a full and balanced picture. 
4 
Before the text-by-text analysis the state of scholar-
ship on the question of Aristotle's attitude towards Homer 
will be examined in the second chapter. The primary pur-
pose there will be to determine to what extent scholars have 
ever attempted an analysis of Aristotle's attitude towards 
Homer by examining his citations of and allusions to the 
Poet in the course of his writings. Works, therefore, 
related to this study will be compared in the light of its 
purpose to note especially: the texts of Aristotle they 
select, the methods of analysis they use, and the con-
elusions they draw about Aristotle's attitude towards Homer. 
The main body of the study will center in chapters 
three, four, five and six, where all the Homeric citations 
and allusions of Aristotle are examined and evaluated. 
This is how the preliminaries of the study proceeded. 
Using Bonitz's Index Aristotelicus 8 as a basic refer-
ence and guide all the pertinent texts were collated with 
the lists drawn from Heitz 9 and Ross 10 • The dependability 
8 Ibid, Hermann Bonitz, ""Ounpo~," Index Aristotelicus, 
Vol. v, pp. 507-508. 
9 Emil Heitz, "Homerus", Index, Vol V, Aristotelis Opera 
Omnia (Latin), (5 Vols). Vol. I-II, Johann Friedrich 
Dubner, ed; Vol. III-IV, Ulco Cats Bussemaker, ed. Paris: 
1874-1878. 
10William D. Ross, Ed. "Homer", Separate indices of 
the 12 vols. of The Works of Aristotle Translated into 
English, London: 1952-1962. 
p 
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of each text was noted--the Aristotelian and Homeric texts 
in themselves, but especially whether Aristotle's Homeric 
text differed from our textus receptus. All the discrepan-
cies and difficulties discovered in this investigation of 
the texts will be noted and evaluated in every case in the 
course of this study. 
After the Aristotelian and Homeric texts were studied 
in their separate larger contexts, they were grouped ac-
cording to the particular attitude they manifested. Four 
classifications or groups were determined. 
The first group of texts, which will be examined in the 
third chapter, exemplify Aristotle's view of Homer primarily 
as a master of the arts of language--as poet and rhetori-
cian. 'Primarily' is an important qualification here, since 
it should be noted at the outset that·these classifications 
represent a primary not an exclusive characteristic. For 
example, when the Philosopher vie\vs Homer as "the Poet" his 
view extends beyond language to many of the deepest insights 
into man's life and destiny. 
The second group of texts, treated in the fourth chap-
ter, will center around Aristotle's view of Homer as a 
source of scientific and philosophic information. The 
third group will see Homer primarily as a teacher of human 
values. These will be studied in the fifth chapter, while 
the last group which escape simple classification will be 
treated in the sixth chapter as 'other texts'. 
;a 
6 
In the treatment of all of these texts, particularly 
helpful insights of ancient and modern comraentators will be 
noted. 
In the course of the four textual chapters (Three 
through Six), whenever an Aristotelian passage containing 
an Homeric quotation is cited, the Poet's words will be set 
off from the Philosopher's with a smaller, Greek elite 
typeface. Aristotelian passages without such elite type-
face will be recognized as containing only allusions to 
Homer. In the Footnotes, all Homeric citations--for quota-
tions or allusions--will be preceded by an equal sign and 
enclosed in parentheses, e.g.: (=Odyssey i.l.). 
All the Homeric quotations and allusions found in the 
Corpus Aristotelicum of Immanuel Bekker will be included in 
this study, even those from treatises judged not the work 
of Aristotle by the last hundred years of Aristotelian 
scholarship--On the Cosmos, The Problems, On Wonderful 
Things Heard, and Books IX and X of The History of the 
Animals. The Homeric references from these works, con-
sidered not authentically Aristotle's, will be studied 
chiefly for three reasons along with those viewed quite 
universally until recently as strictly Aristotle's. 
First, the present uncertainty about the 'Aristotelian 
Problem'--what is genuinely Aristotle's work?--justifies an 
openness to every work or fragment that has been seriously 
attributed to the Philosopher. The whole atmosphere sur-
p 
questions than answers. Where is the true doctrine of 
Aristotle to be found--in those extant treatises that the 
last century of scholarship has unquestionedly called au-
thentic or only in the fragments of the dialogues? If the 
fragments prove to be the only authentic Aristotle, would 
not the whole Corpus, and not just those treatises con-
sidered spurious until now, fall into the non-authentic 
category? Which fragments or parts of fragments are 
authentically Aristotle? To what specific lost work does 
each fragment or part of fragment belong? What works and 
doctrine of Aristotle did those who prepared the spurious 
works of the Corpus have before them? How much did they 
adhere to or deviate from his doctrine? Anton-Herman 
Chroust, in the general preface of his recent (1973) two-
volume work on the Philosopher vividly presents this un-
7 
certainty of Aristotle's authorship injected into the world 
of Aristotelian scholarship: 
Both Rose and Jaeger, it will be noted, never so much 
as questioned Aristotle's authorship of the Corpus. 
In 1952, Joseph Zurcher, in his Aristotle's Work and 
Spirit (Paderborn, 1952), advanced or, more accurately, 
implied the startling thesis, subsequently rejected by 
almost all scholars, that certain treatises incor-
porated in the Corpus, especially the Metaphysics, must· 
in large part be credited to Theophrastus and to the 
Early Peripatus, although it is quite certain that 
some Aristotlian compositions actually carne to be 
included in the Corpus. • • • Presumably, at some 
future time, we might, whether we like it or not, be 
compelled to rename the present Corpus Aristotelicum 
and call it more discrirninately Corpus Scriptorum 
Peripateticorum Veterum, that is, a 'collection' of 
p 
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writings which not only includes authentic 
·Aristotelica, but in all likelihood also contains 
authentic Peripatetica • .•• It is possible ... that 
further investigations may, indeed, remove any and all 
reasonable doubts about the authenticity of the whole 
Corpus Aristotelicum and thus assuage our justifiable 
apprehension. 11 
The second reason for justifying the inclusion of the 
presently named spurious works of the Corpus in this study 
is that obviously, in some true sense, they are 
Aristotelian. Until we have resolved some of the above-
mentioned questions about genuine Aristotelian authorship 
and come to a better understanding of why these works were 
included in the corpus in the first place, it seems reason-
able to include them here, as expressing Aristotle's mind 
just as validly as any treatise accepted as authentic. 
The third reason for including the Homeric quotations 
and allusions from the spurious works is that a study 
containing all Homeric references in the Corpus 
Aristotelicum contributes to the understanding of a true 
phase of Aristotelian scholarship. Bekker's Corpus is a 
universally recognized landmark in the history of our 
understanding of Aristotle. Immediately after its pub-
lication the critical work of scrutinizing the judgements 
that caused the inclusion or exclusion of works on the basis 
of authenticity began and has continued into our time. In 
fact, since Jaeger's study of the development of Aristotle's 
11 Anton-Herman Chroust, Aristotle, 2 Vols.; Vol I, 
Notre Dame, Notre Dame University: 1973, pp. xi-xv, passim. 
> 
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thought appeared, 12 the increased intensity of investiga-
tions of the Fragments revitalized interest in the question 1 
of determining the authentic work of Aristotle. Paul 
Wilpert observed this: 
When Werner Jaeger in his important book interpreted 
the dialogues as belonging to Aristotle's early writ-
ings and pointed to the difference between the doc-
trines of the dialogues and those of the treatises as 
marking a development of thought, the reports of the 
lost works became important for the understanding of 
Aristotle's philosophy and its development. The 
fragments were studied with growing interest, and 
recent years have seen a great number of scholarly 
publications dealing with particular titles. The 
outcome was that Rose's Aristotelis qui ferebantur 
librorum fragmenta were looked upon as real fragments 
of lost writings. The collection, which originally 
included everything ascribed to Aristotle by ancient 
tradition, was now regarded as containing the remains 
of lost genuine works. 13 
Until these problems about authenticity, which have 
developed since Bekker's Corpus Aristotelicum was published, 
reach a more comprehensive resolution it is essential that 
other studies of Aristotle go forward, even provisionally. 
This is true especially of a study like the present one 
which has never been done for the Bekker edition before. 
Every allusion or quotation drawn from a treatise which is 
presently judged spurious will be noted as such, of course. 
Since the spurious Works will be noted clearly, for 
12Werner Jaeger, Aristoteles: Grundlegung einer 
Geschichte seiner Entwicklung, Berlin: 1923. 
13 Paul Wilpert, "The Fragments of Aristotle's Lost 
Writings," Aristotle and Plato in the Mid-Fourth Century 
[Papers of the Symposium Aristotelicum held at Oxford in 
August, 1957] I. During and G. E. L. Owen, eds. Goteborg: 
19601 P• 259 o 
• 
10 
simplicity's sake 'Aristotle' or 'the Philosopher' will be 
spoken of as the author in the general conclusions. 
The Fragments which contain their author's citation of 
or allusion to Homer will be included in an appendix. Since 
there is so much study precisely about the authenticity of 
the Fragments it seemed better to set them all apart from 
the Corpus and not include them in the conclusions of this 
study. It is evident that all the Fragments constitute a 
continuing crucial but separate problem of Aristotelian 
scholarship and deserve a thorough separate study. 
Paul Wilpert traced the chief modern problem with the 
Fragments to Rose's conviction that led him to decide to 
list them as belonging to Aristoteles Pseudepigraphus for 
the Bekker edition of Aristotle. 
Rose's conviction that the tradition represented by 
the Fragments is spurious was based upon the observa-
tion that the doctrines attributed to Aristotle in 
the Fragments very often do not agree with the thoughts 
of the treatises. He assumed that the majority of the 
fragments of lost, putatively Aristotelian works, to-
gether with the associated doxographical comments, had 
nothing to do with Aristotle at all; and on this as-
sumption he collected everything that had been attrib-
uted to Aristotle at any time in later antiquity. 1 ~ 
Wilpert concludes that modern scholarship on the Fragments 
must break with the Rose limitations. 
There is urgent need for another critical survey of the 
material which contains evidence of Aristotle's lost 
works. No satisfactory results can be expected as long 
as we continue to base our researches on a collection 
1 ~Wilpert, op. cit., p. 258. 
p 
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which was meant to give a conspectus of pseudepigrapha. 
To a greater or lesser degree, later investigations 
are influenced by Rose's material. . . What we have to 
do is to establish which of the texts and which of the 
evidence can be assigned to Aristotle and in particular 
to a given work of Aristotle, with as m¥ch certainty as 
is attainable under the circumstances. 1 
Recently Chroust has echoed Wilpert's observations: 
The basic scholarly attitude towards Aristotle's lost 
works still is determined and, hence, prejudiced by 
what Rose had said in support of his unusual (and 
questionable} thesis contrived about one hundred years 
ago •••• Barring a few isolated instances, the pres-
ent status of the many problems connected with the 
lost works of Aristotle does not permit us to estab-
lish with any degree of certainty which particular 
texts are genuine fragments or excerpts, and which are 
merely doxographical accounts of frequently doubtful 
value. Neither does it really enable us to determine 
with any degree of certainty which texts may be safely 
credited to Aristotle or, perhaps, to a particular 
composition or title. 16 
Based on these realistic appraisals of the present 
reliability of the Fragments, citations from them, as pre-
viously stated, will be simply included as a separate 
appendix to this study. It is hoped that at some later date 
they will be subjected to an investigation similar to the 
one the corpus Aristotelicum is receiving in this study 
and throw more light on the conclusions reached here. 
The main goal of this study is limited, therefore, to 
examining all Homeric quotations and allusions in the 
Corpus Aristotelicum to gain an understanding of the atti-
tude towards Homer they manifest. 
15 Ibid., pp. 262-263. 
16Chroust, op. cit., Vol. II, p. xv. 
12 
In view of the uncertainties surrounding the authenti-
city of the treatises of the Corpus and in view of the 
work that remains to be done with the Fragments there is no 
intention here of trying to determine a development or 
change in the Philosopher's opinion of Horner. This study 
wiLl have to rest with the determination of: inconsistencies, 
if there are any; aspects of Horner's thought included in the 
view of the Aristotle of the Corpus; and finally, the irn-
partance of the Philosopher's stand on Homeric studies. 
A clear underlying purpose of this effort is to gain, 
too, a greater knowledge of the Nachleben of Homer--Horner's 
in.f1uence on those who follmved him, in this case, the 
Aristotle of the Corpus Aristotelicum. 
G. Glockrnan maintained in 1968 that the influence of 
the Poet has not yet been fully researched. 1 7 
Guided by this realization surely G. Lohse produced 
earlier his fine series of three articles on the Homeric 
citations in Plato 18 • This same conviction led Jan Fredrik 
Kindstrand to research Homer in the work of Dio Chrysostorn, 
Aelius Aristides, and Maxirnus of Tyre. Kindstrand's apology 
for his work is even more appropriate here since this study 
deals with an earlier and more important link binding Horner 
and ourselves--namely, Aristotle. 
1 ~. Glockrnann, Homer in der fruhchristlichen Literatur 
bis Justinus, Berlin: 1968, p. 25. 
18 G. Lohse, "Untersuchungen tiber Homerzitate bei 
Platen," Helikon Vol. IV {1964), 3-28; Vol. V (1965), 
282--295; Vol. VII (1967), 223-231. 
p 
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Was zuerst Homer betrifft, mochte meine Arbeit einen 
Beitrag zu dem Nachleben des Dichters Leisten. Es mag 
fast Uberflussig erscheinen, von der grossen Bedeutung 
zu sprechen, die Homer fUr spatere Zeiten gehabt 
hat. • • • Die Bedeutung Homers ist nicht im Laufe der 
Zeit geringer geworden, sondern umgekehrt scheint er 
eine grossere Macht uber seine Horer und Leser zu 
bekommen, wie er auch eine immer erhabenere Stellung 
eingenommen hat. Hier werden wir die Aufnahme Homers 
kennenlernen, wie sie in einer begrenzten Zeit und in 
einer bestimmten literarischen Richtung geschehen 
ist. 19 
If it is true, as Kindstrand observes, that Homer's 
importance does not diminish with the passing of time but 
rather grows in power over his listeners, then surely the 
greatest and most important surge in the growth of Homeric 
influence occurred when Aristotle enthusiastically let the 
mighty river of Homer flow into his own great sea. 
~ 9 Jan Fredrik Kindstrand, Homer in der zweiten . 




Thorough searches into the history of Aristotelian 
scholarship surprisingly revealed no work identical in 
scope and intent with the present study. In view of the 
obvious clues to Homer's pervasive presence in the works 
of Aristotle still more surprising was the revelation that 
nothing even similar in scope to this work was ever under-
taken. No study appeared, therefore, which attempted to 
present an analysis of all Aristotle's Homeric texts and 
allusions with the purpose of evaluating the Philosopher's 
attitude towards the Poet. 
Exhaustive bibliographical research uncovered only 
some works related more narrowly to Aristotle's use of 
Homer. Indices of the actual Homeric texts and allusions 
to Homeric texts in Aristotle have been published, as well 
as evaluations of Aristotle's literary theory and judgement, 
especially as related to the Poetics and Homeric Problems. 
Philological evaluations of the Philosopher's Homeric texts· 
appeared too, along with an evaluation of his literary 
judgement as derived from his Homeric texts and allusions in 
the Rhetoric, Poetics, and Nicomachean Ethics. Some few 
works appeared, narrower in approach than the present 
study. These indicated that Aristotle viewed Homer as 
14 
contributing more than just literary values to him. 
Some of these related works proved very useful for 
locating, evaluating, and especially verifying the texts 
of the Philosopher and Poet presented in this study. 
15 
The purpose of this chapter is to examine and compare 
in the light of the present study all the other works found 
to have examined in any way the textual relationships of 
Aristotle to Homer. This is to demonstrate: how the objec-
tives, methods, and conclusions of these other studies dif-
fer from our own; what distinct understanding of the rela-
tionship of the Philosopher to the Poet they give; and in 
what way their conclusions support or complement our study. 
First we will consider the indices which mainly pro-
vided only the list of loci in the Corpus Aristotelicum 
that cited or othenvise referred to Homer: the Index 
Aristotelicus of Hermann Bonitz for the second edition of 
Immanuel Bekker's Aristotelis Opera, the index of Firmin 
Didot's Latin edition of the Aristotelis Opera Omina, the 
separate indices of William D. Ross's Oxford English edition 
of the Works of Aristotle, and Arthur Ludwich's Die 
Homervulgata als voralexandrinisch erwiesen. 
Next we will examine the studies which are exclusively 
concerned with the reliability of Aristotle's Homeric quota-
tions and the reasons for the variations of his Homeric 
text from our own -- the studies of George E. Howes, T. W. 
Allen, Stephanie L. West, Adolph Romer, and Richard 
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Wachsmuth. 
Then we will give special attention to the work of 
w. s. Hinman, part of whose professed purpose most closely 
approximated our own. He intended, at least from the 
Rhetoric, Poetics, and Nicomachean Ethics, to draw some 
conclusions about Aristotle's attitude towards Horner and 
the other writers he quoted. 
The next group of studies we will review -- by 
Frederick von Schlegel, Ludwig Adam, Mitchell Carroll, 
Henrietta V. Apfel, Frederic R. White, and Hubert 
Hintenlang -- have a much newer purpose. They engage in 
various approaches to the understanding of the Philosopher's 
more sustained studies of the Poet: Poetics xxv, TipoSAn~aLa 
Finally 'f{le 'l.vill examine the studies of James Hogan, 
Howard B. Schapker, S. J., P. W. Forchharnmer, and Otto 
Karner. All of these move beyond the Philosopher's evalua-
tion of Homer as literary source and model. They view 
Aristotle as recognizing the Poet's influence on his 
thinking in the realm of ethics, rhetoric, and physical 
science. 
Let us turn first to the Aristotelian indices. 
Under the word v 0UT1POG the Index Aristotelicus of 
Hermann Bonitz 1 provided the primary list of Aristotelian 
1Hermann Bonitz, ""O~T)POG", Index Aristotelicus, Vol. 
V, (pp. 507-508) Aristotelis Opera, (5 Vols.} Ex recensione 
Immanuelis Bekkeri, edidit Academia Regia Borussica, 2aEd. 
quam curavit Olof Gigon, Berlin: 1960-1961, (Reprint of 
Berlin ed. 1831-1870}. 
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citations and references to Homer and served as the chief 
reference and guide for the whole study. Bonitz's very 
norms for the division and arrangement of the citations 
provided considerable help in our compilation of the texts. 
He indicated all the texts in which the name 'Homer' or 
'Poet' appears and noted texts that simply referred to 
rather than cited Homer. He pointed out obviously con-
taminated or missing verses as well as texts differing 
slightly from ours and isolated single words quoted from 
the Homeric text by Aristotle. He singled out Homeric 
verses in Aristotle that are absent from our Homer and 
texts that are not found in our codices. 
Bonitz, however, did not include many passages of 
Aristotle which simply allude to rather than cite the Poet's 
verses. Our decision to include these texts in our study 
was strengthened by our discovery of them in the index of 
the Firmin Didot Latin edition of the Aristotelis Opera 
Omnia 2 and in the pertinent separate indices of the Oxford 
English edition of The Works of Aristotle. 3 Arthur 
Ludwich's Die Homervulgata als voralexandrinisch erwiesen~ 
2 Emil Heitz, "Homerus", Index, Vol. V, Aristotelis 
Opera Omnia, (5 Vols.) Vol. I-II ed. Johann Friedrich 
Dubner; Vol. III-IV ed. Ulco Cats Bussemaker. Paris: 1874-
1878. 
3 William D. Ross, ed. "Homer", Separate indices of the 
12 Vols. of The works of Aristotle Translated into English. 
London: 1952-1962. 
4 Arthur Ludwich, "Aristoteles", Die Homervulgata als 
voralexandrinisch erwiesen, (71-132) Leipzig: 1898. 
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was very useful too for this process of selecting the 
Homeric texts of the Philosopher. 
Next let us consider studies concerned exclusively with 
the reliability of Aristotle's Homeric text and its com-
parison with our own. 
George E. Howes' article, "Homeric Quotations in Plato 
and Aristotle" 5 evaluates the reliability of the text of 
each of Aristotle's citations from Homer. Howes discusses 
all the texts including the fragments but excluding those 
texts ~hat are simply allusions to Homer, adhering closely 
to the list established by Bonitz. His purpose was "a 
study of the quotations from Homer found in our manuscripts 
of Plato and Aristotle" to "show whether these authors 
quoted accurately or not" and to "shed some light upon the 
Homeric text of their day." 6 
Howes' evaluation of the dependability of each Homeric 
citation in Homer is valuable. He groups the Philosopher's 
Homeric texts in eight categories: 7 
A No variants: Twenty-eight quotations show no 
readings different from the best manuscripts of 
Homer. 
5 George E. Howes, "Homeric Quotations in Plato and 
Aristotle", Harvard Studies in Classical Philology, VI, Ed. 
by a committee of the Classical Instructors of Harvard 
University, (153-237) Boston: 1895. 
6 Ibid., p. 154. 
~bid., pp. 210-236. 
~ Slight Variants: Thirty-nine passages in which 
the variants of Aristotle and Horner are so few 
and slight that they are undoubtedly due to 
scribes. 
C Agreement with the Best Manuscripts of Homer: 
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Twenty passages in which the manuscripts of 
Aristotle agree with the best Homeric manuscripts 
although some variants exist in the scholia of 
Eustathius. 
D Quotations Adapted Into the Text: Eight quota-
tions in which Aristotle evidently adapted Horner's 
words to his own sentences, using the same read-
ings as our Horner or very consistent with our 
Homer. 
E Aristotle's Variants Substantiated: Ten texts in 
which Aristotle's Homeric text differs from ours 
but can be substantiated by manuscripts of Horner, 
scholia, Eustathius or ancient authors. 
F Homeric verses Omitted in Aristotle: Three. 
G Verses Not Found in Our Homer: Eleven verses of 
the Poet familiar to the Philosopher but not 
found in our Horner. 
H New Readings in Aristotle: Eighteen passages in 
which Aristotle quotes Verses found in our Homer 




I think we may say that there are occasional passages 
where the presumption seems very strong that he has 
quoted from memory and quoted wrongly. We cannot, 
however, dismiss all, or even many, of his variants in 
that abrupt way. Whether he quoted from memory or not, 
for the following reasons I feel that his readings are 
entitled to a careful consideration, and that where 
they differ from the traditional text of Homer, in most 
instances they probably give us variants of high 
antiquity. 8 
A clear conclusion that we can draw from Howes' work, 
whether we agree with the details of his solution or not, is 
that we are not in a position to reject as not authentically 
Homeric even the most problematic of his cited verses from 
Homer. 
T. w. Allen, in his book on the transmission of the 
Homeric texts, discusses the additions, omissions, and 
different versions of Homer's verses in Aristotle. Although 
he directs some unwarrantedly harsh barbs at the 
Philosopher's artistic ability--" ..• mistakes of memory 
are admissible, for far from being a cunning artist like 
Plato, Aristotle is no artist at all, he adduces Homer for 
scientific not artistic purposes ••• " 9 His conclusion is 
much the same as Howes'. 
When therefore we have made the allowances called for 
by the Aristotelian corpus, it is plain that texts of 
Homer were extant in his day varying considerably from 
6 Ibid., pp. 236-237. 
9Thomas William Allen, "Early Quotations", Homer: The 
Origins and Transmission, Chapter IX Oxford: 1924, p. 253. 
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_ the later vulgate and not infrequently containing extra 
lines. 1 o-
Allen's judgement is supported too by the more recent work 
of Stephanie L. West. 11 
Adolph Romer, in a lecture he delivered in Munich on 
May 3, 1884, recognized the high place that Homer's poetry 
held throughout the works of Aristotle. 
Aristoteles in allen denjenigen seiner Schriften, deren 
Inhalt sich nicht durchaus in rein abstracten Dingen 
bewegt, von allen griechischen Dichtern am meisten die 
beiden grossen Gedichte des Homer heranzieht, urn seine 
eigenen Lehren an schlagenden und feinsinnigen Versen 
des Dichters zu erlautern und seinen Lesern einzupragen 
• • • aus seiner eigenen innigen Verehrung des Dichters 
ist jene reiche Menge von Citaten geflossen, mit 
welchen die Werke des Philosophen durchwoben sind. 12 
Romer was a philologist but he wanted to tread a 
middle ground between an appreciation for the great respect 
Aristotle showed for Homer in his frequent citations of the 
Poet and the sharp and sometimes destructive evaluations of 
texts produced by philological study. With that purpose 
Romer goes on to investigate the Philosopher's Homeric 
citations in the corpus and fragments, especially evaluat-
ing the accuracy and applicability of the more problematic 
quotations. Romer takes the position that Aristotle's 
10 Ibid. 1 p. 260. 
11 Stephanie L. West, The Ptolemaic Papyri of Homer, 
Koln: 1967. 
12Adolph Romer, "Die Homercitate und die homerischen 
Fragen des Aristoteles", Sitzungsberichte der philosophisch-
philogischen und historischen Classe der koniglicher 
bayerischer Akademie der Wissenschafter, zu M~nchen, 
(264-314) Munchen: 1885, pp. 264-265. 
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tendency to quote from memory and as briefly and pointedly 
as possible led to corruptions in his Homeric text. 13 
Richard Wachsmuth's dissertation 1 ~ takes a new look at 
the accuracy of Aristotle's Homeric text in the more dif-
ficult variants of his accepted works, the Homeric prob-
lems, and the fragments. He concludes that seeing these 
together would help shed light on them. He offers some 
interesting insights into various problem texts. 
We can now turn to a consideration of the work whose 
purpose, at least in part, most nearly approximates our own. 
W. S. Hinman's Literary Quotation and Allusion in the 
Rhetoric, Poetics, and Nicomachean Ethics 15 moved closer to 
our study under two important aspects than the other works 
we have considered. First, he included allusions to Homer 
as well as citations from Homer found in Aristotle's works. 
Secondly, he attempted to draw some conclusions about the 
Philosopher's attitude towards the writers he quoted. He 
13 The clumsiness of papyrus rolls led ancient scholars 
(e.g. Plutarch) to quote from memory. It would have been 
too time-consuming and laborious for an ancient to verify 
the accuracy of all his quotations. 
14 Richard Wachsmuth, De Aristotelis Studiis Homericis 
Capita Selecta (Quattuor), Dissertatio Inauguralis, Berlin: 
1963. 
15W. S. Hinman, Literary Quotation and Allusion in the 
Rhetoric, Poetics, and Nicomachean Ethics, New York: 1935. 
Cf. Raymond v. Schoder, S.J. "Literary Sources Cited by 
Aristotle in the Poetics, II", Classical Journal, LXV (1970), 
p. 359. A convenient list of all Aristotle's references to 
Homer in the Poetics--less cumbersome than Hinman's Part 
III, op. cit. 
stated his purpose clearly: 
From the cor.1parison of the quotation or allusion with 
the context of the paragraph in which it occurs we 
shall try to discover what were the reasons for 
Aristotle's quoting or alluding. 16 
Hinman fulfilled the letter of this stated purpose. In 
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each case he did relate the Homeric quotation to the 
particular reasoning of the paragraph of Aristotle in which 
it was found. But, he made no attempt to gain any con~on 
insights by comparing and collating all the paragraphs in 
which the Philosopher quoted Homer. 
Hinman's expressed purpose was, after all, literary. 
This purpose he did fulfill. He described it when he 
wrote: 
We may also discern some indication of Aristotle's 
literary preferences and antipathies both as to 
authors and as to kinds of literature. 1 7 
But here too, I fear, Hinman's success was moderate since 
he based his judgement mostly on a quantitative analysis 
rather than on anything intrinsic to what Aristotle states. 
In a sense Hinman attempted too much and too little. 
He attempted too much since his study was directed at all 
the literary quotations and allusions in the three works of 
Aristotle mentioned. His attempt was too modest since he 
limited his study of Aristotle to the Rhetoric, Poetics, 
and Nicomachean Ethics. The reasons he adduced for this 
limitation are not cogent. He argued that the three 
16 Ibid., p. 7. 
1 7Ibid. 
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treatises forQed a sufficient basis for valid conclu-
sions since they contained many literary quotations and 
allusions. 
Hinman's work was very useful to the present study. It 
provided corroborative insight for many of the quotations 
and allusions examined here. With regard to the Homeric 
allusions found in Aristotle, Hinman's was the only com-
parable study I could find to test my own judgements 
about them. 
In the final analysis, however, the value of Hinman's 
work was vitiated by his drawing conclusions from simply 
quantitative analysis and, as one critic of his study has 
pointed out 18 , by his unsubstantiated dismissal of 
Aristotle as a sound literary critic. His reasoning was not 
at all cogent when he argued: 
Wherever a reason can be determined for a quotation 
and allusion, that reason shows that Aristotle has 
used a literary illustration solely for the sake of 
elucidating the point under discussion. He has not 
turned aside from his topic for the purpose of quoting 
some beautiful passage or alluding to a favorite 
author. Many a quotation ends abruptly although its 
aesthetic and even literary value would be enhanced by 
its extension. 19 
This was a strange argument that would turn the incisive 
mind of Aristotle from his perfectly appropriate method to 
'purple patches' just to make him fulfill some arbitrary 
1 8c G H d · "Q t t · · · • • ar ~e, uo a 1on ~n Ar1stotle and Others" 
Book Review of W.S. Hinman, Literary Quotation and Allus~on 
in Classical Review, XLIX (1935) p. 223. ' 
19H· 1nman, op. cit., p. 167. 
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definition of a literary critic. 
Hinman's categorization of texts was very useful along 
with Howes' for collating and evaluating all of Aristotle's 
Homeric references in the present study. He grouped quota-
tions as "exact," "inexact,'' "incapable of being tested for 
accuracy," or "doubtful". Allusions to Homer he classified 
as "supported by other evidence," "not supported by other 
evidence," or "incorrect allusions". In the three works, 
Homer is quoted seventy-two times. "Of the sixty-four 
quotations from him that can be tested, forty-eight are 
given exactly--seventy-five percent." 20 Homer is alluded 
to forty-four times in the three works. Hinman listed 
forty-one allusions as supported by other evidence, only 
one as not supported, and two allusions (to the Margites) 
as incorrect--ninety-five percent accurate. 
Hinman seemed to accept, but not wholeheartedly, the 
possibility of tracing Aristotle's 'inaccuracy' to truly 
variant ancient texts. In discussing the question: "Did he 
use a manuscript of Homer different from any extant 
today?" 21 Hinman discussed some problematic texts and 
concluded: 
When we consider that Homer is quoted by Aristotle 
with seventy-five percent of accuracy where that can 
be tested, and also that there are seventy-two quota-
tions from Homer in the three treatises combined it is 
as difficult to reject these doubtful quotations as it 
is to accept them. At best they may indicate that 
20 Ibid., p. 170. 
21 Ibid., p. 177. 
, 
Aristotle had a text of Homer which contained lines 
that were later deleted by Alexandrians, but the 
evidence is too weak to prove it. These peculiar 
lines may have been rejected by the Alexandrians, 
or Aristotle may have erred in quotation. 22 
After W. S. Hinman's work, the literature related to 
the present study narrows to works that pursue an under-
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standing of Aristotle's explicit Homeric studies. These are 
studies on the Poetics, especially Chapter Twenty-Five, the 
npO~AnUaLa OUnPLKa, 23 and the anopnuaLa ounPLKa. 24 
We propose here to examine briefly seven of the more 
important studies of this kind, with the seventh forming a 
natural bridge to the last three studies we wish to consid-
er in this chapter and to the broader perspective of our 
own study. They will be discussed in the order of their 
chronological appearance. 
Two essays by Frederick von Schlegel appeared in 1822 25 
in successive chapters of the Third Book of his collected 
works. The first essay traces the attitude of the Greeks 
before Aristotle towards the Homeric works. The second 
analyzes Aristotle's view of them, especially artistically 
as it was expressed in the Poetics. Both essays are 
22 Ibid., p. 178. 
23 Westerhain, ed., Biographi Minores, p. 404 §77. 
24 C. Gabriel Cobet (Ed.}, Diogenes Laertius, Paris: 
1878, §5,1 '26. 
25 Frederick von Schlegel, "Ansichten und Urteile der 
Alten von den homerischen Gedichten" (4.Kap.) 67-82~ 
"Weitere Erorterung der Aristotelischen Grundsatze uber die 
epische Dichtart" (S.Kap.) (83-108, 3.Band) s;mmtliche 
Werke, Vienna: 1822. . 
laborious Hegelian musings, outstanding for their lack of 
practical information. 
The second work was Lud\vig Adam's Die Aristotelische 
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Theorie vom Epos 26 which appeared in 1889. After establish-
ing the central place that the Homeric epics held in the 
culture and education of the Greeks prior to Aristotle Adam 
emphasizes the Philosopher's high praise of Homer. 2 7 
Examining the epics as the forerunners of tragedy, Adam 
stresses the tragic element that Aristotle saw in Epic. He 
demonstrates too that Aristotle's position on Homer strong-
ly influenced the Alexandrian school's attitude towards the 
Poet. Especially valuable is Adam's brief bibliography of 
essays and lectures that appeared in Germany between 1830 
and 1867 on the topic of Aristotle's view of Homer. 28 
Only one of these works appeared in any standard biblio-
graphy I consulted. 29 
Mitchell Carroll's doctoral dissertation, Aristotle's 
Poetics: Chapter Twenty-Five in the Light of the Homeric 
Scholia which was published in 1895, 30 demonstrates that 
26 Ludwig Adam, Die Aristotelische Theorie vom Epos nach 
ihrer Entwicklung bei Griechen und Romern, Wiesbaden: 1889. 
2 7Ibi d., "Urteil des Aristoteles", pp. 18-2 9. 
28 Ibid., p.l5. Cf: The works listed there: Schomann, 
Rassow, Trendelenberg, Nitzsch. 
29 Ibid., Georg Friedrich Schomann, "Disputatio de 
Aristotelis censura carminum epicorum", Opuscula Academica, 
Vol. III (30-46}, Berlin: 1858. 
30 r1itchell Carroll, Aristotle's Poetics: Chapter 
Twenty-Five in the Light of The Homeric Scholia, Doctoral 
Dissertation, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University, 1895. 
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the difficult Twenty-Fifth Chapter of the Poetics contains 
the elements of a systematic treatment of the faults of 
poetry and of Homer's inconsistencies. He bases his con-
clusion on a study of the Porphyrian ~n~nua~a of the 
Homeric scholia, of which the npo~Anua~a ounpLxa of 
Aristotle and his followers was a source. The npo~Anua~a 
ounPLxa considered and answered the criticisms and censures 
of Homer by philosophers and sophists. As a result the 
Fragments preserved for us furnish us with numerous il-
lustrations of the principles stated in Poetics XXV in 
which objections of critics to poetry and proper methods of 
answering them are discussed. Carroll makes his point by 
analyzing Aristotle's method. 
The Philosopher begins by laying down certain general 
propositions as a basis for the consideration both of the 
critics' objections, ETIL~Lunua~a, and of the solutions to 
the objections, AUOEL~. Carroll explains that Aristotle had 
twelve explanations for the faults found in Homer. They are 
grouped under three headings: those from consideration of 
the objects imitated, those from consideration of artistic 
correctness, and those from consideration of the method of 
representation. These are carefully examined in Poetics XXV 
along with examples of typical attacks on selected quota-
tions from Homer and possible defenses against those at-
tacks. 
Carroll's scholarly investigations of the intimate 
connection between Aristotle's Problems and Chapter Twenty-
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Five of the Poetics bring to light the great effort the 
Philosopher expended in the defense of Homer. Carroll 
argues that the other evidences of Aristotle's activity in 
the study of the Poet justify his chapter in the Poetics 
which is devoted almost exclusively to the defense of Homer. 
His evidence of the Philosopher's concern for Homer is 
impressive: 
Aristotle's hearty veneration for Homer is shown by the 
numerous citations of the Iliad and Odyssey in his 
works and by the frequent expressions of admiration 
occurring in the Poetics; perhaps to this we may 
attribute his appearance as a defender of the Poet 
against his many detractors. Isocrates testified that 
the Homeric poems were objects of study in the Lyceum 
and Dio Chrysostom is the authority for the statement 
that Aristotle in a number of dialogues concerned 
himself with Homer. Besides these and other indica-
tions of Aristotle's Homeric activity a peculiar 
interest is in a special work which had the Homeric 
poems for its exclusive object, and which has come 
down to US under different titles, anopnuaLa OUnPLXa 
or TIPOSAnuaLa ounPLXa. 31 
Henrietta V. Apfel's article on Fourth Century B.C. 
Homeric Criticism32 appeared in 1938. When she discusses 
Aristotle she stresses the fact that he seemed to have 
regarded it as his task to defend the great epics against 
Plato's attacks. He did this, she indicates, in his two 
major works on literary questions, the Rhetoric and Poetics, 
but especially in the fragmentary Homeric Problems. 
31 Ibid., pp. 12-13. 
32 Henrietta v. Apfel, "Homeric Criticism in the Fourth 
Century, B.C.", Transactions of the American Philological 
Association, 1938 (245-258). 
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She begins the main thrust of her article when she 
takes up the consideration of the fragments of this work. 
The work which Aristotle devoted to the defense of 
Homer has unfortunately come down to us only in 
fragmentary form. There is sufficient however to show 
us his methods which he indeed had already shown in 
Chapter Twenty-Five of the Poetics. 33 
Demonstrating that Aristotle's greatest service to the Poet 
lay in his defense against the attacks of the moralists, 
Apfel clarifies briefly each one of the fragments. She 
concludes her treatment of Aristotle's defense of Homer in 
the Fragments with an observation about the text of Homer 
which Aristotle used. 
The text of Homer which Aristotle used apparently 
differed considerably from extant MSS. It is true that 
he often quoted only a few words, or only those which 
he needed to prove his point, regardless of their sense 
in the positions where he quoted them. He sometimes 
deliberately deformed a passage to suit his purpose. 34 
Apfel's article manifests a fine awareness and control 
of the more important recent work on Aristotle's criticism 
of Homer. She refers directly to Howes, Carroll, Hinman, 
Romer, and Wachsmuth. 
Frederic R. White submitted a doctoral dissertation in 
1942 to the University of Michigan on the development of 
Homeric criticism. 35 White's evaluation is concerned only 
with criticism in the literary sense. He tries to make the 
13 ~bid., p. 254. 
34 rbid., p. 257. 
35Frederic R. White, The Development of Homeric 
Criticism: Ancient and Medieval,Doctoral Dissertation, Ann 
Arbor: The University of Michigan, 1942. 
point that the Philosopher imposed norms upon the Homeric 
epics and fails to grasp the obvious preoccupation of 
Aristotle with discovering his very norms for literary 
judgement in the Homeric Epics. This prejudice of White 
which leads him to trace the faults of Alexandrians to 
Aristotle is clearly expressed when he says: 
31 
Aristotle, the master of those who know rather than of 
those who, with Socrates and Plato, question and 
search and finally leave the matter open for further 
discussion, provided a convenient code for conscien-
tious critics. 36 
One would wish that White who so summarily dismisses one of 
the greatest questioners and searchers of human history 
would heed his own advice, and regarding Aristotle 
"question and search and finally leave the matter open for 
further discussion." Fortunately White's approach is not 
characteristic of other students of the relationship of 
Aristotle to Homer who leave the matter open for much fur-
ther discussion. 
The next pertinent work appeared in 1961 with the 
publications of Hubert Hintenlang's Heidelberg dissertation 
about the Homeric Problems. 3 7 This author examines in 
great detail the texts of the Homeric Problems, compares 
them to the Twenty-Fifth Chapter of the Poetics and shows 
that they harmonize well with Aristotle's theory. 
Hintenlang demonstrates a very exact parallelism between 
36 Ibid., p. 74. 
3 7Hubert Hintenlang, Untersuchungen zu den Homer-
Aporien des Aristoteles, Dissertation, Heidelberg: 1961. 
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chapter Twenty-Five of the Poetics and the Pzoblems, show-
ing the practical application of the Philosopher's own 
theoretical principles. His bibligraphy lists numerous 
valuable studies both of special and general interest on 
Aristotelian criticism of Homer. 
Finally, we can turn to the studies which see Aristotle 
as recognizing Homer's influence on his ethical, rhetorical, 
and scientific as well as literary thinking with our 
consideration of the latest important study, an article by 
James Hogan on the Poetics which appeared in 1973. 38 Hogan 
is impressed by the importance that Aristotle gives to 
Homer's epics in his consideration of tragedy. 
From the discussion of principles in the first five 
chapters to the comparison of epic and tragedy in the 
last four, Homer provides the prototype and model. We 
find, moreover, a constant stress on the dramatic 
values in Homer and the clear implication that the 
techniques of the two genres, at their best, have much 
in common. 39 
Hogan collects and assesses all the references to Homer and 
epic poetry found in the Poetics, presenting them as they 
occur in the text. He offers some observations on 
Aristotelian notions like "cq . J.ap-rta, which though not ex-
plicitly applied to epic in the Poetics might be thought 
relevant to an Aristotelian interpretation of the Iliad 
and Odyssey." 
38 James C. Hogan, "Aristotle's Criticism of Homer in 
the Poetics," Classical. Philology, LXVIII (April, 1973), 
(95-108). 
39 Ibid., P· 95. 
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Hogan's final observation forms an intriguing intro-
duction to the last few works we consider in this chapter 
and to the broader perspectives of this study. 
Much of what has been said touches on or implies a 
continuity in ethical values between the time of the 
epics into the fourth century. Though his (Aristotle's) 
criticism is certainly more aesthetic than ethical in 
its origin and argument, some typical ideas, e.g. the 
emphasis on action, have deeper roots in Greek thought 
than the tragedy of the fifth century •... If we 
proceed somewhat negatively it may be said that the 
frequent use of the Homeric paradigm to illustrate 
formal procedures suggests that Aristotle did not 
perceive a fundamental lack of harmony between the 
ethical premises of the Poetics and those of epic. 40 
Hogan's statement opens the study of the relationship 
of Aristotle to Homer to fresh, broader perspectives. That 
Aristotle was profoundly influenced by Homer in his literary 
judgement is not seriously challenged. This is clear from 
the present chapter. But what of the other facets of 
Aristotle's multiple genius--ethical, religious, social, 
scientific? As Hogan opens up to examination the whole area 
of Homer's influence on Aristotle's ethical considerations, 
it seems reasonable to pursue a study of Homeric influ-
ence on other areas of Aristotelian thought. 
Many more studies like the Master's thesis of Howard B. 
Schapker, S.J., at Loyola University of Chicago in 1959 41 
would help to demonstrate empirically the fact of this 
broader influence of Homer on Aristotle. Schapker clearly 
40 Ibid., p. 108. 
41 Howard B. Schapker, S.J., 
Homer, Master's Thesis under the 
Schoder, S.J., Loyola University 
Aristotelian Rhetoric in 
direction of Raymond V. 
of Chicago, 1959. ~ 
/,t-_\\S Tow~ 
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shows the presence of many of Aristotle's canons of 
rhetoric in the speeches of the Iliad, although he does not 
draw the obvious conclusion that Homer's practice influenced 
Aristotle's theory. 
When the Iliad's more accomplished oratorical efforts 
are considered, then, the close rapport between the two 
Greeks is as remarkable as it is indisputable. 42 
Schapker's work is singled out here since it shows that 
because of the broad nature of Greek rhetoric itself this 
community of rhetorical principles between the Philosopher 
and the Poet manifests a much broader similarity than simply 
literary. Part of the community in rhetorical principles 
that Schapker discovers in Homer and Aristotle approximates 
the community in ethics that James Hogan speaks of above. 
Schapker writes: 
In short, Aristotle requires an orator to have a 
complete and integral theoretical understanding of 
man's nature, and to be master of all practical means, 
argumentative and psychological, of inducing men to 
make correct judgements. 43 
In the world of science too the Homeric presence in 
Aristotle deserves more scholarly attention. In 1885 P. W. 
Forchhammer published an article in the magazine section of 
a Munich newspaper entitled simply Aristoteles und Homer. 44 
The central point of Forchhammer's argument was that if we 
lf 2 Ibid., p. 120. 
'+
3 Ibid., p. 116. 
'+'+peter w. Forchhanuner, "Aristoteles und Homer", 
Beilage zur Allegemeinem Zeitung, Nr. 242 (MUnchen: 
September, 1885), 3562-3563. 
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follow Aristotle's insight into Homer's use of metaphors we 
can uncover the factual events he clothes with fantasy. 
Forchhaillf3er applied the insight to Homer's description of 
Achilles' battle with the rivers of Troy. After personal 
observation of the Spring flooding around the Trojan plain 
he suggested that Homer's description of Achilles' battle 
with the rivers was not merely allegorical. Homer was 
working with the solid meteorological fact of Spring flood-
ing that interfered with the Greek siege of Troy. 
Forchhammer fortifies his position with observations 
from Pausanias, Strabo and Plutarch who recognized the 
tendency of the ancients to describe their physical world 
in myths. Certainly we have discovered in our times that 
this grasp of the mythologizing by the ancients has led 
archaeologists to break through mythical packaging to won-
derful discoveries in the ruins of the ancient world. 
Forchhammer's observations, if not his conclusions, 
lead us to recognize how Aristotle could confidently accept 
empirical facts from Homer, although they were embedded in 
fantasy. 
Otto Korner, an expert on Homeric zoology, who pub-
lished his first book on the subject in 1880, 45 expresses in 
the second edition fifty years later, his impatience with 
the failure of zoologists to record the extraordinarily 
accurate details of Homeric zoology. 
450tto Korner, Die homerische Tierwelt, Berlin: 1880. 
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Die homerische Tierkunde ist bis in die neueste Zeit 
von den Geschichtsschreibern der Zoologie teils 
vernachlassigt, teils ganz und gar ubersehen worden. 46 
In a book in 1917 he devoted his efforts to demonstrating 
the importance of the Homeric animal classification systems 
for those of Aristotle. 4 7 
All of Korner's painstaking research confirms the 
existence of the broader influence of the Poet on Aristotle. 
Korner's studies establish that influence in a purely 
empirical science--zoology. 
The principal governing this chapter was to examine 
every study which approached in any substantial way the 
relationship of Aristotle to Homer. The purpose was to 
establish the distinctiveness of the present study as well 
as its dependence on these other related studies, which 
fell into five groups: 1} indices, 2) text reliability 
studies, 3) W. S. Hinman's work which stands alone and 
draws conclusions about Aristotle's attitude towards Homer 
from Homeric quotations found in the Rhetoric, Poetics, 
and Nicomachean Ethics, 4) studies of Aristotle's more ex-
tended literary approaches to Homer, (Poetics xxv, TipoSAn~aTa 
·o~nPLKa, and the anopn~aTa ·o~nPLxa), and 5) studies exem-
plifying Aristotle's acceptance of a broader than just 
literary influence of Homer on his thought. How then is 
our work distinct from these and how does it relate to them? 
4 6 K.. ' 2d d •• orner, op. c~t., e., Munchen, 1930, 1. 
41Korner, Das homerische Tiersystem und seine Bedeutung 
f~r die zoologische systematik des Aristoteles, Wiesbaden: 
1917. 
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Our study makes use of the first category listed above, 
the indices examined, but is not just a specialized index of 
Aristotelian texts that quote or allude to Homer. It de-
pends on the second category, the studies that seek to 
establish the reliability of Aristotle's Homeric texts, 
without undertaking on its own any special test of textual 
reliability. Our study is like the Homeric part of 
Hinman's work in that it works with allusions as well as 
quotations and draws conclusions about Aristotle's attitude 
towards Homer. It is not limited as Hinman's to the 
literary values from Homer which Aristotle accepts in his 
Poetics, Rhetoric, and Nicomachean Ethics. Our work extends 
to the whole Corpus Aristotelicum and to Homeric principles 
and insights accepted by the Philosopher in all fields of 
human thought and endeavor. The studies of the fourth 
category, limited to Poetics xxv, the Tipo~AnuaLa and 
anopnuaLa, give US an insight into the intensity of 
Aristotle's admiration of the Poet, but are clearly much 
narrower in their approach than our study. The last works 
of this category, beginning with Hogan's article, serve as 
an introduction to the fifth and final category of studies--
those which recognize some influences of Homer on the 
Philosopher other than literary. Once again, however, 
these studies are much narrower in their approach to the 
question of Aristotle's attitude toward Homer. 
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At the very conclusion of this chapter, where we have 
considered the important works related to our study, we 
have presented a natural bridge in the work of Hogan, 
Schapker, Forchhammer, and Korner to our analysis in the 
next four chapters. We can more confidently begin the work 
of demonstrating the true extent of Homer's influence on 
Aristotle's thought--an influence that touched not only his 
literary and aesthetic judgement, but his ethical and 
religious, as well as his scientific and philosophical 
theory and practice. In the face of the mass of 
Aristotelian scholarship that has ignored it, the opening we 
have seen is small, but it is an opening that deserves to be 
widened if only a little more. 
CHAPTER THREE 
ARISTOTELIAN REFERENCES TO HOMER 
AS MASTER OF THE ARTS OF LANGUAGE 
The approach of Aristotelian scholarship to the Phi-
losopher's judgement of Horner has centered quite naturally 
on his treatment of Horner primarily as poet and then as 
rhetorician. There has been a solid tradition of study of 
Aristotle's evaluation of the Poet's poetic and rhetorical 
excellence. The present chapter in no sense will attempt to 
supplant these studies. It will simply analyze the texts of 
Aristotle which explicitly view Horner as poet and rhetori-
cian to show what they reveal of Aristotle's attitude 
towards the Poet. 
There are eighty-five places in the extant works of 
Aristotle in which Horner's rhetorical and poetical charac-
ter is touched. Forty-one times Horner is cited or mentioned 
in this light in the Rhetoric, forty-two times in the 
Poetics, once in the Topics, and once in the Sophistical 
Refutations. 
The art of rhetoric as seen by Aristotle eludes a 
single modern category. It is not just concerned with 
language and style, although these are a necessary part of 
his Rhetoric. Ancient rhetoric, and more properly here, 
Aristotelian rhetoric, examines a wide range of human 
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behavior and values as well as techniques of language. 
Lane Cooper summarizes it well: 
His principles . • • he (Aristotle) sought . • . in 
the living pattern of the human heart. All the re-
cesses and windings of that hidden region he has 
explored; all its caprices and affections, whatever 
tends to excite, to ruffle, to amuse, to gratify, or 
to offend it have been carefully examined. . . • The 
Rhetoric of Aristotle is a practical psychology and 
the most helpful book extant for writers of prose and 
for speakers of every sort . • . and the modern psy-
chologist commonly will find that he has observed the 
behavior of human beings less carefully than did 
Aristotle, even though the author keeps reminding us 
that in the Rhetoric his analysis of thought and con-
duct is practical, not scientifically precise and 
complete. 1 
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J. Barthelemy Saint-Hilaire suggests the strong empha-
sis Aristotle gives to the behavioral or ethical side of 
his Rhetoric: 
••• Aristote ne meconnait pas la partie technique de 
l'art; mais il la subordonne; dans son ouvrage, cette 
partie tient moins de place peut-etre que la morale, 
la politique et la psychologie. 2 
According to Aristotle rhetoric is the study in which 
one learns "what to say persuasively in every case." 3 This 
'whatness' leads the Rhetoric into the study of human val-
ues. To speak nobly, wisely, and persuasively to the assem-
bly or jury one must understand and influence human pas-
sions, motives, and ideals. 
1 Lane Cooper, The Rhetoric of Aristotle. 
1932), pp. xi-xvii passim. 
(New York: 
2 J. Barthelemy Sainte-Hilaire, Rhetorique d'Aristote. 
(Paris: 1870), pp. lxxiv-lxxv. 
3 Rhetoric 1355b, 26. 
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Because of the dual nature of Aristotle's Rhetoric--its 
literary aspect and its ethical aspect--nineteen of the 
Homeric citations in that work will not be included in this 
chapter but will be discussed in the fifth chapter. The 
present chapter deals with Aristotle's attitude towards the 
Poet as master of the art of language itself--of 'how to 
speak' rather than 'what to say'. The above-mentioned 
nineteen citations strongly exemplify the ethical side of 
Aristotelian rhetoric. They will be treated, therefore, in 
our later consideration of Aristotle's attitude towards 
Homer as a teacher of human values. 
Aristotle's isolated reference to Homer in the Topics 
can serve to set the tone of this whole chapter. He points 
to Homer as the exemplar of the important facet of style he 
is discussing. He is advising the student of argument to 
adduce examples and illustrations to clarify his argument. 
Almost casually he says the examples should be to the point 
and drawn from things that are familiar to the hearer, "of 
the kind which Homer uses and not the kind that Choerilus 
uses; for thus the proposition would be rendered clearer." 
Et~ oE oa$nvsLav napaosCy~a~a xat napaSoAa~ 
ota~£ov, napaosCy~a~a 6E otxsta xat £E ~v Ca~sv, oia 
VO~npo~ ~n oia XOLPLAO~· ou~w yap av Oa$EO~EPOV ELn 
~0 TIPO~ELVO~EVOV. 4 
In the Rhetoric, in counseling the orator to use 
language most effectively and persuasively, Aristotle turns 
to the example of Homer twenty-three times. 
4 Topics 157a, 14-17. 
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In presenting the appropriate purposes of each of the 
three kinds of oratory--deliberative, forensic, and epideic-
tic--Aristotle demonstrates how all other considerations in 
a speech are subordinated to the one ruling purpose of that 
kind of oratory. Since the purpose of the epideictic ora-
tor, he argues, is to praise what is honorable and fault 
what is disgraceful, he does not consider what is more 
proper to deliberative oratory, namely, what is expedient or 
harmful. In fact, the epideictic orator often praises a man 
for disregarding what is expedient and in his own interest, 
to perform some honorable deed. An example of this the 
Philosopher finds in Homer since Achilles is praised for 
disregarding his own safety to protect the body of his 
comrade Patroclus and avenge his death. 
o~oCw~ OE xat ot £naLVOUVLE~ xat ot ~EYOVLE~ ou 
OXOTIOUOLV EL OUU~EPOVLa EnpaEEv n SAaSEpa, aAAa xat 
£v £naCv~ noAAaxL~ LL8£acrLv OLL 6ALywpncra~ LOU a6L~ 
AUOLLEAOUVLO~ EnpaE£ LL xaAov, olov ·AXLAAEa EnaLvo-
OcrLv OLL ESon8ncrE L~ tLaCp~ ITaLpoxA~ ·aEtow~ OLL oEt 
aULOV ano8avEtv, EEov ~nv. LOUL~ OE 0 ~EV LOLOULO~ 
8UvaLO~ xaAALOV, LO OE ~nv cru~~£pov. 5 
Aristotle said there were five 'inartificial' proofs 
that properly belonged to forensic oratory: laws, witnesses, 
contracts, torture, and oaths. After discussing laws he 
spoke of the two kinds of witnesses the orator should use 
for persuasion--ancient and recent. The 'ancient' had to be 
poets and men of good repute whose judgements were known to 
all. The first such ancient witness that the Philosopher 
5 Rhetoric 1358b, 37-1359a, 6 (No quotation from Homer 
but a true statement paralleled in the Iliad.) 
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mentions is Homer, of course, to whom the Athenians appealed, 
he says, in the matter of Salamis. Aristotle's allusion is 
to Iliad ii.557-558, where the Poet says that Ajax led his 
twelve ships from Salamis and took his position with the 
Athenians. 
ITEpt 6E uap~upwv, uap~UPEG ELO~ 6~~~0~, ot UEV naAa~ot 
ot 68 npocrcpa~o~, xat ~m'hwv ot u~v UE~C:xov~EG ~ou 
x~v6uvou ot 6' EX~OG. AEyw 6E naAa~OUG u8v ~OUG ~E 
no~n~aG xat oawv aAAwv yvwpCuwv E(crt xp~crE~G cpavEpa~, 
oiov 'Aanvato~ ·ounp~ uap~up~ EXPncrav~o nEpt ~aAautvoG 6 
He advises the use of common and frequently-quoted 
maxims if they are appropriate for persuasion since their 
very commonness seems to earn them universal acknowledgement 
as true. His first example is exhorting soldiers to risk 
danger. Here he cites Hector's words to Polydamas who has 
threatened him with an adverse omen; the best of omens is to 
defend one's country. 
xa80AOU 68 u~ OV~OG xaaoAOU ELnEtv uaA~cr~a apuo~­
~E~ EV OXE~A~acru~ xa~ 6E~VWOE~ xat EV ~OU~O~G n 
apxouEvov n ano6ECEav~a. XPncraa~ 6E 6Et xat ~atG 
~EapuAnutva~G xat xo~vatG yvwua~G, Eav W0~ xPncr~~o~· 
6~a yap ~0 Erva~ xo~va~, WG OUOAOYOUV~WV anav~wv, 
6pawG EXE~v 6oxoucr~v, olov napaxaAoOv~~ Ent ~o 
}(. ~ v6UVEUE ~ v un aucrauEVOUG 11 e:C~ ol.wvo~ apLOTO~ C'}.!UVE:O-\J().L, n:e:pL 
n:chpn~," 7 
6 Rhetoric 1375b, 26-30 (=Iliad ii.557-558). 
Aristotle does not indicate any Homeric passage, 
558 is disputed and attributed to Solon. Athens 
were struggling over the possession of Salamis. 
who acted as arbitrators, awarded Salamis to the 





ACaG 6' EX EaAautvo~ ayEV 6uoxaC6Exa vnaG, 
cr~DOE 6' aywv tv• 'A8nva[wv Ca~av~o ~aAayyE~, 
7Rhetoric 1395a, 8-14 t=,Iliad xii. 2431. The Homeric 
quotation is accurate here but Aristotle's interpretation is 
loose, since Hector is correcting a bad omen. 
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His second example of the effective use of a common 
maxim is exhorting soldiers to battle when they are out-
numbered. Here he turns to Hector's words when he is about 
to fight Achilles. 
In forensic accusation or defense, enthymene as well as 
examples, according to Aristotle, should be used as a means 
of proof. The use of enthymene demands a grasp of all that 
really belongs or appears to belong to the subject of the 
defense or accusation. The argument is easier when facts 
are used more plentifully and when the facts used are less 
common and more intimately related to the subject. To 
praise Achilles because he went to Troy would not single 
him out, but praise because he killed Hector could be in-
tended only for him. 
It is not surprising that the Philosopher is probably 
alluding to the twenty-second book of the Iliad here. 
5a~ ~EV yap av TIAELW ~xnLaL LWV unapxovLWV, L000UL~ 
p~ov OELXVUVaL, ocr~ 6' EYYULEPOV, L000UL~ OLXELOLEPa 
xat nLLOV XOLVa. AEYW OE XOLVa ~EV LO tnaLvEtv LOV 
'AXLAAEa 0LL av&pwno~ xat OLL LWV n~L&EWV xat OLL 
tnt LO ~IALOV EOLPaLEUOaLO" LaULa yap xat aAAOL~ 
unapxEL TIOAAOt~, WOL. OUOEV ~aAAOV 0 LOLOULO~ 'AXLA-
AEa tnaLvEt n ~Lo~nonv. CoLa OE a ~n6Evt aAA~ 
cru~~E~nxEV n LQ 'AXLAAEt, oiov LO anOXLEtvaL LOV 
VEXLOpa LOV apLOLOV LWV Tpwwv 9 
As Aristotle turns to various language devices which 
the orator may use for greater effect he frequently invokes 
8 Rhetoric 1395a, 14-15 (=Iliad xviii.309). 
9 Rhetoric 1396b, 9-17 [=Iliad xxii} . 
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the Poet. He cites Homer as giving a good example of the 
use of paromoiosis at the beginning of a clause when it 
should always be in entire words. 
av~C3EO~~ ]J.EV ouv ~0 ~o~oo~ov EO~~v, napCowo~~ 6' sav 
Loa ~a xwAa, napouoCwo~~, 6' sav ouo~a ~a Eoxa~a EX~ 
EKU~Epov ~0 XWAOV. avayxn 6t n EV apxfj n snt ~EAEu~n~ 
EXE~V. xat apxn ]J.EV aEt ~a. 6voua~a, n 6E ~EAEu~n ~a.~ 
£oxa~a~ OUAAaSa~ n ~oo a6~oo 6voua~o~ n~WOE~~ n ~0 
m)~o l'>voua. EV apxfj ]J.EV ~a. ~o~ao~a "aypov yap EAaSEV 
apyov nap. a6~oo I II II 6wpnTOL T' E:nO .. ov-ro napappn-roL T' 
E:u£e:crcr1..v•" 1 0 
Then he turns to the use of metaphors. Similes are 
metaphors, he argues, since they differ from them very 
little. ~vhen Homer says Achilles "rushed on like a lion" 
he used a simile. If he had said, "a lion, he rushed on," 
he would have been using a metaphor. Because both Achilles 
and a lion are courageous he transfers the sense and either 
calls Achilles a lion (metaphor) or compares him to a lion 
(simile). Similes are used in prose, but less frequently, 
he cautions, 
·Eo~~ 6t xat n ELKW\J ]J.E~acpopa· 6~acpspE~ yap u~xpov· 
chav ]J.EV yap ELn~ ~ov 'Axt:AAEa "ws; 6e: A.£wv E:nopoucre:v," 
E I, KWV EO~~ vI o~av OE AEWV sriopouoE I II ]J.E~acpopa. 6 ~a. 
yap ~0 U]J.cpW av6pECou~ Erva~, npoonyopEUOE ]J.E~EVEyKa~ 
AEOV~a ~ov 'Ax~AAEa. xPno~uov 6E n ELKWV xat EV 
AOy~, 6A~yax~~ 6s· no~n~~KOV yap. 11 
10 Rhetoric 1410a, 22-30 (=Iliad ix.526). 
11 Rhetoric 1406b, 24. Although Homer does compare 
Achilles to a lion, nowhere in our Homer do \ve have the 
exact expression quoted by Aristotle as Homeric. If \ve were 
to conflate two passages from Iliad XX we would come close 
to his expression, 
ilT)AE't:6n~ 5• f;~spw&Ev svav~Cov wp~o A.£wv ws;, (Iliad 
xx.l64}; 
a(nap · Ax~AAEu~ suuqJ.aw~ snopouaE xa~ax~cl.uEvat. 
UEVEaLVWV 1 (Iliad xx.441-42}. 
, 
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He wants the orator to produce an impression of intel-
ligence. He argues that to learn something with ease is a 
naturally pleasant experience and that all words that make 
us learn please us. Metaphors, he suggests, are the best 
teachers and therefore most pleasant. Citing Homer's call-
ingold age 'stubble', he shows us that in that metaphor 
learning comes through the genus since both old age and 
stubble have lost their bloom. 
TO yap ~av&avELV paoCws nou ~UOE~ naaCv EOTL, Ta OE 
6v6~aTa an~aLVEL TL, WOTE oaa TWV 6vo~aTWV TIOLEt 
n~tv ~a&naLV noLaTa. at ~EV ouv YAWTTaL ayvwTEs, Ta 
OE xupLa Ca~EV. n OE ~ETa~opa TIOLEt TOUTO ~aALOTa· 
OTav yap ELTI~ TO YnPas xaAa~nv, E:noCnaE ~a&naLv xat 
yvwaLV Ol.a TOU YEVOUs" a~~w yap annv&nx6Ta. 12 
Treating metaphors again Aristotle demonstrates how 
Homer uses them often to invest inanimate objects with life. 
This technique, he notes, produces an effect of vivid here-
and-now action, an effect of lifelikertess. To this precise 
ability Aristotle attributes Homer's popularity. He cites 
five examples, one from the Odyssey and four from the 
Iliad. The Odyssey example charges ruthlessness to a stone: 
Twice in the Iliad too Homer uses similar expressions to 
compare Diomedes to a lion: 
Ws 6E AEWV ~nAOLOLV aan~aVTOLOLV ETIEA&wv, (Iliad x. 
4 85) i 
Ws 6E AEWV EV ~ouat &opwv E:E a6xE:va a~~ (Iliad v.l61). 
Agamemnon too is compared to a lion in the Iliad: 
Ws OE AEWV EAa~OLO TaxECns vnnt.a TEXVa Pn~oCws auvE:af;E, 
(Iliad xi.ll3-114}. 
Aristotle is probably quoting freely from Homer, cf: W. S. 
Hinman, Literary Quotation and Allusion in the Rhetoric, 
Poetics, and Nicomachean Ethics, New York; 1935, p. 44. 
12 Rhetoric 141Gb, 10-15 (6odyssey xiv.213}. 
'Again the ruthless stone rolled down to the plain', 
xat w~ XEXPnLa~ vounpo~ TIOAAaxou LQ La a~uxa £u~uxa 
AEYELV oLa T.fj~ UELa~OPUs. tv TIUOL OE LQ EVEPYELav 
nosrv s66oxLusr, oiov tv LO'Ccros, "a.on~ E:n 6che:66v6e: 
xu>.(v6e:To >.aa.~ &vw .. 6n~, " 1 3 
In the Iliad an arrow is pictured as bitter: 
' [the bitter] arrow flew' 
Or the arrow is described as eager: 
'Ithe arrow] eager to fly towards the crowd,' 
xat 11 €:n:t..Jn€cr-\Ja.t.. f.IE:Ve:a.(vwv, " 1 5 
In the Iliad too spears are seen as desiring flesh to eat: 
' [the spears] were buried in the ground, longing to 
take their fill of flesh,' 
xat 11 E:v ya.Lr;J l:crTa.vTo >.t..>.a.t..Of.IE:Va. xpoo~ &cra.t..," 1 6 
Or the spearpoint is characterized by eagerness: 
'And the Spearpoint, quivering eagerly, sped through 
his breast, ' 
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The Philosopher concludes that the Poet attaches these 
vivid attributes to inanimate objects by using proportional 
metaphors--as the stone is to Sisyphus so is a ruthless 
13 Rhetoric 14llb, 31-34 (=Odyssey xi.598). 
14 Rhetoric 14llb, 34-35 (=Iliad xiii.587,592) .Read-
ing= variant from MSS. Our Iliad reads: EnLaLO nLXPOs 
6't:crL6~. 
15Rhetoric 14llb, 35 (;=::Iliad iv.l26L 
16 Rhetoric 14llb ll-1412a, 1 (=Iliad xi.574). 
1 
-']Rhetoric 1412a, 1-2 (=I 1 i: ad XV. 54 2 }_ • 
,. 
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person to the person he is treating ruthlessly. 
tv nCiat. yap -rou-rot.s 6t.a -ro ~ul!Juxa Ervat. tvEpyouv-ra 
~aLVEl:at.• -ro avat.axuv-rEtv yap ~at uat.uCiv ~at -raAAa 
tv£pyEt.a. -rau-ra 6€ npoanl!JE 6t.a -rns ~a-r' avaAoy(av 
llE""t"a~opCis· Ws yap 0 ALaos TIPOs l:OV ~LOU~ov, 0 avat.axuv-
l:WV TIPOs l:OV avat.OXUV1:0Ul.lEVOV. 18 
The Philosopher then observes that Homer does the same 
thing with his much admired similes, achieving the same 
vividness by giving life and self movement to inanimate 
things. He cites a single example from the Iliad, describ-
ing waves: 
not.Et 6€ ~at tv -rats Eu6o~t.uouaat.s Et~oat.v tnt -rwv 
6.li,njxwv -raU1:a. • "xupTcl, cpaA np LOwvTa. npo 11£v T' UAA', aU Tap 
tnJ &AAa." ~t.vouuEva yap ~at twv-ra not.Et ndv-ra, ~ 6" 
tvtpyEt.a u(unat.s. 19 
Another species of metaphor is the accepted hyperbole 
according to Aristotle. He judges that they are youthful 
since they show passion and those who are impassioned usual-
ly use them. Achilles' words in Book IX of the Iliad he 
finds a good example of this youthful passionate hyperbole. 
Not even if he offers me gifts as numerous as 
the sand and dust . . . 
Will I marry a daughter of Agamemnon, son of 
Atreus, 
Not even if she rivalled golden Aphrodite in beauty, 
or Athene in accomplishments. 
Etat 6€ unEpSoAat llEt.pa~t.w6Et.s· a~o6po-rn-ra yap 
6nAOUOl.V. 6t.o apyt.~OllE""t"Ol. AEYOUOl. uaAt.O-ra· 
18 Rhetoric 1412a, 2-6. 
19 Rhetoric 1412A, 6-9 l=Iliad xiii. 799). 
"ou6' c:C JlOL -rocra 6o(n 5cra <)Jal-!a.(Jos; -rc: xovt.s; 
1"€:. 
xoupnv 6' ou yctj.JEW 'Ayctl-!€l-!VO\IOS: 'A-rpc:~6ao, 
ou6' c:t XPUOC:L~ 'A~po6L1"~ XcXAAO$ SPLsOL, 
ftpya 6' 'A.(Jnva(~." 0 
When Aristotle advises the proper use of asyndeta he 
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again turns to Homer. Observing that an asyndeton produces 
amplification, he cites the Poet's handling of Nireus. 
Mentioning his name frequently and successively Homer seems 
to say more than he actually does. Through this fallacy he 
increased Nireus' reputation. Although mentioning him in 
only one passage and never again, he perpetuates his memory. 
~~L ~XEL C6LOV ~L ~a acruv6E~a· EV Ca~ yap XPOV~ 
n:oAAa ooxEt Etpncr&aL· o yap cruvoEcr~o~ £v noLEt ~a 
TIOAAa, Wo~· Eav sEaLpE&fj, onAOV O~L ~ouvav~Cov EO~aL 
~0 EV TIOAAa. EXEL o6v auEncrLV" "~A&ov, OLEAtx&nv, 
txE~Eucra" TIOAAa" OOHEL ot UTLEPLOELV ocra Etnov, oaa 
~n~t. ~ou~o ot SOUAE~aL TIOLELV xat VO~npo~ EV ~~ 
11Nt.,pc;us; ao LUJ.ln.(}c:v, Nt.,pc:us; 'AyAatns;, Nt.,pc:us; os; XcXAAL01"0s;." 
TIEpt o6 ya TtOAAa ELPn~aL, avayxn xat TIOAAaHL~ 
Etpncr&aL· Et o6v xat noAAaHL~, xat noAAa ooxEt, Wo~E 
nuEncrEV an:aE ~vncr&Et~ 6La ~ov n:apaAOyLcr~ov, xat 
~vn~nv TtETIOLnHEV, ouoa~ou ucr~Epov au~ou AOyov 
TIOLncra~EV0~. 21 
In treating exordia he tightens the bond between foren-
sic oratory and epic. He says that in speeches and epic 
poems exordia should give the hearer an early preview of the 
subject to avoid confusing him with an undefined theme. He 
cites the opening lines of the Iliad and the Odyssey as 
20 Rhetoric 1413a, 28-34 (~Iliad ix.385, 388, 389, 
and part of 390) . This is the only case where Aristotle 
omits intervening lines when quoting. cf: Hinman, ibid., 
p. 42. 
21 Rbetoric 1413b, 31-34; 1414a, 1-7 (=Iliad ii.671-
673). Aristotle quotes the exact beginning of each line: 
671, 672, and 673, omitting the rest of each line. 
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examples of good exordia, showing how Homer gives his hear-
ers control of the themes from the outset. 
Sing the Wrath, 0 Muse . . • 
Tell me of the man, 0 Muse . 
68 LOt~ A6yo~~ xat EnEa~ 6Ety~a taL~ LOU Aoyou, Cva 
npoE~6wa~ nEpL oO nv 0 Aoyo~ xat ~n XPE~nLa~ n 6~avo~a· 
LO yap aop~OLOV nAav~· 0 6ou~ o6v WOTIEP EC~ Lnv XEtpa 
Lnv apxnv no~Et EXO~EVOV axoAOU8Etv LQ Aoy~. 6~a 
LOULO "J.lf\VL.V &t:1..6e .(Jea," "&v6pa J.lOL. svven:e ]1oiJcra," 22 
Aristotle counsels that in the exordium an orator 
should arouse the hearer's good will. This primary effort 
of any speaker he finds exemplified in the Poet when he has 
Odysseus pray that on reaching the Phaeacians he may find 
friendship or compassion. 
no8EV o· EUVOU~ 6Et no~ELV ELPnLa~, xat LWV aAAWV 
EXaOLOV LWV L0~0ULWV. EnEt o· E6 AtYELa~ 
"60!;; J.l' E!;; <PaCnxa!;; cpCi\ov E:i\.(]e'Cv M' E:i\eE:L.vov," 
LOULWV 6Et 6uo aLoxa~Eo8a~ 23 
Continuing his discussion of exordia Aristotle argues 
that in deliberative oratory the speaker must often work to 
remove prejudice. The last of several methods he suggests 
could be used by both accuser and defender. Since the same 
action may have been done from different motives, the accus-
er, he suggests, must disparage it by attributing the worst 
motive, while the defender must praise it as proceeding 
from the best motive. An Homeric situation comes first to 
22 Rhetoric 1415a, 11-16 ~Iliad i.1;0dyssey i.l}. 
23 Rhetoric 1415b, 27 (;=.Odyssey vi.327L 
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the Philosopher's mind. When Diomedes chose Odysseus he 
could have dohe it because he saw him as the bravest of men 
or as a coward and therefore too insignificant to be his 
rival. Aristotle's allusion is clearly conjectural here 
but is based on the fact that Diomedes does choose Odysseus 
in the tenth book of the Iliad. 
KOLVOV OE L~ OLaBaAAOVLL xat L~ anOAUOUSV~, ETIELon LO 
auLa £vosxELaL nAELovwv EvExa npax8nvaL, T~ utv oLaBaA-
AOVLL xaxon8LoTsov tnt TO xEtpov £xAauBavovTL, T~ 
OE anoAuousv~ tnt TO BEATLOV" otov OLL 0 ~Lounons TOV 
·oouooEa npostAETO, T~ UEV OLL OLa TO apLOTOV UTIOAau-
BavELV LOV ·oouaata, L~ o· OTL ou, aAAa 6La TO uovov 
un avTaYWVLOTEtv Ws ~a0Aov. 24 
In advising the speaker to avoid burdening the hearer 
with unnecessary material, Aristotle tells him to mention 
past events only if they arouse pity or indignation and if 
they are presented as actually happening. As his prime 
example of good handling of the past he cites Odysseus' 
narration of his wanderings to Penelope. Odysseus had told 
the long story to Alcinous in Books IX to XII. Here, in 
Book XXIII, since the hearer already has the facts, Homer 
has Odysseus relate it to Penelope very effectively and 
vividly in 60 lines. 
ELL nsnpayusva OEt AEYELV, oaa un npaLTOUEVa n orxTOV 
n OELVWOLV ~EPEL. napaoELyua 0 'AAXLVOU anOAOYOs, OTL 
• • • •t:• !!!. , 25 TIPOs Lnv TinvEAonnv EV E~nxovTa ~TIEOL TIETIOLnTaL. 
24 Rhetoric 1416b, 8-14 (~Iliad x.242 ff.}. 
25 Rhetoric 1417a, 11-14 (~Odyssev xxiii.264-284, 
xxiii.310-343}. 
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Aristotle counsels the speaker to accompany his speak-
ing with unmistakable facial expressions and bodily gestures 
that will communicate what is characteristic of himself or 
his adversary. Such details are persuasive since they are 
recognized by the hearers and suggest what he does not know. 
Of the numerous good examples of this which he says are in 
Homer he cites the reaction of Odysseus' nurse Eurycleia 
after Penelope reminds her of the lost Odysseus. Aristotle 
remarks that those about to weep put their hands to their 
eyes. 
When she [Penelope] stopped speaking the old nurse 
covered her face with her hands. 
fTL EK TWV naanTLKWV AEYELV, 6Lnyou~EVOV xat Ta 
ETIO~Eva xat a CaaaL, xat Ta CoLan auTQ n EKELV~ 
npooovTa· 11 0 a· <i)XETO ~E UTIOI3AE\.1Ja~." xat w~ TIEPL 
KpaTuAou AtoxCvn~, OTL 6LaoC~wv xat TOLV XEPOLV 
OLUOELWV" TILaava yap, 6L6T~ ou~I30Aa YLVETUL TauTa a 
CoaoLv EKELvwv ~v oux Coao~v. TIAELOTa 6E To~auTa Aai3ELV 
tE ·o~npou EOTLv. 
Since forensic oratory is concerned with the existence 
or non-existence of facts, Aristotle argues that demonstra-
tive and necessary proofs, therefore enthymemes, have a 
place in it. He recommends against the use of too many 
enthymemes in succession, however, since they destroy one 
another. He ends tersely with a warning against prolixity, 
"there is a limit to quantity," quoting Menelaus' recommen-
26 Rhetoric 1417a, 36-38; 1417b, 1-7 
361). 
(=Odyssey xix. 
dation to the youth Pisistratus. 
Friend, since you have said as much as a wise man 
would say . . • 
~OTL OE Ta UEV napa6ECyuaTa 6nunYOPLXWTUTa, Ta o· 
tvauunuaTa OLXUVLXWTEpa· n UEV yap nEpt TO UEAAOV, 
WoT. EX TWV YEVOUEVWV avayxn napa6ECy~aTa AEYELV, n 
OE TIEpt OVTWV n un OVTWV, OD uaAAOV an66ELGLs EOTL 
xat avayxn· EXEL yap TO yEyOVOs avayxnv. o6 6Et OE 
E~EEns AEYELV Ta tvau~n~aTa, aAA. avauLyvuvaL· El OE 
un, XUTU~AaTITEL aAAnAa. EOTL yap xat TOU nooou OPOs" 
.,. ,~ • • J , 7 " • " , • , • ~ "'I • w ~~A , £n£~ Tocra £~n£~ ocr av n£nvu~£vo~ avnp, UAA 
OU • TO LUUT • 2 7 
In the very first chapter of the Poetics, Aristotle 
bestows the title of poet on Homer as he summarily dismis-
ses Empedocles as a poet. He declares that the only thing 
these two had in common was meter, making it clear that he 
parted from those who felt meter made the poet. 
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TIAnv ot av8pwnoC YE ouvanTOVTEs TQ UETP~ TO 
noLEtv EAEYELonoLous TOUs oE tnonoLous 6voua~ouoLv, 
oux Ws TOUs xaTa uCunoLV noLnTas aAAa XOLVfj xaTa TO 
UETPOV npooayopEUOVTEs. xat yap av LUTPLXOV n UOUOLXOV 
TL 6La T&v UETpwv tx~tpwoLv, ouTw xaAEtv EtwaaoLv. 
OUOEV OE XOLVOV EOTLV ·ounP~ xat ·EunE60XAEt TIAnv TO 
UETpov· 6Lo TOV UEV noLnTnv 6CxaLov xaAEtv, TOV 6E 
~UOLOAOyov uaAAOV n TIOLnTnv. 28 
This affirmation of Homer as poet is significant since 
it betrays the poetic primacy Aristotle saw in Homer. With 
his first thought about poets the name of Homer occurs first 
to him. 
2 ~hetoric 1418a, 1-8 (~odyssey iv.204l. 
28 p 0 etics 1447b, 13-20. cf: Plato, The~etetus, 
152 E, in which Plato expresses the same opinion as 
Aristotle about Empedocles. 
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As the Poetics progresses, a clearer idea of the depth 
and complexity of Aristotle's concept of 'Poet' is gained 
as well as of the precise reasons for which he recognized 
and honored Homer as the greatest of poets. 
Living persons, that is, men doing or experiencing 
something, are represented in certain arts. Ethically they 
must be better or worse than we or on the same plane with 
us. Homer's people are 'better', he says. 
·EnEt 6E ~L~ouvLaL ot ~L~ou~EvoL npaLLOVLa~, 
avayxn OE L0ULOU~ n anouoa(ou~ n ~aUAOU~ EtvaL (La 
yap nan OXEOOV aEt L0ULOL~ UXOAOUaEt ~OVOL~· xax(~ 
yap xat apELfj La nan OLa~EPOUOL naVLE~)' nLOL SEALLO-
vti~ n xaa· n~a~ n XELPOVa~ n xat LOLOULOU~, ... 
olov uo~npo~ ~EV SEALLOU~, KAEO~WV OE o~oCou~, 'Hyn~wv 
OE 0 eaoLO~ 0 La~ nap~oCa~ noLnoa~ ITPWLO~ xat 
NLxoxapn~ o Lnv ~nALaoa xE(pou~. 29 
In representing these living persons three approaches 
are possible: first, partly narrative and partly through 
characters, secondly, the narrator remaining himself 
throughout, and thirdly letting the characters carry out 
the whole action themselves. Homer's method, he observes, 
is the first . 
• ELL OE L0ULWV LPLLn OLa~opa LO w~ ~xaaLa L0ULWV 
~L~noaLLO av LL~. xat yap EV LOL~ aULOL~ xat La auLa 
~L~EtaaaL EOLLV OLE ~EV anayyEAAOVLa n ELEPOV LL 
YLYVO~EVOV, WOTIEP uo~npo~ ITOLEL, n w~ LOV aULOV xat 
~n ~ELaSaAAOVLa, n navLa~ w~ npaLL0VLa~ xat EVEPYOUVLa~ 
LOU~ ~L~OU~EVOU~. 30 
29 Poetics 1448a 1-5; 1448a, 11-14. 
30 poetics 1448a, 19-24. cf: Plato, Republic, 
392 D-394 D, in which Plato characterizes Homer in the same 
way as Aristotle--as narrating and dramatizing his story. 
Sophocles (who is significantly the tragedian most 
honored by Aristotle) is compared Vli th Horner. In one re-
spect he sees them as the same kind of artist. They both 
portray good men. 
WaLE L~ ~tv 0 aULO~ av Etn ~L~nLn~ ·o~nP~ ~O~OXAn~. 
~L~OUVLaL yap a~~W onou6atou~, 31 
Aristotle attributes the famous satire Margites to 
Horner. He says that he could not name any satire prior to 
Horner although he concedes there were probably many 
satirical poets. 
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LWV ~tv OUV npo ·o~npou ou6EVO~ EXO~EV EtnELV LOLOULOV 
noCn~a, Etxo~ 6t E[vaL TIOAAOU~· ano 6t ·o~npou apEa~t­
VOL~ tv oi~ xat 32 
He concludes that just as Homer was the supreme poet 
of the heroic style he was first to mark out the main lines 
of comedy. In epic he excelled because his representations 
were made not only good but dramatic. In the Margites 
he formed his drama out of the laughable as such, not out 
of personal satire. His Margites therefore, Aristotle 
argues, is analogous to his epics: the Margites is to the 
comedies what the Iliad and Odyssey are to the tragedies. 
wonEP 6t xat La onou6ata ~aALOLa noLnLn~ uo~npo~ 
~v (~ovo~ yap oux OLL ED, aAA. 6LL xat ~L~noEL~ 6pa~a­
LLxa~ tnoCnoEv} I OOLW xat La Ln~ xw~~6Ca~ oxn~aLa 
npwLo~ unt6ELEEv, ou ~6yov aAAa Lo YEAotov 6pa~aLonoLn-
31 Poetics 1448b, 25-27. 
32 p 0 etics 1448b, 28-30. Whether Aristotle was right 
to attribute the Margites to Homer is not the issue here. 
We wish only to examine ·1:1hat Aristotle judged v1as Homer's 
work. 
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aa~. 0 yap MapyCLn~ avaAoyov EXEL, WOTIEP 'IALa~ xat 
·oouaaEL-a n:po~ La~ Lpay4}6Ca~, oihw 1tat oOLo~ n:po~ La~ 
XW1-l4}6Ca~. 33 
Homer based the unity of his epics on singleness of 
action. "Supreme in all other respects" says Aristotle, he 
achieved this either from instinct or knowledge of his art. 
He excludes events of Odysseus' life like his \vounding at 
Parnassus and his feigned madness because they did not 
relate to the single action of his epic. He followed the 
same principle in the Iliad. 
0 6' VOl-lnPO~, wan:Ep xat LU aAAa 6La~EPEL xat LOUL 
EOLXE xaAW~ L6Etv, nLOL OLa LEXVnv ~ 6La ~UOLV" 
·oouooELaV yap TCOLWV oux En:oCnoEV an:avLa oaa aUL<!) 
ouvt~n, oiov n:AnynvaL 1-LEV tv LQ ITapvaaaQ, 1-1avnvaL 6t 
n:poon:oLnooaaaL EV LQ ayEPl-lQ ~v OUOEV aaLEPOU YEVOl-lEVOU 
avayxatov nv n ELxo~ aaLEPOV yEvtoaaL, aAAa n:EpL 1-lLav 
n:paELv, otav AEYOl-lEV, Lnv ·oouaaELav auvtaLnaEv, o1-1oCws 
OE xat Lnv 'IALa6a. 34 
Tragedy should have a single rather than double outcome 
according to Aristotle. He cites the Odyssey as an epic 
with a double outcome, since it ends in opposite ways for 
the good and bad characters. Tragic playwrights, he judges, 
seem to favor the double outcome, which is more proper to 
comedy, just to please audiences. 
OEULEpa o· n TIPWLn AEYOl-lEVn un:o LLVWV EOLL OUOLaOLs, n 
OLTIAnv LE Lnv aUOLaOLV £xouoa, xaaan:Ep n ·ooucroELa, 
xat LEAEu~woa tE tvavLCas LOLs ~EALLOOL xat xECpocrLv. 
OOKEt OE EtvaL n:pwLn 6La Lnv LWV aEaLPWV aoatvELav· 
33 p0 etics 1448b, 34-38; 1449a, 1-2. c£: $Upra, 
footnote 32 on the matter of the Margites' authenticity as 
Homeric and the relevancy of that question to our study. 
34 Poetics 145la, 22-29. Note that although 'the 
wounding' belongs to the Odyssey (xix.392-466), it is not 
part of the poem's action. 'The madness' is not in the 
poem at all. 
a~OAOU00UO~ yap ot no~n~at ~aL EUXnV no~OUV~Es ~Ots 
8EaLais. gOL~ 68 OUX au~n ano ~pay~6Cas n6ovn, aAAa 
~aAAOV ~ns ~w~~6Cas OL~ECa· E~EI yap, av ot EX8~o~o~ 
wa~v EV ~Q ~ua~, olov ·opta~ns ~at ALyLa8os, ~LAOL 
YEVO~EVO~ tnt LEAEU~ns EGEPXOV~aL, ~at anoavna~EL 
o66Ets un· OUOEVOs. 35 
The Philosopher's inclusion of the Odyssey in this 
discussion suggests only mild criticism. The Odyssey does 
not fall into his worst category in which "nobody kills 
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anybody at the end." Even more to the point, his discussion 
is about tragic not epic ideals. Furthermore, in another 
place he clearly says what is appropriate here too, that 
even poorer forms in the hands of the Haster are masterly. 36 
Here occurs one of the few negatively critical uses 
Aristotle makes of Homer in all his works. Discussing 
tragedy he states that a play's denouement should be caused 
by the plot and not mechanically as it is in the Medea and 
the embarkation incident in the Iliad. (Only the uncaused 
intervention of Athene stops the flight of the Greeks.) Of 
course here Aristotle is discussing the norms of tragedy 
and not epic. The intervention of the gods in epic is more 
acceptable than in tragedy--in fact it is integral. 
~aVEPOV ouv OL~ ~at LUs AUOELs LWV ~uawv E~ au~ou 6Et 
LOU ]..LU80U ou~l3aCVELV, ~at ~n wanEp EV Lf,) Hn6ELQ. ano 
~nxavns ~at EV ~f.) 'IALa6~ LU nEpt ~ov anOITAOUV" aAAa 
~nxavf,) xpna~EOV Ent ~a E~W LOU 6pa~aLOs n oaa npo LOU 
yEyOVEV, a oux olov ~E avapwnov ELOEVaL, noaa UOLEPOV, 
a oEt~aL npoayopEUOEWs ~at ayyEALas· 3 7 
35 poetics 1453a, 30-39. 
36 c£. infra., Footnote 5 ~ concerning Aristotle's un-
bounded admiration for the Poet. 
3 
'Poetics 1454a, 31-1454b, 1-5 (=Iliad ii.l55-181). 
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The tragic poet is advised here by Aristotle to depict 
short-tempered or lazy people or others with similar charac-
ter traits truthfully, yet to present them as persons of 
worth. He cites the example of Agathon and Homer in their 
portrayal of Achilles. 
ou~w xat ~ov noLn~nv ~L~ou~Evov xat 6pyLAOUs xat 
p~0U~OUs xat ~UAAa ~a ~OLau~a EXOV~as tnt ~wv n3wv, 
EnLELXELUs nOLEiv napaoELy~a n OXAnpo~n~os OEL, oiov 
~ov ·AXLAAEa ·Aya0wv xat uo~nPos. 38 
In his discussion of 'discovery' that follows, 
Aristotle looks to Homer again. He takes up the least 
artistic kind first--discovery by tokens or marks, saying 
that these are used mostly because of lack of inventiveness. 
The best use of tokens is with spontaneous rather than 
contrived recognition. In Homer he cites one better and 
one poorer use of tokens. The better, since it follows 
naturally, occurs when Odysseus' nurse Eurycleia discovers 
the old scar on his thigh as she bathes him (Od. xix.386-
475). The poorer, since it is contrived, occurs when 
Odysseus tells Eumaeus the swine-herd who he is, proving it 
by showing his wound (Od. xxi.205-225). The first is pro-
duced by the logic of events, since it was at least probable 
that Odysseus would be bathed by Eurycleia when he arrived 
Gerald Else, in his Aristotle's Poetics: The Argument, 
(Cambridge: 1963} argues that in place of EV ~fj ·IALaoL one 
should read tv ~fj 'AuALOL (referring to rphigenia at Aulis 
of Euripides) • His arguments are persuasive and save the 
Xliad from completely unwonted criticism by Aristotle. 
38 Poetics 1454b, 11-14. 
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as a stranger. The other is manufactured by the poet and 
does not follow from the logic of preceding events. 
'Avayvwp~o~~ 6€ LL ~tv toL~v, ELPnLa~ npoLEpov· 
ELon OE avayVWPLOEW~, npwLn ~EV n aLEXVOLaLn, xat ~ 
nAELOLO~ XPWVLa~ o~· anop(av, n o~a LWV on~ELWV. EOL~ 
5£ xat L0UL0~~ XPno3a~ n BEAL~OV n XELPOV, oiov 
'06UOOEU~ o~a Ln~ ouAn~ aAAW~ avEyvwp(o3n uno Ln~ 
LPO~OU xat aAAW~ uno LWV ouBoLwv· Etot yap at ~EV 
nLOLEW~ EVEXa aLEXVOLEpa~, xat at LO~auLa~ naoa~, at 
6€ EX nEp~nELELa~, wonEp n tv LOL~ NLnLpo~~, BEALLOU~. 39 
Here again a somewhat negative criticism of Homer is 
implied, one might conclude, first, because he uses token 
discoveries at all, and secondly because he has used a 
contrived token discovery. Careful review of the facts, 
however, reveals a very mild criticism if there is any 
at all. 
Aristotle is careful to say tokens are 'mostly' used 
because of to lack of inventiveness. One might safely con-
elude from Aristotle's very elevated general view of Horner, 
that he does not accept Horner's use of tokens as anything 
but inventive. It seems significant too that his prime 
example of a proper use of discovery by token is from Horner, 
as if to say, if anyone used a token discovery inventively 
it was Horner. 
Without evaluative comment the Philosopher cites Homer 
as giving an example of another type of discovery--the 
discovering person is distressed upon se~ing something that 
39 p 0 etics 1454b, 19-21; 1454b, 25-30 (=Odyssey xix. 
386-475; Odyssey xxi.205-225). 
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evokes a sad memory. According to Aristotle the Poet exem-
plifies this kind of discovery in his story of Alcinous when 
Odysseus is moved to tears as he hears the tragic events of 
his own wandering recounted by the minstrel. 40 
In the case of the contrived use of token discovery 
the following should be kept in mind: Aristotle once again 
is offering here norms for good tragedy, not epic. A 
subsequent observation of his seems to apply here as well as 
to the example in Homer he cites when he makes the observa-
tion. He states that the inexplicable finds far greater 
scope in the epic, since we do not actually see the persons 
of the story. He cites the example of Achilles' pursuit of 
Hector, observing that the episode would be ridiculous on 
stage but is acceptable in epic. 
6Et ~Ev ouv tv ~at~ ~pay~6CaL~ noLELV ~o 3au~aa~6v, 
~UAAOV 5· tv6EXE~aL tv ~fj tnonoLC~ ~o aAoyov. 6Lo 
au~SaLVEL ~aALO~a ~o 3au~aa~6v, 6La ~o ~n opuv Et~ 
~ov npa~~ov~a, tnEt ~a nEpt ~nv UEx~opo~ 6CwELv tnt 
axnvn~ ov~a YEAOta av ~avECn, ot ~EV EO~W~E~ xat o6 
6LWXOV~E~, 0 6E avavEuwv· EV 6E ~ot~ EnEOL Aav3avEL. 41 
Aristotle demonstrates the brevity of the basic Odyssey 
story, remarking that its length comes from its numerous 
episodes. 
EV ~EV ouv ~ot~ 6pa~aOL ~a EnEL006La auv~o~a, n 6. 
tnonoLCa ~ou~oL~ ~nxuvE~aL. ~n~ yap ·o6uoaECa~ ~axpo~ 
0 AOYO~ EO~LV, ano6n~ouv~6~ ~LVO~ s~n nOAAa xat 
napa~UAa~~O~EVOU uno ~OU TIOOEL6WVO~ xat ~OVOU OV~O~, 
E~L 6E ~wv O~XOL ou~w~ EXOV~WV WO~E ~a XPn~a~a un6 
40 Poetics 1454b, 37-1455a, 4 (=Odyssey Vii.52lff.}. 
41 Poetics 1460a, 11-17. (cf: Iliad xxii. 205}. 
~vnaTnpwv avaALOXEa3a~ xat TOV utov E:n~~OUAEUa3a~· 
.aUTO~ OE a~LXVELTaL XEL~aa&EC~, xal avayvwpCaa~ TLVa~ 
auTot~ ETIL3E~EVO~ auTO~ ~EV E:aw&n, TOU~ o· E:x&pou~ 
OLE~&ELPEV. TO ~EV o6v LOLOV T00TO, Ta o· UAAa 
ETtELaooLa. 42 
Advising against making a tragedy consist of many 
stories as in epic, he observes that the length of the 
Iliad gives each part its proper size. 
XPn OE OTtEP ELPnTaL nOAAUXL~, ~Euvna&a~ xat ~n nOLELV 
E:nonOLLXOV auaTn~a Tpay~oCav. E:nonOLLXOV OE AEYW TO 
noAu~u&ov, oiov EL TL~ Tov Tn~ ·IALaoo~ oAov noLot 
~o~ov. E:xEt utv yap oLa To ~nxo~ AauSavEL Ta ~E:pn To 
npE:nov ~EyE&o~, E:v ot Tot~ opa~aoL noAu napa Tnv 
unoAn~LV ano~aLVE~. 43 
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A poet should not be seriously censured for failing to 
distinguish matters that belong more properly to elocution; 
for example, when Homer uses a command instead of a prayer 
in the opening line of the Iliad. 
oiov TL EVTOAn xat TL EUXn xat oLnynaL~ xaL anELAD 
xat E:pwTnaL~ xat an6xpLa~~, xat EL TL aAAO TOL00Tov. 
napa yap TDV TOUTWV YVWOLV n ayvoLav OUOEV Et~ TDV 
noLnTLKDV EnLTL~nua ~EpETaL, 0 TL xat aELOV anouon~. 
TL yap av TL~ unoAa~OL nuapTna&aL a ITpwTayopa~ 
E:nLT~~Q., oT~ d)xEa&aL ot6uEvo~ E:nLTaTTEL Etnwv "JlflVLv 
d£LO£ .(Je::a. II TO yap XEAEOaaL' ~naC' nOLELV TL n un 
E:nCTa~L~ EOTLV. OLO napELa3w w~ aAAn~ xal o6 Tn~ 
noLnTLXn~ OV 3Ewpn~a. 44 
The Iliad springs readily to Aristotle's mind as an 
example of unity. A phrase, he says, may be a unit because 
it signifies one thing or is a combination of several 
42 poetics 1455b, 15-23. cf: Hinman, pp. 113-114 on 
this citation for interesting argument about whether 
Aristotle recognized books XXIII and XXIV as authentically 
Homeric. 
43 Poetics 1456a, 10-15. 
44 Poetics 1456b, 11-19 (;::::Iliad i.l). 
,. 
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"phrases". 'Man' is one because it signifies one thing, but 
the Iliad is one because it is such a combination of 
phrases. 45 
Aristotle takes up some examples of language devices 
and techniques and cites Homer frequently. 
One kind of metaphor is the application of the term for 
the genus in place of the term for the species. The Poet 
says: "Here stands my ship." Lying at anchor is a species of 
standing. 
~ELa~opa o· taLtV 6v6~aLO~ aAAOLPLOU tn~~opa n ano 
LOU YEVOU~ tnt E[oo~, n ano LOU ELOOU~ tnt ytvo~, n 
ano LOU ELOOU~ tnt E[oo~, n MaLa LO avaAOYOV. AEYW OE 
ano YEVOU~ ~tv tnt E[oo~, oiov "vnu~ of:. flOl., T\6 ' E<JTnxE:." 
LO yap 6p~t:v t~t v ~ava.t. n. 4 6 
A type of metaphor is the application of the term for 
the specie~ in place of the term for the genus. When Homer 
speaks of Odysseus doing 10,000 noble things he is simply 
saying Odysseus did many noble things, since ten thousand is 
a species of many and is substituted here for 'many'. 
an· ELOOU~ OE tnt yEvo~· II~ 6n flUpL' '06UOOE:U~ E:a-\1/..a 
€opyE:V 11 LO yap ~up LOV nOAU taLl. v' 4) vuv aVL t LOU 
noAAou xExPnLat.. 4 7 
A way of inventing or 'coining' an expression is the 
use of a word, poetically, to express a meaning it does not 
ordinarily have. This is exemplified in the Iliad when 
Homer uses the word apnLnP (prayer) three times to mean 
45 Poetics 1457a, 28-30. 
46 Poetics 1457b, 6-11 (~Odyssey i.l85; xxiv.308}. 
4 7Poetics 1457b, 11-13 . (~Iliad ii. 272}. 
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tEpEU!;; (priest). 
nEno~nu£vov o· EOLtV & OAW!;; un MaAOUUEVOV un6 L~VWV 
auLo!;; LLaELaL o noLnLns· coMEt yap £vLa ErvaL LOLauLa, 
oiov LU MEpaLa spvuyas Mat LOY LEpEa apnTnpa.~ 8 
Lengthening a word is making use of a longer vowel than 
usual or inserting a syllable, as rrnA.nLa6Ew for rrnA.E!oou. 
ETIEMLELau£vov o· EOLLV n a~~Pnu£vov LO UEV, tav ~wvn­
EVL~ uaxpOLEP~ MEXPnUEVOV ~ LOU otMELOU n ouA.A.aBfj 
EUBEBA.nu£v~, LO o· tav a~~Pnu£vov LL ~ a6LOU, 
€nEnLELau£vov u£v oiov Lo n6A.Ews n6A.nos Mat Lo rrnA.EL6ou 
rrnA.n·~aoEw, ~ 9 
Altering a word means coining a part of the word but 
leaving the rest of it unchanged: 6EELLEpov instead of 
€EnA.A.ayu£vov o· EOLLV, OLav LOU 6voua~ou£vou LO UEV 
KaLaAELn'(l LO OE TIOLfj, oiov LO 11 6E:~L.TE:pov }(CI.TCt 1Ja7;6v" avLt 
-cou 6EE~6v. 50 
Aristotle argues that the poet should mix unusual or 
rare words with ordinary and commonplace words. Too much of 
either sacrifices necessary values. The rare or unusual 
expressions give the poetry distinction and dignity while 
the ordinary and commonplace provide clarity. He recommends 
altering experimentally the balance of commonplace and rare 
expressions in a Homeric verse to experience its resulting 
48 Poetics 1457b, 33-35 (=Iliad i.ll-12: ouvExa LOY 
Xpuonv nLLUaOEV apnTnpa 'ALpE!ons· 
=Iliad i.94: aA..:V EVEx· apnTnpos;, ()y nLtuna· 'AyalJ,EUVWV. 
=Iliad v.78: OG pa ~XalJ,avopou apnTnP ELELUMLO, ~EOs 
o· w!;;; LLELo onlJ.w~>. 
49 Poetics 1454a, 1-4 (=J:liad i.ll. 
50 Poetics 1458a, 5-7. 
deterioration. He provides three examples of the kind of 
experiment he ·suggests. 
ouH EAaxLoLov ot uspos ouuSaAAOVLaL Ets Lo 
aa~ts Lns AEGEWs Hat un LOLWLLHOV at ETIEHLUOELs Hat 
anoHonat Hat EEaAAayat LWV OVOUULWV" OLU UEV yap LO 
UAAWs EXELV n Ws LO HUPLOV napa LO ELW~Os YLYVOUEVOV 
~0 un LOLWLLHOV TIOLnOEL, OLa OE LO HOLVWVELV LOU 
etw~6Los LO oa~ts EOLaL. 
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LOot apu6LLOV ooov oLa~EPEL, tnt LWV Enwv ~Ew­
PELO~w, EVLL~Eusvwv LWV 6vouaLwv ELs LO usLpov. xat 
ent Lns YAWLLns OE xat Ent LWV UELa~opwv xat ETIL LWV 
UAAWV LOEWV UELaLL~ELs av LLs La xupLa 6vouaLa HaLLOOL 
oTL aAn~n AsyouEv· 51 
Kat 
vuv 6€ ~· EWV OA~yo~ TE xa~ OUT~6avo~ xa~ ax~xu~, 
EL LLG AEYOL LU xupla UELaLL~ELG 
vuv OE u· EWV ULHPOG LE xat ao~EVLHOG xat aELonG- 52 
Kat 
6~~pov as~XEA~OV xaTa~E~~ OA~ynv TE Tpans~av. 
OL~pov UOX~npovHaLa~Ets UlHPUV LE LPUTIE~av. 53 
Ka.t 
~ihen he finally takes up narrative poetry explicitly, 
Aristotle criticizes other epic poets for a lack of organic 
unity in their works. Homer is called 'divinely inspired' 
since he did not attempt to dramatize the Trojan War as a 
whole because it would have to be too long or too compli-
cated, but organized his poem around one part of the story 
and used many other incidents as episodes (e.g. the cata-
logue of ships) to put variety into his poem. His excel-
lence lies in the way he relates the other parts to his theme. 
51 Poetics 1458b, 1-5, 15-19, 24-31. 
52 Poetics 1458b, 24-27 (=Odyssey ix.515). 
53 Poetics 1458b, 28-30 (=Odyssey xx. 259). 
54 Poetics 1458b, 31 (=Iliad xvii.265l. 
OLO, WOTIEP ELTIO~EV non, xat TauT~ 3EOTIEOLOG av 
~avECn vo~nPos napa TOUG aAAOUG, TQ ~no£ Tov noAE~ov, 
xa(nEp ~XOVTa apxnv xat TEAOG, ETILXELpnoaL TIOLELV 
OAOV" ALav yap av ~tyaG xat o6x EUOUVOTITOG E~EAAEV 
~OE03at• n TQ ~EyE3EL ~ETPLU~OVTa xaTanETIAEY~EVOV Tfj 
TIOLXLAL~. vuv o· ~v ~EPOG anoAa~wv ETIELOOOLOLG XEXPn-
TaL a6Twv TIOAAOLG, oiov vEwv xaTaAoy~ xat UAAOLG 
EnEtoooCotG, ois otaAa~~avEL Tnv noCnotv. ot o· aAAOL 
nEpt £va noLoDoL xat nEpt £va xpovov, xat ~Cav npaEtv 
TIOAU~Epn, orov 0 Ta KunpLa notnoas xat Tnv ~Lxpav 
·rALaoa. TOLyapouv EX ~EV .IALaOOG xat ·oouooECas 
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uCa Tpay~oCa TIOLELTaL EXaTspas n ouo ~ovaL, EX o£ 
KunpCwv noAAaC, xat Ex TnG ~Lxpas ·IALaoos nAtov 6xTw, 
olov onAwv xpCotG, ~LAOxTnTnG, NEonTOAE~oG, EupunuAos, 
TITWXELa, AaxaLvaL, .IALOU TIEPOLG xat anOTIAOUG xat 
ECvwv xat Tp~aoEs. 55 
In the direct comparison of the elements of tragedy 
that are common to epic, Homer receives the highest praise 
again from the Philosopher. Epic he declares, must be 
simple or complex and revolve about character or catastro-
phe. It must have reversals, calamities and discoveries as 
well as good thought and diction. Homer, he says, pioneered 
and excelled in all these elements, making the Iliad exem-
plify simplicity and suffering and the Odyssey, complexity 
and character. 
WETL o£ Ta ECon Ta6Ta oEt ~XELv Tnv EnonotCav 
Tfj Tpay~oC~· n yap anAnv n TIETIAEy~tvnv n n3txnv n 
na3nTLxnv oEt E[vaL. xat Ta ~tpn ~Ew ~EAonotCas xat 
OWEWG Ta6Ta· xat yap TIEPLTIETELWV oEt xat avayvwpLOEWV 
xat na3n~aTwv. ETL Tas otavoCas xat Tnv AEELv ~XELv 
xaAwG. ois anaoLv ~o~nPos xtxpnTaL xat npwTOG xat 
txavwG. xat yap xat Twv notn~aTwv txaTEpov ouvtoTnxEv 
n ~EV .IALaG UTIAOUV xat na3nTLXOV, n o£ ·oouOOELa 
TIETIAEy~svov· avayvwpLOLG yap OLOAOU xat n3Lxn. TIPOG 
o£ TOUTOLG AEEEL xat OLaVOL~ navTaG UTIEP~E~AnXEV. 56 
55 poetics 1459a, 31-37; 1459 b, 1-7. 
56 poetics 1459b, 8-17. 
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Again Homer excels, according to Aristotle, in the 
matter of the role the poet should play in his own charac-
ter. Unlike other poets he recedes immediately and remains 
out of sight while the people he has created dominate the 
scene, each with his own distinctive character. 
vounPOs OE aAAa ~E TIOAAa aELOs ETiaLVELo&aL, xat 
on xat OLL UOVOs ~wv noLn~wv oux ayvoE[ 0 OEL TIOLELV 
au~ov. au~ov yap OEL ~ov TIOLn~nv EAaXLO~a AEYELv· o6 
yap EO~L xa~a ~ao~a ULUn~nG. ot UEV ouv aAAOL au~ot 
UEV oL· OAOU aywvC~ov~aL, ULUOUV~aL OE 6ACya xat 
6ALyaxLs· o ot 6ACya ~poLuLaoauEvos Eu&us EtoayEL 
avopa n yuva[xa n aAAO ~L n&os, xat OUOEV an8EG, UAA. 
EXOV~a n&n. 5 7 
Aristotle judges that above all else Homer has taught 
others the proper way to trick their audience or use fallacy, 
leading their audience unobtrusively to draw its own false 
conclusions. He cites the example in the washing episode 
when Odysseus tells Penelope he is a Cretan from Knossos 
who once entertained Odysseus on his voyage to Troy. He 
describes Odysseus' dress and companions as proof. Penelope 
is guilty of the fallacy: he can only know these details 
if his story is true; but he does know the details, there-
fore his story is true. She recognizes the truth of 
Odyssey XIX, lines 220-248 and because of that accepts the 
untruth of lines 184-200. 
OEOLoaxE OE uaALO~a VOunPOG xat ~OUG aAAOUG WEUon 
AEYELV ws oEt. £o~L os ~ou~o napaAoyLou6s. otov~aL yap 
av8pwnoL, o~av ~ouot OV~OG ~oot ~ n YLVOUEVOU yCvn~aL, 
El ~0 UO~EPOV EO~L xat ~0 TIPOTEPOV EtvaL n YLVE08aL· 
~ou~o a· Eo~t WEUOOG. OLO on, av ~0 npw~ov WEUOOG, 
5 1Poeti cs 14 60a, 5-11. 
aAAOU o£ LOULOU OVLOs, avayxn Erva~ n y£v£o3a~ n 
npoo~Etva~· o~a yap LO LOULO £to£va~ aAn3£s ov, napa-
A0YL~£La~ nuwv n ~uxn xat LO TIPWLOV Ws ov. napa6£~yua 
6£ LOULOU EX LWV NLTILPWv. 58 
Aristotle proceeds to an argument that reveals his 
unbounded acceptance of the Poet. He flatly asserts that 
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the inexplicable elements in the story of Odysseus' landing 
would clearly be unacceptable if an inferior poet had writ-
ten them. Since it is Homer, Aristotle says, the absurdity 
of those elements is concealed by the charm of all the 
poet's other qualities. The inexplicable elements Aristotle 
is referring to are Odysseus' ship running aground at the 
harbor of Phorcys in Ithaca and the Phaeacian sailors 
carrying him ashore without waking him. 
L0Us L£ AOYOUs un ouvtoLao3a~ EX UEPWV aA6ywv aAAa 
uaA~OLa UEV un6£v UAOYOV, Et OE un, ~Ew LOU 
uu3£uuaLOs ... En£t xat La tv ·oouoo£t~ aAoya La 
TI£pt LnV ~X3£o~v, Ws oux av nv avEXLa, 6nAOV av 
ysvo~Lo, Et auLa ~auAos no~no£~£v· vuv o£ LOts 
UAAO~s aya3ots 0 no~nLns a~avts£~ LO ULOTIOV. 59 
Aristotle turns to the defense of Homer against a 
dozen or more criticisms that have been levelled against 
certain Homeric approaches and expressions. 
First, he counters the charges against poetry itself. 
He grants that a poet errs if he portrays an impossibility, 
but he argues that it is justifiable if the poet thus 
achieves the object of poetry--making that part or some 
58 poetics 1460a, 18-26 (=Odyssey xix.l64-260}. 
59 Poetics 1460a, 27-29; 35-36; 1460b, 1-2 (=Odyssey 
xxiii.ll6) • 
other part of the poem more effective. As an example of 
this effective use of the portrayal of impossibility, he 
cites the pursuit of Hector. 
TIOWLOV ~tv, &v La TIPOs auLnv Lnv LExvnv a66vaLa 
n~apLnLaL. aAA. 6p&ws ~XEL, EL LuyxavEt LOU LEAOUs 
LOU auLn~· LO yap LEAOs ELPnLat, EL OULWS EXTIAnXLtnw-
LEPOV n aULO n aAAO TIOLEL ~EPOs. napa6Ety~a n LOU 
VEXLOPO~ OLWGL~. EL ~E~LOL LO LEAOs n ~aAAOV n 
nLLOV EVEOEXELO unapxEtV xat XaLa Lnv TIEPt L0ULWV 
LExvnv, n~apLnLat oux 6p&w~· OEL yap, EL EVOEXELaL, 
OAW~ ~noa~n n~aPLno&at. 60 
Next he considers the charge that what the poet wrote 
was untrue. His first example is stories about the gods. 
Here Aristotle has Homer in mind since he cites Xenophanes 
who opened the assault on Homeric theology at the end of 
the Sixth Century. His defense of Homer is that he was 
simply recounting the accepted tales and texts. 
npo~ OE L0UL0Ls Eav ETILLt~aLat OLL oux aAnBn, aAA. 
oia 6Et, oiov xat ~o~oxAn~ €~n auTos ~Ev orous 6Et 
notEtv, E6ptntonv 6E oiot Etot, La6L~ AULEov. Et 6E 
~noELEpw~, oLt ouLw ~aotv, orov La nEpt &Ewv. raw~ 
yap OULE BEALLOV OULW AEyEtV ouL· aAn&n, aAA. ELUXEV 
wmtEP BEVO~avn~· aAA• ouv ~aot La6E. 61 
68 
The second case about untruth to which Aristotle offers 
a solution is the expression "their spears stood erect on 
butt-spikes." It had been argued that this would be a bad 
position for the spears since they could easily fall and 
cause alarm. Aristotle's solution is that Homer did not 
defend this arrangement but merely stated it as a fact. He 
6 0 Poetics 1460b, 22-29 (=Ilia.d xxii. 2051. 
61 Poetics 1460b, 32-36; 146la, 1. 
adds that this was still the method of handling spears in 
Illyria. 
taw~ 6£ o6 ~EATLov ~tv, aAA. ouTw~ ELXEV, otov Ta 
n£pt Twv cmAwv, "tyxr::a 6€. CJcpt...v opk1' E:rc~ CJavpwTnpo~·" 
ouTw yap ToT· tv6~L~ov, won£p xaL vuv ·rAACPLot. 62 
Some objections to Homer's language can be solved by 
appropriate changes in diction. A good example of this 
argument is the plea that the Poet is using a rare expres-
sion instead of an ordinary one. For instance, in the 
first book of the Iliad some object that Homer has Apollo 
attack the mules and swift-footed animals first with his 
arrows. In sending the plague on the Greek army, they 
object, why should he attack the mules first? Aristotle's 
solution is that the word o6p~a~ means sentinels here, not 
mules. 
Ta OE npo~ Tnv AE~LV opwvTa OEL 6LaAU£LV, oiov YAWTT~ 
"oupna~ J,d\1 npti'nov." Caw~ yap o6 TOU~ n~LOVOU~ AEYEL 
UAAa TOU~ ~uAaxa~. 63 
69 
A similar objection argues that Homer says Dolon was a 
swift runner but he was deformed. Aristotle's solution is 
that Homer's expression, 'distorted of form', really means, 
as in the Cretan expression, distorted or ugly in feature. 
In that case the man's ugly face certainly would not neces-
sarily hinder his running swiftly. 
Kat Tov t.6Awva "o~ 6n Tot... E:l6o~ psv xax6~," o6 To 
aw~a a~a aou~~ETPOV, UAAU TO npoawnov atoxpov· TO yap 
.
62 Poetics 146la, 1-4 (=Iliad x.l52, 153}. 
63 poetics 146la, 9-11 (=Iliad i.sor. 
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The final case of this sort is the expression, "live-
lier mix it". Aristotle argues that it may not mean 'undi-
luted' as one would give wine to a drunkard, but 'quicker'. 
xat -ro "~;wp<hspov 6s x€pat,s" o6 -ro d.xpa-rov WG 
o t v6<o.Au E; '- v, 6..A.Aa -ro &a -r-rov. 6 5 
The Philosopher argues that other Homeric expressions 
should be understood in a metaphorical sense to resolve 
seeming contradictions. An example of such an apparent 
contradiction that he cites seems to arise from his con-
fusion of two widely divergent but similar situations and 
texts in the Iliad. Aristotle clearly wants to refer to the 
situation at the beginning of the tenth book. There 
Agamemnon lies awake pondering how he can save the Greeks 
from disaster, while the other chieftains sleep. As 
Aristotle sets up the seeming contradiction he seems to 
quote mistakenly the first two lines of Iliad II which 
describe Zeus as he comes to the decision to send a dream 
to the sleeping Agamemnon. These lines portray Zeus lying 
awake pondering how to honor Achilles, while the other gods 
and men sleep. 
-ro oE xa-ra J.l.E:"t"a<popav e:ipn-rat.,, o!ov "cL\A.oL 1-1€v pa ~so~ 
TE: XCI.t, avEpE:~ dioov TICI.VVUXLO t,. 11 6 6 
6 ~poetics 146la, 11-14 (=Jliad x.316l. 
6 5 Poetics 146la, 14-16 (=Iliad ix. 2031. 
66 poetics 1461a, 16-17 (=Iliad ii.1-2: ~AAAOt., J.l.~V 
pa &e:oC -re: xat av~pe:~ tnnoxopua-rat e:uoov navvuxt.,ot.,, ~Ca a· 
o6x fxe: v~6UJ.l.O~ Onvo~, mistakenly quoted for Iliad x.l-4: 
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After seemingly stating the rest of gods and men were 
asleep, Homer would appear to contradict himself when he 
states a little later that Agamemnon marvelled at the voices 
of flutes and pipes rising up to him from the Trojan plain. 
If literally everyone except Agamemnon were asleep none 
could be awake playing pipes and flutes. Aristotle resolves 
his seemingly mistaken contradiction, however, by arguing 
that the aAAO~ of the first statement refers not to 'all' 
the rest but metaphorically to 'many' of the rest. If only 
'many' therefore and not 'all' were asleep, some, he con-
eludes,· could have been awake to play flutes and pipes. 
aua bE (j)T)O~V "fiTot- ()T' E~ 1tt:6GOV TO Tpwt:xov a~pnost-t:V, 
a.uA.wv aupLyywv ~' O)la.66v. II 1:0 Aap n6.v-rq;; av-r t l:OU TIOAAO t 
xa-ra uE-ra(j)opav ELPn-ra~· -ro yap nav noAu -r~. 6 7 
The second problem that Aristotle judges can be an-
swered by a metaphorical interpretation occurs when the Poet 
seems to say that the constellation, Ursa Major, alone of 
all the constellations 'does not share in the ocean's baths.' 
In this reference to the 'Great Bear' which Homer makes 
once in the Iliad and once in the Odyssey there seems to be 
an error since the other Northern constellations also do not 
set. Aristotle's solution is that the word 'alone' may be 
used here metaphorically for one of its species, 'best 
known.' 
"AAAO t.. 1J.EV napa vnucrtv d.p ~cr-rfiEk rravaxat..C0v 
.EUbOV navvox~o~, )J.aAaXQ bEbUT1UEVOt. UTIV(j)" 
6.AA• o6x ·A-rpEt6nv 'Aya1-Lt::uvova, not.ut::va Aawv, 
"lmvo~ l:xE yAuxEpo~ noAA<l. <ppEcrtv 6puaCvov-ra. 
6 7Poetics 146la, 17-20 (=Iliad x.l3-14). 
, 
xat ot"O "ol:n 6' ch.tf.!OPO!> XO.:ta ]..l.E:l:"O.(j)Opav· 1:"0 yap 
yvwp~J..l.Wl:"O.l:"OV uovov. 68 
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Objections to the meaning of some Homeric texts may be 
answered, Aristotle judges, by changing the accentuation of 
a crucial word in those texts. He cites two examples, both 
of which occur in the On Sophistical Refutations as well as 
in the Poetics. The same argument (Aristotle attributes it 
to Hippias of Thasos) is advanced in both these works to 
justify Homer by shifting the accent of a key word in each 
of the texts. 
The first such Homeric text Aristotle clearly thought 
he was quoting from the beginning of the second book of the 
Iliad. The sequence described there from which the 
Philosopher thought he was drawing the problematic phrase 
portrays Zeus as he instructs and sends a dream to Agamemnon. 
xa"ta oE: npoocvoCa.v, Wo-ne:p 'InnCa.!; £.:\ue:v o 3aot.o!; l:"O 
11 6~60f.!E:V 6e Ot- 116 9 
68 Poetics 146la, 20-21 (=Iliad xviii.489; =Odyssey 
v.275). 
69 Poetics 1461 a, 21-23 (=Iliad ii.l3-15. Aristotle's 
text of Homer probably read as follows: 
ou yap sl:"· au<PL!; ·oA.uunt.a. owua.l:"· £xovl:"e:s 
a3UVO.l:"OL <PPcl~OVl:"O.L" ETIEYVO.]..l.~E:V yap aTtO.Vl:"O.!; 
VHpn .:\ t.oooutvn' II 6L60f.!E:V 6€ oi.. E:DXO!> apsa~CI.I.,' II 
Note that our Iliad ii.lS reads as follows: VHPn .:\t.oooutvn, 
Tpwe:OOL OE xnoe:' E<Pi)Ttl:"O.L. The expression, "6C6oue:v oe:'l:"ot 
e:ux.o!; a.pe:o3at." is found in the twenty-first book of the 
Iliad, line 297 of our Homer. There Poseidon, accompanied 
by Athene addresses Achilles, and tells him he will not be 
vanquished by the river, must confine the enemy within the 
walls and after killing Hector return to the ships. The 
sea-god ends with: "We grant you to win glory." 
If we accept the phrase "6t60J-1.EV 6E: ot" as part of 
Aristotle's ~liad II, 15, the problem centers around that 
expression. As it stands Zeus is telling a lie since he 
would be directing the Dream to lure Agamemnon to disaster 
with a promise he knew was deceitful. By changing the 
accent froQ the first to the second syllable (6C6o}-I.EV to 
6~66}-I.EV) the statement becomes a command (a shortened form 
of the infinitive 6L60J-1.EVat used as an imperative). The 
deceit, by this means, is transferred to the lips of the 
Dream and Zeus's honor as being truthful is preserved. 
The other text Aristotle cites which he feels can be 
saved by simply changing the accent of a single word de-
scribes a 'completely withered' stump of oak or pine that 
rises a fathom above the earth and 'does not rot in the 
rain.' 
Kat ''To ].le:v ou xa.Ta.nu~e:Tc:tt .. OJ.lt3P'fl·" 70 
Cf. also On Sophistical Refutations 166b, 6-9 for the 
identical solution of this textual problem by change of 
accent: xat LO nEpt LO E:vunvtov Lou 'AyauE:uvov~, OLL o6x 
a(no~ 0 ZEU~ E[nEV 11 6L60)..l£\) 6€ oi... E:DXO~ apso~a.L," Cx.A.A.a Lc';> 
E:vunvC~ E:vELEAAELo 6L66vaL. La utv ouv LotauLa napa Lnv 
npoa~6Cav EOLLV. 
70 p 0 eticsl46la, 23 (=Iliad xxiii. 328}. Cf. also: 
On Sophistical Refutations for the identical solution of 
this textual problem by change of accent: 
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napa 6€ xnv npoa~6~av EV J..I.EV LOL~ avEU ypacpn~ 6LaAEK-
LLKOt~ o6 p~6Lov notf)aaL A.oyov, E:v 6€ Lot:~ yEypauJ..I.EVOL~ 
Kat TIOLT)J..I.aO~ uO.A.A.ov, o!ov Kat xov uounpov EV~OV 6Lop-
30UVLaL npo~ Lou~ E:A.£yxovLa~ ~~ Cx.Lonw~ EtpnK6La " To 
].l£\1 o\S xcna.nu~E:Ta.L OJlt3P({l·" A.uouaL yc'x.p a(no rf.l npoa~6Cq., 
A.E:yOVLE~ LO ou 6~ULEPOV. 
As it stands the statement is incredible--a completely 
withered stump that does not rot. To resolve the problem 
Aristotle alters the breathing mark from o6 to o5 so that 
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the text now means that part of it (the withered stump} rots 
in the rain. 
In another case the solution to a problem text of Homer 
lies in the ambiguity of an expression and saves the Poet's 
arithmetic. The problem occurs in the tenth book of the 
Iliad when Odysseus tells Diomedes the night is almost over 
since 'more' than a third still remains. If 'more' than two 
parts of the night were already gone a third of the night 
could not be still left. Aristotle's solution is that TIAEW 
is ambiguous here and means 'full' rather than 'more'. 
Homer, according to the Philosopher therefore says here 'a 
full two-thirds of the night is gone.' 
"ta OE U]..L<j:>t.(30ALQ., "nap~xnxE:V 6t TCASWV vut;. II 
TIAEWV 
a]..L(j) L (3oAOV EO"t l. v. 71 
Other objections can be answered by accepting an ex-
pression not literally but according to its usual rendering. 
Just as wine and water are often called 'wine', so greaves 
made of copper and tin alloy can be called 'tin', since 
compounds are called by the name of their more important 
part. 
nPoetics 1461a, 26 (=Iliad x.252l. 
Ta OE XO.Ta TO ~80s Tns AEEEWs, orov TOV XExpa~EVOV 
0 r vov q>O.Ot, v E r VO.l. I o8Ev TIETIO L nTal. 11 MVn)l &~ ve:on:uwrou 
75 
xaooLT€poLo," xat xa.AxE:a~ TOUs n)v oL5T1POV E:pya!;:ouE:vo8s, 72 
Another objection is answered by accepting an expres-
sion as metaphorical. Ganymede is spoken of as pouring 
'wine' for Zeus, although the gods do not drink wine. But 
here nectar is metetaphorically being referred to as "the 
wine of the gods". 
o8Ev ECPnTal. o ravu1J.n6ns ~~,t otvoxoEUEl.v, ou nt.vovTwv 
otvov. ECn a· &v TOUTO YE XO.Ta lJ.ETO.q>opav. 73 
In conclusion Aristotle offers a general principle for 
handling seeming contradictions in the words of the Poet. 
He suggests that the often different ways an expression can 
be understood should be examined before one makes an unwar-
ranted presupposition and arrives at an adverse verdict. A 
case in point is: 
'The spear of the hero was held fast in the gold.' The 
problem was how could a spear that penetrated two folds be 
held fast in an exterior layer of gold. The solution seems 
to be in the fact that the gold was enough to stop the 
movement of the spear even though its point dented the 
layers of brass underneath. 
nPoetics 146la, 27-29 
nPoetics 146la, 29-31 
that the gods abstained from 
but we will not take it as a 
conunonly held. 
(=Iliad xxi.592). 
(=Iliad xx.234). The fact 
wine is given in Iliad v. 341, 
separate allusion since it is 
, 
OEL OE xat ~Tav ovo~a T~ UTIEVaVT~w~a T~ 6oxfj 
on~aCvE~V, £nLGXOTIELV noaaxw~ av onunvE~E TOUTO £v 
T<;) E(PnUEV(j), o!ov 11 T~ p' tCJXt:TO x&t.xEO\! tyxos," Til) TaUT'r;! 
xwAu5nva~. TO OE nooaxws £v6EXETa~ w6C nw~ uaALOT. av 
T~s unoAa~OL xaTa Tnv xaTaVTLXPU n w~ rAauxwv AEYEL, 
~TL ~VLOL aA6yw~ npounoAauBavouoL, xat auTOL xaTa-
~n~~OaUEVOL OUAAoyC~ovTa~, xat w~ Etpnx6TE~ ~T~ OOXEL 
£n~TLUWO~V, av UTIEVavTCov f.j Tfj auTWV otnaEt.. 74 
Finally, near the very last lines of the Poetics, 
after heaping the highest praises on Homer, Aristotle em-
76 
barrassedly states a criticism of the epic genre itself, as 
compared with the genre of tragedy. Of the Poet's works 
only the Iliad falls under the shadow of negative criticism. 
The awkward inclusion of the Odyssey in the Aristotelian 
text can be ignored as an interpolation. 75 The criticism of 
the epic is based on the dilution that occurs when it in-
eludes many separate episodes along with its main action. 
First he praises tragedy for its shorter span and more 
concentrated form. The Oedipus of Sophocles v10uld suffer, 
74 Poetics 146la, 33 (=Iliad xx. 272). 
75 cf. Gerald Else, pp. 648-649. "The conduct of the 
argument here betrays a certain embarassment: naturally, 
since it implies a criticism of Homer. Aristotle does not 
reveal this at once. He begins with the indirect evidence 
from tragedy and only brings in the Iliad obliquely, exempli 
causa: 
(AEYW OE 0 Iov . . . wonEp . . . ) . 
Thus the critique of Homer is not--Aristotle carefully keeps 
it from being--the main business of the passage. But to 
continue, 'As the Iliad for example has many such sections' 
--namely such as could be developed into separate tragedies 
--'which have bulk in themselves also'--that is, in addition 
to the bulk of the main action--'and the Odyssey.' This 
last remark is more than an awkward afterthought, breaking 
into Aristotle's construction and word order; it is an 
interpolation . . . " 
cf: Else's whole discussion, pp. 638-650. 
he says, if it were put in as many verses as the Iliad. 
"'CO yap a-8pOW"'C£POV f16LOV ft TtOAAcj) }(.£}(.P0.JlEVOV -rcj) xp6vcj), 
A.E:yw 6" olov £[ "'CL~ ~ov ot6lnouv -8£ln ~6v Eo~o}(.AE:ou~ 
£v ~n£aLv oao~.~ n ·rA-La~.JG 
77 
Next he goes on to his explicit criticism of the epic, 
obliquely using the Iliad as an example. If the epic is 
composed of a number of actions it can give the impression 
of being heavily diluted, he says. The Iliad has a number 
of parts of that kind which have bulk in themselves, and is 
still as well constructed as the epic permits; that is, it 
is as much an imitation of a single action as it can be. 
Aristotle clearly speaks here of an inherent limitation in 
the epic genre which he feels is handled as well as can be 
by the Poet. As Gerald Else says: "He wants to prove the 
superiority of tragedy without allowing his ideal poet to be 
involved in the defeat of his genre." 77 
A.E:yw 6t olov £av E}(. nAEL6vwv npa~£wv ~ auyxELJlE:vn, 
WcrTIEP n "IALa~ ~XEL TIOAAa "'COLO.U"'CO. JlEPn I}(.a.t n 
06uaa£LO.], a }(.O.t }(.a,{J' EO.U"'Ccl EXEL JlEy£-80~, }(.O.t 
r}(.a.t "'CoLa.u"'C· a"'C"'Ca. noLnJla."'Ca.J auvE:a"'CnxEv w~ £v6E:x£"'Ca.L 
d.pt.O"'CO. }(.O.t O"'CL }laALO"'CO. JlL0.~ npa~EW~ JlLJlnOL~. 78 
With Aristotle's suggestion here that there is a 
weakness in the epic form itself rather than in Homer we 
have completed our review of all the Philosopher's references 
to the Poet as master of the arts of language. We have 
76 Poetics 1462b 1-3. 
77Else, p. 650~ 
· 
76 poet~cs 1462b 5-9. 
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seen Aristotle clearly present Homer over and over again 
as a model for· orators and for tragic and comic, as well as 
epic, poets. ~ve saw him recommend that every orator should 
imitate Homer in the effective use of examples, illustra-
tions, facts more relevant to his subject, figures of speech, 
ingratiating introductions, unmistakable facial expressions, 
and bodily gestures. Like Homer every orator, we have 
learned from Aristotle, should avoid prolixity and burdening 
his audience with unnecessary material. 
After he attributed the origins of satire and the main 
lines of comedy to the Poet we saw him recommend Homer's 
poetic technique too, as the best and most worthy of imita-
tion. His portrayal of only good or 'better' people should 
be imitated, as well as his adherence to a unity of action 
and outcome and natural development of the denouement from 
the plot itself. Tragic writers, following the example of 
Homer, should, Aristotle advised: portray inferior people 
as having worth, observe brevity, use discovery gracefully, 
form tragedy from a single story, maintain unity of plot, 
admit defects that do not destroy tragic art form, and use 
figures of speech creatively. We saw the Philosopher en-
courage epic writers, too, to follow the Poet's lead by 
relating the parts of the epic closely to its central theme, 
by making a simple or complex epic excel in its own class, 
receding personally in the story, employing fallacy in-
geniously, and making acceptable what is inexplicable. 
79 
In the end we saw Aristotle's admiration of Homer 
perhaps in its strongest light as he patiently defended the 
Poet against a whole series of criticisms based on Homer's 
alleged untruthfulness, portrayal of impossibility, and 
involvement in contradictions. 
We move now to the next chapter and a consideration 
of Aristotle's references to Homer as a source of 
Philosophic and scientific information. Before we go on, 
however, we can conclude that the examination of this 
chapter has led clearly to a single resounding affirmation; 
in the Corpus of his writings Aristotle recognized Homer as 
the master of the language arts. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
ARISTOTELIAN REFERENCES TO HQr.lER 
AS SOURCE OF 
PHILOSOPHIC A...'ID SCIENTIFIC INFOR1111\.TION 
Aristotle's recognition of Homer's mastery of the arts 
of language may come as no surprise. His acceptance, 
however, of the poet's authority in philosophic questions 
and many scientific areas is another matter. At least it 
must lead those \vho wish to evaluate Homer or Aristotle or 
Aristotle's relationship to Homer to base their judgement on 
a much broader perspective than has been the custom. 
The evidence for this chapter is quite extensive. In 
philosophic and scientific matters the Philosopher turns to 
Homer thirty-five times citing or alluding to fifty-three 
Homeric texts to support some observation of his own. In 
the Historia Animalium he finds examples in Homer to ex-
emplify his judgement ten times, in the Motion and 
Progression of Animals and the Generation of Animals, once 
each. The Poet's backing is established six times in the 
Problems, again six times in On the Cosmos, three times in 
the Metaphysics, twice each in About the Soul, On 
Marvelous Things Heard, and the Nicomachean Ethics and once 
each in the Meteorologica and the Politics. 
This chapter will show that Aristotle sought Homer's 
80 
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support in the main questions of his Philosophy of God and 
in a wide range of scientific areas, touching anthropology, 
bio-chemistry, geography, geology, medicine, meterology, 
physics, physiology, psychology and zoology. It will 
analyze the thirty-five Aristotelian texts that approach the 
Poet as a source of philosophic and scientific information, 
to shed light on the Philospher's attitude towards Homer. 
Questions related to the existence of the first cause 
of the world would be surely classified as central to 
Aristotle's philosophy of God. In four of those questions 
he cites Horner to illustrate his conclusions--the nature of 
the first cause, God's existence, God's place in the uni-
verse, and God's control and providence over all things. 
In the Metaphysics he discusses the various ancient 
positions on the nature of the original force in the world. 
When he is treating of those who maintained that the orig-
inal force was water he singles out an opinion of his times. 
He says that some think that men of very ancient times, who 
first speculated about the gods, held that the primary force 
was water. They represented Ocean and Tethys as the parents 
of creation and the oath ('oaths are sworn by what is most 
ancient') of the gods to be by water--Styx, as the poets 
called it. In the Poet we find the Philosopher's observa-
tion verified clearly five times. 
Etat 6t T~VE~ ot xat Tou~ rraurraAaLou~ xat rroAu rrpo 
Yn~ vOv yEvsaEw~ xat rrpwTou~ 0EoAoynaavTa~ ouTw~ 
oCovTa~ rrEpt Tn~ ~uaEw~ urroAaSErv· 'QxEavov TE yap 
xat Tn&uv tno(naav Tns ysvsosws naLEPas, xat Lov 
opxov LWV &swv u6wp, Lnv XUAOUUEvnv un· UULWV ~Luya 
LWV noLnLwv· LLULWLULOV utv yap LO npsoSuLULOV, opxos 
OE LO LLULWLULOV EOLLV. 1 
Later in the Metaphysics he is careful to note, how-
ever, that the early poets agree that the first governing 
principle of the universe was single. They assert, he 
observes, that Zeus was King and ruler, not the original 
82 
forces, such as Night, Heaven, Chaos, or Water. An example 
of the Homeric formula that states this primacy of Zeus is 
found in Book I of the Iliad. 
ot OE noLnLat ot apxatoL LUUL~ OUOLWs, ~ SaOLAEUSLV 
xat apxsLv ~aa(v o6 Lous npwLous, oiov vuxLa xat 
o6pavov n xaos n Qxsavov, aAAa LOV ~La. 2 
In the Motion and Progression of Animals, when the 
Philosopher asks whether or not an immovable cause of the 
movement in the universe must necessarily exist at rest 
outside the universe he poses the primary question of his 
1 Metaphysics 983b, 27-33 (=Iliad xiv.201). Horner 
names Ocean and Tethys as the gods' origin: ·Qxsavov LE, 
&swv ysvsoLv, xat unLspa Tn&uv, (=Iliad xiv.245-246--Horner 
names Ocean alone here as the source of all the gods: xat 
av TIOLauoto pss&pa ·Qxsavou, Os nsp YEVSOLs naVLEOOL LELUX-
LUL·. In three places Horner names Styx as that by which the 
gods swear their oaths. If the gods swear their oaths by 
it, Aristotle reasoned, it must be the most ancient thing, 
since oaths are sworn by the most ancient things. {=Iliad 
ii.755): opxou yap OSLVOU ~LUYOs UOULOs EOLLV anoppwE. 
{=Iliad xiv.271): aypEL VUV UOL OUOOOOV aaaLOV ~LUYOs 
uowp, {=Iliad xv.237-238): xat LO xaLSLSousvov ~LUYOs 
u6wp, Os LE UEYLOLOS opxos OSLVOLULOS LE UEAEL uaxapSOOL 
&EOLOL, {=Iliad xv.37-38). 
2 Metaphysics 109lb, 4-6 (=Iliad i.494: xat LOLE on 
TIPOs ~OAUUTIOV Caav &EoL attv EOVLES naVLEs aua, ZEUs o· 
nPXE. 
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whole philosophy of God. We know his response to this 
question is a resounding affirmative in the twelfth book 
of the Metaphysics. 3 Here he suggests agreement with those 
who hold this view and finds support in the Iliad when the 
Poet says that not all the gods and goddesses together could 
pull Zeus down to earth from the highest point of heaven. 
apa OE OEL UMLVnT6v TL EtvaL xat nPEUOUV EEw TOU 
XLVOUUEVOU, un6Ev ov EXELVOU u6PLOV, n ou; xat TOUTO 
n6TEPOV xat tnt TOU navTOs OUTWs unapxELV avayxatov; 
Caws yap av 66EELV aTOTIOV EtvaL, Et n apxn Tns XLvn-
OEWs EVT6s. OLO 66EELV av TOLs OUTWs UTIOAauSavouaLv ED 
Etpna8aL ·ounP~ 
aAA' oux av EpuoaLT' E~ oupavo~EV nEOLOVOE 
Znv' unaTOV navTwv, ouo' E~ ~aAa noAAa xa~OLTE" 
naVTE~ o' E~anTEO~E ~EOL naoaL TE ~SaLVaL. 
TO yap OAWs axCvnTov un· OUOEVOs EVOEXETaL XLvn8nvaL. 4 
The next six references, which treat the place where 
God dwells and his governance of all things, are drawn from 
On the Cosmos, of which D. J. Furley says: "The probability 
is that it was a deliberate forgery." 5 But of the author 
Furley later observes: 
• • • he certainly reproduces enough genuinely 
Aristotelian thought to make it reasonable that he 
should wish to usurp Aristotle's name. This is an 
important point. Those who have proved that the work 
is a forgery have sometimes overlooked that it is a 
forgery of Aristotle . . . of the Protrepticus and 
3 Metaphysics l072a, l9-l073a, 14. 
4 Motion and Progression of Animals 699b, 32-700 a, 3 
(=Iliad viii.20, 21, 22). Note that the lines are not 
quoted in the proper order. Also the naVTWV of Aristotle's 
text reads unaTwp· in OUr text. 
5 D. J. Furley, Aristotle (pseudo-Aristotle): On the 
Cosmos (Loeb Classical Library translation) Cambridge, Mass: 
1965, p. 338. 
, 
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De Philosophia, the Aristotle whose 'flumen orationis 
aureum' was praised by Cicero, rather than the Aristotle 
of the school treatises which survive today. 6 
Apropos of the texts about God's existence and gover-
nance that this present study is about to examine, Furley 
notes: 
Those who believe that knowledge of Aristotle's work 
was absolutely confined to the published writings until 
Andronicus's edition, will say that the author of the 
De Mundo (On the Cosmos) shows knowledge of doctrines 
(e.g. of the Unmoved Mover, if this was not contained in 
the De Philosophia, and various meteorological details) 
which were known only after Andronicus ..•• I am 
inclined to believe that the author of the De Mundo 
could have known all the Aristotelian matter that he 
reproduces before the publication of Andronicus's 
edition, and that the style and manner of the work 
indicate a date, before this edition made Aristotle's 
school-treatises more widely known. 7 
In his work, On the Cosmos, the Philosopher delves 
further into the question of the place where God exists. He 
sets the question in the context of God's providence which 
he declares is essential for the preservation of all 
things--'an unwearying power by which he controls even 
things that seem very distant.' His home is in the highest 
place, as Homer indicates, he says. 
OWLnP ~EV yap OVLW~ anaVLWV EOTt xat YEVELWP LWV 
bnwoonnoLE xaLa LOVOE LOV xoo~ov OUVLEAOU~EVWV 0 
8EO~, ou ~nv aULOUpyou xat ETI~TIOVOU x~ou xa~aLOV 
UTIO~EVWV, UAAa ouva~E~ XPW~EVO~ ULPUL~, o~· n~ xat 
LWV noppw OOXOUVLWV srva~ TIEP~YLVELa~. Lnv ~EV ouv 
UVWLULW xat npwLnv Eopav aULO~ EAaxsv, unaLO~ LE o~a 
6 Ibid., p. 339. 
~bid., pp. 339-340. 
TOUTO wvo~aaTaL, xat xaTa TOV noLnTnv axpoTaT~ xopu~fj 
TOU au~naVTO~ Eyxa&L6pu~EVO~ o6pavou· 8 
A little later he states that God holds a place high 
above the cosmos, bright and untroubled which we call 
'heaven' because it shines all over. He finds support in 
Homer when the Poet describes Olympus, the dwelling place 
of God, as safe, without wind, rain, snow, or clouds, 
radiant and airy. 
TOUTOV ouv EXEL TOV AOYOV 0 &Eo~ EV xoa~~' auv£xwv 
Tnv TWV 5AWV ap~ovCav TE xat OWTnpCav, nAnv OTE ~EOO~ 
wv, Ev&a n Yn TE xat 0 30AEPO~ Tono~ o6To~, aAA. avw 
xa&apo~ EV xa&ap~ xwp~ SsSnxw~, ov ETU~W~ xaAOU~EV 
oupavov ~EV ano TOU opov srvaL TWV avw, OAU~TIOV OE 
olov OAOAa~nn xat naVTO~ xopou xat aTaXTOU XLVn~aTO~ 
XEXWPLO~EVOV, o!a YLVETaL nap' n~tv 6La XEL~WVO~ xat 
av£~wv sea~, WOTIEP E~n xat 0 noLnTn~ UO~npo~ 
OuA.u~novo'' O~L ~a0L ~swv EOO~ aa~aA.s~ aLSL 
~~~SVaL. O~T' aVE~OL0L TLVa00STaL O~TS noT' o~Sp~ 
OSUSTaL, O~TS XLWV snLnLA.VaTaL, aA.A.a ~aA.' aC~pn 
, ' , s:.' ' s:. 's:. " ' 9 nsnTaTaL avvs~sA.o~, A.suxn u avausupo~sv aLyAn. 
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All ages of men have always testified that God inhabits 
the region above. All men lift their hands to heaven when 
they pray. Homer, he says, testifies to this when he as-
serts that the wide heaven in the aether and the clouds 
belongs to Zeus. 
OUVETIL~apTUpEt OE xat 0 sco~ ana~, Tnv avw xwpav 
anooou~ &s~· xat yap naVTE~ ot av&pwnoL avaTELVO~EV 
Ta~ xstpa~ EL~ TOV oupavov suxa~ nOLOU~EVOL. xa&' ov 
AOYOV ou xaxw~ xaxstvo avanE~wvnTaL 
' " ' ' ' ' ' D. , ,, 1 0 Zsu~ 6 sA.ax oupavov supuv sv aLvspL xaL vs~SA~0LV. 
8 on the Cosnos 397b, 20-27 (=Iliad i.499). cf. Iliad 
v.754 and viii.3 for similar expressions of the place where 
God dwells. 
9 on the Cosmos 400a, 3-14 (=Odyssey vi.42-45). 
10 on the Cosmos 400a, 15-19 (=Iliad xv.l92). 
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Returning to the theme of providence in the on the 
cosmos the Philosopher states that God was an impartial, 
unchangeable law over all things. He administers the well-
ordered arrangement of heaven and earth guiding even the 
tiniest things serenely and harmoniously. His governance 
extends as Homer says to 'sweet figs and olives.' 
vouo~ u£v yap nutv LOO~ALV~~ 0 3E6~, o66EuCav ETIL6Ex6-
UEVO~ 6Lop0wOLV n UE~a~EOLV, ~PE~~~wv 6£, otuaL, ~at 
SESaLO~EpO~ ~wv EV ~at~ ~upSEOLV avayEypauutvwv. 
nyouutvou 6£ UEL~Lvn~w~ au~oD ~at EUUEAW~ 0 ouuna~ 
6LOL~OVOUEt~aL OLa~ocruo~ oupavou ~at Yn~, UEUEPLOUEVO~ 
~a. cpu~a ~at ~cf)a, }ta~a YEVTJ ~E ~at ELOTJ" ~at yap aunEAOL 
~at (j)O c v L ~E~ ~at TIEPOEaL (J\)}(CtL TE: YAVHPCtL }((tl., EACtLCtL,' w~ 
q>TJOLV 0 TIOLTJ~n~, 11 
Aristotle continues the same theme stating that God's 
guidance touches trees that bear no fruit, too, but have 
some other purpose. He governs plane-trees, pines, box-
trees and as Homer says, 'alders, poplars, and sweet 
cypresses.' Once again he finds illustrations of his in-
sights in the Poet. 
~a. 6£ a.~apna UEV aAAa~ 6£ napEXOUEVa XPECa~, TIAa~aVOL 
~at nC~uE~ ~at nuEoL 
J. ' , 6 ,, , 12 XAq~pn T aLysLp s TE: xaL svw6ns xvnapL.crcros, 
Aristotle concludes the theme of God's provident care 
of vegetation with further support from Homer sustaining the 
lovely lyrical tone of this whole passage. God's providence 
extends to those trees that bear a sweet but perishable 
harvest in autumn. Homer speaks of them--'pear, pomegranate, 
11 on the Cosmos 400b, 28-40la, 2 (=Odyssey xi.590). 
cf. also Odyssey vii.ll6. 
12 on the Cosmos 40la, 2-4 (=Odyssey v.64). 
and apple trees with their shiny fruit.' 
at LE Hapnov 6nwpn~ nouv aAAW~ OE 6uo6noaup~OLOV 
<{)Epouoat., 
5xvaL xaL ~oLaL xaL ~nA~aL &yAa6xapnoL, 13 
Furley is right when he observes of the God of On the 
Cosmos: 
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He maintains the order of the cosmos by means of an 
undefined "power," which relieves him of the dishonour-
able necessity of personal intervention. Clearly we 
have here a development, however remote, of Aristotle's 
Unmoved Mover. 14 
Furley, however, moves in a much more productive direc-
tion--one taken firmly by Chroust 15 --when he turns a little 
later to the Aristotle of the Fragments and notes: 
Aristotle himself, however, seems to have spoken with a 
rather different voice in his published works. In the 
De Philosophia he said that the orderly movement of the 
heavenly bodies was one of the reasons for man's belief 
in gods. 16 
Leaving Aristotle's Natural Theology or science of God 
we will turn nm1 to the sciences in which he touches men 
most immediately--anthropology, psychology, physiology, and 
medicine. Four times in anthropological considerations he 
cites Homer to illustrate his own observations. Twice he 
13 on the Cosmos 40la, 5-7 (=Odyssey xi.589). 
14 Furley, op. cit., p. 336. 
15 Chroust, op. cit., "Aristotle's Religious Convic-
tions," Chapter XVI, Vol. I, pp. 221-231; "A Proof for the 
Existence of God," Chapter XIII, Vol. II, pp. 159-174; "The 
Concept of God in Aristotle's Philosophy," Chapter XIV, Vol. 
II, pp. 175-193. Chroust concludes that the Aristotle of 
the Fragments came not only to a provid~nt but also a 
personal God. 
16 Furley, op. cit. p. 336. 
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turns to the Poet in psychological judgements, and once each 
in physiological and medical observations. 
The first anthropological consideration occurs in the 
History of the Animals when he is discussing the winter 
migrations of cranes to the marshlands south of Egypt where 
the Nile River has its source. In a brief single sentence 
digression Aristotle says that there the cranes fight the 
Pygmies, a true, not fabled, race of dwarfs who live in 
underground caves. He accepts here Homer's observations 
about the Pygmies in the Iliad. 
oiov at ~£pavo~ noLoua~v· ~s~a~aAAOUOL ~ap £x ~wv 
l:XUOLHWV TIEOLWV ECG ~a E:AT] ~a avw ~f\G AC~un~ou, o5Ev 
o NELAOG pst· ou xat AE~ov~aL ~otG Tiuy~a(OLG ETILXEL-
pstv· o6 yap £a~L ~ou~o ~D5oG, aAA. £a~L xa~a ~nv 
aAn5sLav YEVOG ~LXPOV ~EV, WOTIEP AEYE~aL, xat au~ot 
xat ot rnno~, ~pwyAo6u~aL 6' stat -rov ~(ov. 1 7 
Two considerations that touch anthropology relate to 
the social and political mode of existence of the Cyclopes, 
Homer's race of giants. The first reference occurs in the 
Politics in which the Philosopher says that Homer's 
Cyclopes are a good example of the earliest form of politi-
cal existence. It is found, he notes, in early cities, in 
some of his contemporary foreign peoples, and in family-
founded colonies. Homer tells us the Cyclopes lived in 
scattered families, each of which had its own rule based on 
its own household, and their political ties were based on 
family ties. We cannot conclude here that Aristotle accepts 
1 ~istory of the Animals 597a, 4-9 (=Iliad iii.6). 
the Cyclopes as a true race of men, as he accepted the 
Pygmies. Very clearly, however, the Philosopher says that 
when Homer was describing the socio-political existence of 
the Cyclopes he vvas describing the true earliest form of 
socio-politicial life among peoples. 
aLo xat LO TIPWLOV E:SaaLAEUOVLO at TIOAELs, xat vuv ELL 
La E3vn· EH SaaLAEUO~EVWV yap auvnA3ov. naaa yap 
otxCa SaaLA£U£LaL uno LOU np£aSULULOU, W0L£ xat at 
UTIOLHLaL aLa Lnv auyyEVELav. xat L0UL 1 EOLLV 0 
AEYEL "ounPos, "·\h::f.JL-<JTE:UH 6s E:xa.a-ro~ na.L6wv M' &A.oxwv." 
anopaaEs yap· xat OULW LO apxatov ~xouv. 18 
The second reference is found in the Nicomachean 
Ethics. Aristotle states that only Sparta binds its citi-
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zens by law to a proper diet and physical exercises. Other 
states neglect this matter, he says, and let every man live 
as he pleases, like the Cyclopes of Homer, 'laying down the 
rules for his wife and children.' Here the Philosopher is 
noting that governments of his own time were as primitive as 
the Homeric Cyclopes in the matter of governing proper diet 
and physical regime for their citizens. Once again, however, 
we are noting here only the anthropological aspect of the 
passage--Aristotle's acceptance of Homer's record of a very 
early form of socio-political organization. He refers again 
to the same text in the Odyssey noted above. 
tv ~ov~ at Lfj Aax£aaL~ovCwv noAEL ~EL. 6ACywv o 
V0~03ELns ETIL~EAELaV aOHEL TI£TIOLna3aL LPO<Pns L£ xat 
tnLLna£u~aLwv· tv at Lats nAELaLaLs LWV noAEwv tEn~E:­
AnLaL n£pt LWV LOLOULWV, xat ~fj £xaaLOs Ws SouAELaL, 
~ , 'a ·a·.,, 19 HUHAWTILHWs 3£~L0L£UWV TiaL WV n a~OXOU. 
18 Politics 1252b, 19-24 (=Odyssey ix.ll4,115). 
19 Nicomachean Ethics 1180a, 24-29 (=Odyssey ix.ll4,115). 
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The final consideration of Aristotle that relates to 
anthropology is concerned with the attractive qualities of 
the Trojan women who settled in Daunia. The Philosopher 
tells of the honor in which the women of that district were 
held by the Greeks. They were descendants of the Trojan 
women who settled there after the fall of Troy. They burned 
the ships of their Greek captors to avoid slavery at the 
hands of their captors' Greek wives and to become themselves 
the new wives of their Greek captors. Aristotle reminds us 
that Homer recognized the special traits of these Trojan 
women when he spoke admiringly of them as "long-robed" and 
"deep-bosomed." 
LU~ yap Tp~oa~ La~ An~8Etoa~ aCx~aAwLou~ ~at EL~ 
E~ELVOU~ LOU~ LOTIOU~ a~L~O~Eva~, EUAaSn8ECoa~ ~n 
TIL~Pa~ OOUAELa~ LUXWOLV uno LWV EV LaL~ naLpLOL 
npounapxouowv LOL~ 'AxaLot:~ yuvaL~wv, AEYELaL La~ 
vaG~ a6LWV E~npnoaL, tv• a~a ~EV Lnv npoooo~ou~tvnv 
OOUAELav E~~UYWOLV, a~a 6' OTIWG ~EL. E~ELVWV ~EVELV 
avay~ao8EVLWV ouvap~oo8ELOaL ~aLUOXWOLV a6LOUG av6pa~. 
navu OE ~at L~ noLnLfj ~aAWG TIE~paoLaL TIEpt a6Lwv· 
E:>.xe:aGnen>.ov~ yap ~at 6a.(Juxo>.nou~ ~a~ECvaG, WG EOL~Ev, 
toEt:v €oLLv. 20 
The next two passages are drawn from the Problems which 
scholars have attributed to an author or authors other than 
Aristotle. In the preface to his translation of the work, 
E. S. Forster, says: 
The inclusion of the Problemata in the Aristotelian 
Corpus is no doubt due to the fact that Aristotle is 
known to have \vri tten a work of this kind, to which 
20 on Marvellous Things Heard 840b, 8-17: Trojan women 
are spoken of as 'trailing-robed'; (=Iliad vi.442; Iliad 
vii.297). They are characterized as 'deep-bosomed' (=Iliad 
xviii.l22, Iliad xxiv.215). This treatise is viewed as 
spurious and composed mostly as excerpts from Theophrastus. 
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reference is made in his genuine works and by other 
writers. An examination of these references shows that 
·some of thera ·can be connected 'vi th pas sages in the 
Pxoblemata, while others cannot; from which it may be 
concluded that, while the Problemata is not the genu-
ine Aristotelian work, it nevertheless contains an 
element derived from such a work. It is also obviously 
indebted to other Aristotelian treatises especially 
those on Natural History, to the Hippocratean writings, 
and to Theophrastus. 21 
In Book XXX of the Problems, the Philosopher is con-
cerned with problems connected with thought, intelligence, 
and wisdom. He raises a question at the beginning that 
places him in the realm of psychology and the problem of 
psychosomatic connections. He asks why all men outstanding 
in philosophy, poetry, and the arts are melancholic. Some, 
he said, are even affected by the diseases of black bile, 
like the epilepsy, sores, and frenzy of Heracles, the sores 
of the Spartan, Lysander, and the insanity of Ajax. Many 
other heroes, philosophers and poets have suffered similar 
things. Homer, he said, gives us the evidence of 
Bellerophontes, depressive and reclusive, driven to wander 
the desert restlessly. He suggests that something about the 
nature of these gifted people produces these psychological 
and physical sicknesses. 
~~L ot ~a nEpL ACav~a xat BEAAEpo~ov~nv, wv o ~tv 
£xo~a~LKO~ sysvE~o nav~EAw~, o oE ~a~ spn~La~ £6CwxEv, 
OLO ou~w~ snoCnoEV "o~npo~ 11 Ci.VTCI.P STIE:L }(Ci.l., }(EL\JOs; &.m1x·\1E:TO 
xaaL. ~E:OLOL.V, nTOL. o }(CI.TI TIE:6(ov TO 'AAnCov oCos; aAaTo, OV ~U~OV 
xa-r£6wv, nchov &.v~pwn:wv aAE:dvwv." xat <'iAAOL 6EnOAAOL ~wv 
nPWwV O~OLona5Et~ ~aCvov~aL ~OU~OL~. ~wv OE UO~EPOV 
21 E. S. Forster, Problemata, The Works Of Aristotle 
Translated Into English, W. D. Ross, Ed, VII, Oxford: 
1927, p. vii. 
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'E~n£6oxAns xat ITAaLwv xat ~wxpaLns xat ETEpo~ ouxvot 
Twv yvwpC~wv. EL~ ot LWV nEpL Tnv noCna~v ot nAELOLO~. 
nOAAOLG ~tv yap TWV TO~OUTWV YLVETa~ voon~aLa ana 
Lns LO~auLns xpaOEWG LQ aw~aL~f LOis ot n ~UO~G 6nAn 
p£nouoa npos La na0n. 22 
From this problem he moves naturally to the example of 
the effect imbibed alcohol has on different people. Clearly, 
he said, alcohol makes the type of person he has just dis-
cussed melancholic. Alcohol's effect changes as drinking 
progresses, he notes. Varying the quantity of alcohol 
consumed varies the effect on the drinker. The different 
transient characteristics produced by alcohol are comparable, 
the Philosopher observes, to the more permanent temperaments 
caused by nature. He suggests that there are substances in 
the body which produce various psychological traits we find 
among human beings. In the Odyssey he finds support for his 
examples of the effect of alcohol on the psychology of the 
individual who is consuming it. 
Wan£p ouv 0 Els av0pwnos ~ETaSaAA£~ LO n&os nCvwv xa~ 
XPW~£VOG TQ oCv~ noaQ L~VL, OULW xaa· EXUOTOV TO n0os 
ELOL T~VEG av&pwno~. OLOG yap OUTOG ~E&uwv vOv EOTLV, 
aAAOs L~s TO~OULOs ~UO£~ EOLLV, 0 ~tv AaAOG, 0 6t 
x£x~vn~£voG, o 6tapC6axpus· no~Et yap T~vas xat 
TO~OUTOUG, 6~6 xat VO~nPos £noCno£ "xat- llE cpncn 6chpu-
, , " '' 2 3 nAwEt-V SESapn\lEVov ot-v~. 
Psychology is the subject again in three different 
contexts in \lhich Aristotle examines the relationship be-
tween man's sense perception and his true thought. He 
22 Problems 953a, 21-31 (~Iliad vi.200+.201 sq.). 
23 Problems 953b, 7-12 (=odyssey xix.l22). (Note text 
differs from MSS). 
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emphasizes how really distinct they are. He recognizes, 
however, how most men have failed to grasp the great dif-
ference between sense perception and thought. In fact, as 
he observes, they have for the most part identified them. 
Homer, too, he thinks, seems to identify thought with sense 
perception. This is one of the few places in which the 
Philosopher suggests any negative evaluation of the Poet. 
Aristotle's strongest statement in the matter occurs in 
his work On the soul. He says that the older philosophers 
actually assert that thinking and perceiving are identical. 
After observing that Empedocles held that judgement grows 
with what appears to a man and that a man's thinking con-
tinually appears to him in different forms, he concludes 
that Homer implies the same thing when he says in the 
Odyssey, "Such is the nature of man's thought." All these 
authors, he argues, suppose the process of thinking to be a 
bodily function like perception. 
Kat OL YE apxatoL LO ~pOVELV xat LO ata8avEa8aL LaULOV 
ErvaC ~aaLv, wancp xat 'EJJ.TIE6oxA.n~ ECpnxE "npo~ napEov 
yap JJ.iiL L ~ a£~ELaL av5pwno LOL v" xat tv O.A.A.o q;; "o8Ev 
a~CaLv aLEt xat Lo ~povEtv 6.A.A.ota napCaLaLaL." Lo 6" 
a(no Lotho q; (3ouA.ELaL xat LO • OJJ.npou "Tot.:o~ yap 
\)00~ EOTL\). 11 naVLE~ yap OULOL LO VOELV OW]J.aLLXOV WOTIEP 
LO aLa3avEa3aL unoA.a]J.SavouaLv, 24 
What the Philosopher is attempting to preserve here 
throughout is the mind's ultimate independence of matter. 
He is not denying, therefore, the ultimate origin of man's 
knowledge in the senses--it is fundamental to his whole 
24 About the Soul 427a, 21-27 (=Odyssey xviii.l36). 
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doctrine here in the third book of this treatise. 25 He 
finds in the ancients a failure to distinguish adequately 
the mind and its spiritual realm and faculties from the body 
and its corporeal world and sense faculties. 
This judgement of the Philosopher is evidenced clearly 
in an earlier passage of the same treatise on the soul. 
Here he says Democritus actually identified soul and mind 
and believed that truth was subjective. This same thinker, 
Aristotle says, regarded as accurate Homer's description of 
Hector, in his dazed state as "lying thinking other 
thoughts." Democritus does not use the word mind to denote 
a faculty concerned with the truth, he argues, but identif-
ies the soul and the mind. (Note that the Philosopher is 
not objecting here to Homer's statement but rather 
Democritus's use of the Poet's observation.) 
WoTIEP ~n~6xpL~O~. EXEtvo~ ~EV yap aTIAW~ ~au~ov ~ux~v 
xat VOUV" ~0 yap aAn8£~ ErvaL ~0 ~aLv6~Evov· OLa 
xaAW~ noLnaaL ~ov VO~npov w~ VEx~wp XEt~· aAAO~povswv. 
ou'on XPn~aL ~~ v~ w~ 6uva~EL ~Lvt TIEPL ~nv aAn8ELav, 
aAAa ~au~o AEYEL ~uxnv xat vouv. 26 
In the Metaphysics Aristotle touches again finally on 
the same question, quoting the above Homeric passage once 
again. Here he is stressing the ancient philosophers' 
belief that thought is completely dependent on bodily 
25 About the Soul, III, 2-8. 
26 About the Soul 404a, 27-31 (=Iliad xxiii.698- This 
is the only passage we have in our Homer that describes 
such a ''thinking of other thoughts," but it refers to 
Euryalus, not Hector.) 
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condition. According to their conviction reality there-
fore is what each man's physical perception makes it to be 
according to his physical condition at the moment of that 
perception. These thinkers, the Philosopher observes, 
maintain that Homer also clearly held this view when he made 
Hector, stunned by a blow, lie with thoughts deranged. This 
implied, he argued, that even those who are 'out of their 
minds' still think, although not the same thoughts. If 
there is more than one kind of thought, these ancient 
philosophers concluded, there must be more than one kind of 
reality. 
"Ava~ayp6pou oE Hat an6~0syua uvnuovsus~a~ npo~ ~wv 
t~aCpwv ~~va~, o~~ ~o~au~· a6~ot~ ~o~a~ ~a ov~a oia 
av UTIOAU~WO~. ~aot OE Hat ~ov ~Ounpov ~au~nv ~xov~a 
~aCvsoaa~ ~nv 66~av 0~~ ETIOLTJOE ~ov ~EH~Opa, w~ 
EEEo~n uno ~n~ TIATJYn~, HEtoaa~ aAAO~povtov~a, w~ 
~povou~a~ UEV Hat ~ou~ napa~povouv~a~ aAA. o6 ~a6~a. 
onAOV OUV 0~~, EL au~o~spa~ ~povnos~~, Hat ~a ov~a 
a~a OU~W ~E Hat OUX OU~W~ ~XEL. 2 7 
In the History of the Animals he is discussing human 
physiology and touches on man's main vascular system. As he 
describes the vena cava (including the jugular vein), its 
location and its connection with the other main blood ves-
sels of the upper part of the torso he observes that Homer 
spoke of this blood vessel in the Iliad. 
n a· Ent ~ov O~OVOUAOV ~ou ~paxnAoU ~ELVOUOa ~AE~ Hat 
~nv PUXLV naA~V napa ~nv pax~v ~ELVE~· nv Hat ~ounpo~ 
Ev -rot~ ~nso~v ELPTJHE no~noa~ "&.no cpA.£Sa. nacra.v E:xspcrsv, 
" , ' ....., , ' , ' ( , tt2 8 n T a.va. VWTO. ~E:OU<Ja. 6~a.~JtE:pE:~ O.UXE:'V ~XO.VE:~. 
2 ~etaphysics 1009b, 26-34 (=Iliad xxiii.698- cf. 
Footnote 26 for evaluation of this text.) 
28 History of the Animals 513b, 24-28 (=Iliad xiii.546-47) 
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In a discussion of the treatment of wounds and bruises 
in the Problems, Aristotle questions why both thapsia, which 
is hot and caustic, and cold bronze are used in the treat-
ment of bruises. The use of cold bronze he finds exempli-
fied in the Iliad. 
~La LL n aa~~a xat 0 xua8os LU unwnLa naUEL, n u£v 
apx6uEva, 0 6£ UOLEPOV, EVaVL~a OVLa; 0 UEV yap xua8os 
l1Juxp6~, wonEp xat o noLnLns cpnoL "<Jiuxpov o' f:>..t: xa>..xov 
oooDcrt..v" n 6£ 8a~~a 8EPUOV xat xaUOLLX6v. 2 9 
Moving on now to science related to the animal world, 
we find Aristotle illustrating and supporting ten of his 
zoological observations from the pages of Homer. In fact, 
as Otto Korner points out, he accepts Homer's evidence in 
zoology as on a par with actual observation. 30 Seven of 
these observations occur in the Philosopher's History of 
the Animals, one in the Generation of Animals, one in the 
Problems, and one in the Nicomachean Ethics. 
The first of Aristotle's references to Homer in a 
zoological context is found in the History of the Animals 
when the Philosopher is discussing traits of Laconian 
hounds. After stating that the male of this breed lives ten 
years and the female twelve, he notes that bitches of other 
breeds generally live fourteen or fifteen years and some as 
29 Problems 890b, 7-10 (=Iliad v.75). From a work 
considered spurious. Cf: Footnote 21 , Supra. 
30
"0ber die Verwertung homerischer Erkentnisse in der 
Tiergeschichte des Aristoteles, 11 in Sudheffs Archiv fur 
Geschichte der Medizin, XXIV (1931}, pp. 185-201. 
many as twenty. This is why some people, he says, accept 
Homer's statement that Odysseus's hound Argos died in his 
twentieth year. 
~fj 6' n UEV Aaxwv~xn xuwv 0 UEV appnv TIEpt ELn 6Exa, 
n 6E 3nAE~a TIEpL ELn 6w6Exa, LWV 6' aAAWV xuvwv at 
UEV TIAEraLa~ TIEPL ELn LELLapaxa~6Exa n TIEVLEXa~6Exa, 
Ev~a~ ot xat ECxoa~v· 6~o xat ~Ounpov oCovLa~ L~VEh 
6p3wh no~noa~ L~ EtXOOL~ ELE~ ano3avOVLa LOV xuva 
LOU ·o6uaaEw(:;;. 31 
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The next two Homeric zoological citations come a little 
later in the same work of the Philosopher. Here while he is 
making observations about the traits of bulls he declares 
that five years of age marks the bull's prime. For this 
reason, he says, Homer is commended for using the expres-
sion 'a five-year bull.' 
a~ua~E~ 6E uaA~OLa TIEVLELn(:;; wv, 6~0 ~at vounpov ~aa~, 
TIETIO ~ nxEVa~ L ~ VEh op{}wh TIO ~ noaVLa 11 apOE:\!ct 11:E:VTctETnpov" 3 2 
The Poet is commended too for another description of a 
bull in his prime, (identical in meaning to the above phrase 
according to Aristotle) 'a nine-seasons' bull.' 
~at LO 11 {3oos; E:vvE:wpoLo. 11 6uvaa3a~ yap LaULOV. 3 3 
Again in the History of the Animals Aristotle confirms 
an observation about an animal by citing Homer. In this 
31 History of the Animals 574b, 29-575a, 1 (=Odyssey 
xvii.326-327. The text is as follows: HApyov a· au xaLa 
uorp· EAaSEv UEAavoh 3avaLO~O, a6L~X· t60VL. ·o6uona EE~­
XOOL~ Ev~aUL~· 
32 History of the Animals 575b, 4-6 (=Iliad ii.402ff.; 
Iliad vii.315; Odyssey xix.220). 
33 History of the Animals 575b, 6-7 (=Odyssey x.l9). 
context he is describing characteristics of the wild boar, 
and states that, as Homer observes, castrated wild boars 
grow larger and fiercer. 
LWV o· appEVWV HaL ayp[wv ot LO~Ca~ ~EL~OU~ YLVOVLa~ 
Hat xaA.EnWLEpo ~, wanEp HaL "O~nPos E:no [ naEv "-\Jp€<)JE:v 
En~ XAOuvnv auv ayp~ov. OU6E: E~XE:~ -\Jnp€~ YE: O~To~&~, aAAa PL~ 
UAnE:VT~. " 3 4 
Aristotle's fifth citation of Homer's authority in 
zoological matters occurs when he considers the evidence 
that the long-horned ram of Libya is born with horns. The 
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Philosopher extends Homer's observation, which is limited to 
rams, to include either ewes or other horned animals. 35 
Homer, the Philosopher notes, says the long-horned ram in 
Libya is born with horns. 
HaL E:v ~8v A~~u~ Eu0us y£vELa~ HEPaLa ~xovLa La 
HEpaLWOTJ LWV Hp~wv, ou ~ovov ot apVEs, WoTIEP "O~TJPOs 
~TJO~V, aA.A.a Hat La.A.A.a• 36 
The next three passages, as was indicated earlier, are 
drawn from the ninth book of the History of the Animals, 
which is viewed by many scholars as spurious. A. L. Peck, 
34 History of the Animals 578a, 32-578b, 2. Note that 
this citation is a mixture of two loci in Homer: Iliad 
ix.539: WPOEV ~n~ x.A.ouvnv ouv ayp~ov apy~660VLU, and 
Odyssey ix.l90, 191+: Hat yap aao~· ELELUHLO nEA.wp~ov, 
OUOE E~HEI. 
av6pL YE O~LO~ay~ aA.A.a PL~ uA.nEVLI. 
It is questionable whether the word x.A.ouvnv here has the 
meaning Aristotle gives it. 
35 cf. Historia Animalium, Tr. D'Arcy Wentworth 
Thompson, IV, The works of Aristotle, Ed. J.A. Smith, 
W.D. Ross, 606a, 20, Footnote 4 • Oxford, 1910. 
36 History of the Animals 606a, 18-20 (=Odyssey iv.85). 
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in the preface of his translation of the work, observes: 
In the ninth Book A.-W. (Aubert and Wimmer) find 
inconsistencies, irrelevancies, and repetitions, and 
some un-Aristotelian obscurities of style; it may, they 
think, have been put together from notes left by 
Aristotle, but it is a disorderly composition and some 
of it is "careless bungling" (zurn Theil gedankenloses 
Machwerk). Dittmeyer follows them in rejecting it, and 
endorses Joachim's view that it was put together by 
some Peripatetic at the beginning of the third century, 
incorporating matter from Theophrastus. 3 7 
Again in the History of the Animals the Philosopher 
supports his animal observations with the evidence in Horner. 
He describes the cyrnindis, a black rarely seen mountain 
bird, long and slender, about the size of the 'dove-killer' 
hawk. 
n OE XU~LVOL~ OALyaxL~ ~EV ~aLVELaL (otxEt yap opn) I 
~OLL ot ~EAav xat ~EYE~o~ oaov tspaE o ~aaao~ovo~ 
xaAou~Evo~, xat Lnv Cotav ~axpo~ xat AErrLo~. xu~Lv6Lv 
OE xaAOUOLV "IwvE~ a6Lnv· n~ xat UO~npo~ ~E~VnLaL EV 
Lfj 'IALaoL ELITWV "xaA.xt:6a J{l.,J{AJl0XOU0L. .(JE:oL, av6pE:!; 6E: 
XU]ll..V6L.V. 3 8 
Later in the same work Aristotle cites the support of 
the Poet when he is mentioning various species of eagles. 
He describes a species called the Plangus. It is second 
among eagles in size and strength, lives in mountain meadows 
and near marshy lakes, and is called 'duck-killer' or 
'black eagle'. Horner, he says, speaks of this bird when 
Priam visits the tent of Achilles to seek the return of 
Hector's body. 
3 7A. L. Peck, Tr., Aristotle: Historia Animalium, (3 
Vols.), I, Cambridge, Mass: 1965, p. lv. 
38 History of the Animals 615b, 5-10 (=Iliad xiv.291). 
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ETEpov o£ ytvo~ aETou E:crTtv o rrAayyo~ xaAEITa~, oEuTE-
po~ ~EYE8E~ xat pwuo· otxEt o£ Sncrcra~ xal ayxn xat 
AL~va~, E:rr~xaAEITa~ o£ vnTTo~ovo~ xat ~op~vo~· ou xat 
~o~npo~ ~E~vnTa~ E:v Tfj Tou ITp~a~ou £Go6~. 39 
The next citation of a Homeric text by Aristotle in the 
History of the Animals to support his own zoology occurs in 
a long discussion of the traits of lions. The Philosopher 
says that two statements about the lion are true--one that 
he is particularly afraid of fire, and the other that, 
keeping his eye trained on the hunter who strikes him, he 
pounces on him. The first trait, he says, is clearly men-
tioned by Homer. 
aAn8n OE xat Ta AEYO~Eva, TO TE ~oSEtcraa~ ~aA~OTO.. TO 
rrup, OOITEP xat UO~npo~ E:rroCncrEv "xa.LO].lE:VCX.L TE: OE:Ta.L, TCts; 
T£ -rpd EO"O"U].lE:VOs; TIE:P '" xat TO TOV SaAOVTO.. TnpncravTa r Ecr8a~ 
EITL TOUTov· 40 
Another observation on the traits of the lion is found 
in the Nicomachean Ethics. Aristotle discusses the virtue 
of temperance and the vice of profligacy. They are con-
cerned with those pleasures which man shares with the lower 
animals. These lower animals, he observes, derive pleasure 
from smell and sight only accidentally, that is, only in so 
far as they relate to eating. The lion takes pleasure, not 
(in the words of the Poet) in the sight of a stag or moun-
tain-goat, but in the prospect of a meal. 
39 History o£ the Animals 618b, 23-26 (~Iliad xxiv.315-
316}. The Oxford text of Homer reads: 
O..UTLXO.. o· O..LETOV nKE, TEAE~OTO.."L~)\) TtETEnvwv, 
~Op<j)VO'J {}npnTDP • , ov xa.t TtEPXVOV XO..AEOUOI.. V. 
40 History of the Animals 629b, 21-24 (~Iliad xi.554; 
xvii.663). 
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~OTL OE OUOE TOI~ aAAOL~ ~~OL~ xaTa TauTa~ Ta~ ato8n-
OEL~ noovn TIAnv xaTa ou~SESnx6~· OUOE yap Tai~ 6o~ai~ 
TWV Aaywwv at XUVE~ xaLPOUOLV, aAAa Tfj SPWOEL· Tnv 6' 
aroanoLV n 6~n ETIOLT]OEV. ou6' 0 AEWV Tfj ~wvfj TOU 
So6~, aAAa Tfj E6w6fj· 6TL 6' Eyyu~ EOTL, OLa T~~ ~wv~~ 
fjo8ETO, xat xaLpELV on TaUT~ ~aLVETaL. O~OLW~ 6' ou6' 
towv "n [dpwv] €A.acpov n aypi..OV alya," aAA' 6TL Sopav 
8!;EL. 41 
In the Generation of Animals, Aristotle makes another 
zoological observation that he supports with evidence from 
Homer. He is discussing the aging process in a man and the 
other animals. In his explanation of the greying process he 
notes that of all animals beyond man, the horse seems to 
grey the most. The reason for this greying of the horse, he 
feels, is the thinness of the bone that surrounds its brain. 
This is demonstrated by the fact that a blow delivered to 
this spot can kill a horse. An example of this, he notes, 
can be found in the Iliad. 
Toi~ o· rnnoL~ [auTwv] EnLon~aLvEL ~aALoTa wv Ca~Ev 
~~v, 6TL AETIT6TaTOV TO OOTOUV w~ xaTa ~EyE80~ EXOUOL 
TIEPL TOV EYXE~aAOV TWV aAAWV. TEx~nPLOV 6' 6TL xaLPLO~ 
n TIAllYn n Et~ TOV T6nov TOUTOV YLVETaL auTOI~· OLO 
xat "O~npo~ o'lhw~ ETIOLT]OEV "~va TE: npwTal.. TP~XES: L:nnwv 
, • , ,, 6 , • • "It 2 Xpc:t.VI...~ E:~ltE:cpUet.OI.., ~Ct.AI..OTCt. E: Xet.l..pi..OV E:OTI..V. 
The final zoological observation Aristotle makes for 
which he cites an Homeric example is found in the Problems. 
In a rather complex argumentation about the characteristics 
of eunuch bulls and rams he argues that maleness leads to 
41 Nicomachean Ethics 1118a, 17-24 (=Iliad iii.24}. 
42 Generation of Animals 785a, 11-16 (=Iliad viii.83-
84) . 
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growth in breadth and depth as well as height. Femaleness, 
however, produces growth only in height. The eunuch bull or 
ram, therefore, losing its maleness, grows only in height. 
Horner, he says, exemplified this when speaking of the orph-
aned daughters of Pandareus, he said that 'Sacred Artemis 
gave them height.' 
~0 6£ ~EyE3o~ ~6vov ot EUVOUXOL E(~ ~0 appEv ~E~a­
SaAAOUOLV" ~EC~ou~ yap yCvov~aL. Ecr~L 6£ ~ou~o ~oo 
appEVO~· ~a yap 3nAEU EAU~~w EO~t ~wv apptvwv. n 
o66£ ~ou~o EL~ ~0 appEv, aAA. E(~ ~0 3nAu; o6 yap £(~ 
nav ~0 ~EyE3o~, aAA. EL~ ~0 ~nxo~ ~6vov, ~0 6£ appEV 
xat EL~ nAa~o~ xat ELG Sa3o~· ~6~E yap ~E~EAECw~aL. 
E~L 6£ w~ EXEL ~0 3nAu npo~ ~0 appEv, ou~w~ a6~ou ~ou 
3nAEO~ ~ nap3tvo~ npo~ ~hv yuvatxa· ~ ~tv yap ~on 
yEvva~a, ~ 6£ ou. EL~ ~hv ~ou~wv ouv ~E~aSaAAEL" £nt 
~nxo~ yap ~au~aL~ ~ au~ncrL~. OLO xat VO~npo~ EU ~0 
"pnxos 6' E:n:op' "ApTq.tLS: ayvn," w~ OLa ~hv nap3Ev~av, ~ 
EtxE, ouva~tvn~ oouvaL. 43 
Coming finally to sciences of the simply physical 
world, Aristotle makes five observations for which he finds 
support in the Homeric poems. The first, a geological-
geographic observation, occurs in the Meterologica, when the 
Philosopher is discussing the settlement of people in marshy 
areas that gradually develop into dry land. The precise 
time and place of earliest settlement in such gradually 
changing areas is forgotten, he thinks. The settlers usually 
inhabit the dry land as it becomes available very gradually 
over a very long period of time. This he observes is what 
happened in Egypt, whose ancient name was Thebes. Homer, 
he observes, supports the evidence of Egypt's ancient name. 
43 Problems 894b, 24-35 (=Odyssy xx.71). Cf: Footnote 21 
Supra. 
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oiov ou~BE:Bnx£ xat n£pt L~v ACrunLov· xat rap ouLOG 
UEL EnP6L£POG 0 LOTIOG ~aCVELal rlYVOUEVOG xal naoa ~ 
xwpa LOU.TIOLauou npOOXWOLG ouoa LOU NE~AOU, OLU 68 
ro xaLa uLxpov EnPaLvo~E:vwv LWV EAwv LOUG nAnoCov 
ELOOLKC~EO~al LO LOU XPOVOU unxoG a~~PnLal Lnv apxnv. 
q>aCVELal 6' ouv xat La. OLOUaLa navLa, TIAnv EVOG LOU 
KavwBLxou, XELponoCnLa xaL o6 LOU noLa~ou ovLa xat LO 
apxatov n ALyUTILOG enBaL xaAOUUEVaL. 6nAOL 68 xaL 
... O~nPoG, 44 
the matter of Egypt's changing terrain. He mentions Egypt 
as though Memphis either were not there or at least were 
not as important as in Aristotle's time. The Philosopher's 
argument from the Poet here--an argument from silence--is 
not a:s strong as his usual argument. 
~ULW np6o~aLOG WV W~ ELTIELV npo~ LaG LOLaULaG UELaBo-
AUG" EXECvou yap LOU LOTIOU TIOLELLaL UVELav WG ounw 
MEUCPLOG ouonG n OAWG n o6 LnALXaULnG- L0UL0 6' £tx6~ 
OULW au~BaCvELV" ot yap XULW~EV LOTIOL LWV avw~EV 
uoLEpov ~xCo~noav· EAW6£LG yap Ent TIAELw xp6vov 
O.varHatov £[vaL LOU~ ErruLEpov Tils npooxwoEws 6La Lo 
AL~va~ELv Ev Lots EoxaLoLs aEL uaAAov. uELaBaAAEL 68 
YOULO xaL naALV £6~n£t· EnPaLv6u£voL yap ot L6noL 
fpxovLaL ELG LO xaAWs fx£Lv, ot 68 np6L£pov £6xpa£'i:G 
UTIEPEnpaLVOUEVaL LOL£ rCrvovLal XELPOUs- 45 
Besides the mention in the ninth book of the Iliad, 
Egypt surfaces in three places in the Odyssey, again without 
any mention of Memphis. The first two citations are brief, 
the third extended. Menelaus tells Telemachus in the first 
citation how he 'wandered over Cyprus, Phoenicia, and 
-
4 Meteorologica 35lb, 27-35 (=Iliad ix.381-382: o66' 
oo' g~ 'Opxo~EVOV TIOLLVLOELaL, o66' ooa enBaG Aty~TILLas) 
Leaf (The Iliad p.398, n, 381) argues that Aristotle is 
accepting an interpolation here, since the Thebes referred 
to is probably the city in Boiotia. 
45 Meteorologica 35lb, 35-352a, 9. 
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Egypt'. The text of Homer reads: 
Kunpov wo~vCxnv ~E xat Atyun~Cou~ tnaAn3EC~, At3Cona~ 
a· tx6~nv xat ~~6ovCou~ xat ·EpE~Sou~ xat A~Sunv, 46 
A little later in the same book Homer is describing how 
Helen mixed a drug into the wine served at the banquet 
Menelaus was having in Telemachus' honor. She had gotten 
the drug from 'Polydamna ... a woman of Egypt, for there 
the earth, the giver of grain, bears the greatest supply of 
drugs'. It would be unlikely that Memphis, whether it 
existed or not, would be mentioned by the Poet here. The 
Homeric text reads as follov1s: 
~ota 6~0~ 3uya~nP ~XE ~ap~axa ~n~L6Ev~a, 
ta8Aa, ~a. ot IToAu6a~va nopEv ewvo~ napaxoL~L~ 
Atyun~Cn, ~fj TIAELcr~a ~EPEL ~EL6wpo~ dpoupa 
~ap~axa, 4 7 
In a final, extended passage (lines 245-291 of Book 
XIV) about Egypt, Odysseus is describing his decision to 
journey to that land, his voyage and sojourn there and 
departure for Phoenicia and Libya. One could reasonably 
expect mention of Hemphis here, but it is not forthcoming. 
In describing his arrival there he speaks of the river, the 
fair fields, the plain, the city, but nothing of Memphis or 
the changing terrain of Egypt. The most pertinent part of 
the long Homeric passage reads: 
"IIqm~atot. 6. Ai:yun~ov tuppEC~nv tx6~Ecr3a, 
a~naa 6. EV Atyun~~ no~a~Q v£a~ a~~LEALOcra~. 
46 odyssey iv.83-85. 
4 70dyssey iv.227-229. 
Ev3' n 1:"0~ ~EV EYW XEAO~nv EpLnPas El:"aLPOVG 
a(rrou nap Vrl£00~ ~EVE!, v xat vfias ~PV03at, I 
6n1:fjpas o£ xa1:a OKont.O.G Cnpvva VE£03a~ • 
ot o· u(3p£~ Ei:Eavl:"EG, ETtt,aTtOlLEvo~ ~EvE'~ a<p(i), 
at~a ~aA· AtyuTtl:"LWV avopwv Tt£p~xaAAEas aypous 
nop3£0V, EX OE yuvatxas ayov xat vnn~a l:"EXva, 
aul:"OUG 1:". EX1:"£~vov· l:"axa o· EG TtOA~V LX£1:". aul:"{]. 
ot OE (3ofis atOVl:"Es a~· not ~a~vo~tvn~~v 
nA3ov· TtATll:"O 6E nav Tt£0LOV Tt£~WV 1:"£ xat LTtTtWV 
xaAxou 1:"£ 01:"£ponfis· 48 
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In a discussion of the possible bio-chemical change of 
the color of an animal's coat due to the water it drinks, 
Aristotle asserts that for this reason the same animal can 
be white when raised in some regions, and black when raised 
in others. After speaking of rivers that make rams white 
and others that make them black, he says 'it is widely 
believed that the Scamander makes them yellow.' For this 
reason, the Philosopher declares, they say Homer calls that 
river Yellow instead of Scamander. 
xat tv 1:fj At1:avopC~ 6£ ouo no1:a~oC £t0~v, ~v o ~tv 
A£vxa o ot ~EAava no~Et 1:6. npo(3a1:a. oox£t 6£ xat o 
~xa~avopoG no1:a~os tav3a 1:6. npo(3a1:a no~£Cv· o~o xat 
l:"OV UO~npov ~a0~V avl:"L ~xa~avopou Bav3ov npo0ayop£U£~V 
aUl:"OV. 49 
In his On Marvelous Things Heard, Aristotle finds 
support for an historical conclusion based on geological 
evidence that he agrees was clearly illustrated in Homer. 
He discusses geological limitations that some say would have 
precluded certain routes for Jason out of the Pontus. For 
48 odyssey xiv.257-268. 
49 History of the Animals 519a, 16-20 (=Iliad xx.73-74). 
av1:a o· ap' 'H~aL0l:"OLO ~tyas nol:"a~Os (3a3u6Cvns, 
ov Eav3ov XaAEOU0L 3£0L, avop£G OE ~xa~avopov. 
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example, he accepts along with other proofs 'still more 
convincing evidence' that the voyage out did not take Jason 
and the Argo through the Symplegades. The 'still more 
convincing evidence' is found in the Odyssey when the Poet 
says it is impossible to sail past this place because of the 
very dangerous eruptions of Mount Etna. 
~TL 6€ TOuTwv ~avEpwTEpa onuEta AEyouoLv, OTL ou 6La 
TWV ~UUTIAnya6wv EYEVETO 0 ~~TIAOU~, auT~ T~ noLnTfj EV 
E~ELvoL~ Tot~ TonoL~ uapTupL xpwuEvoL. Tnv yap ouoxE-
PELav TOU ~LVOUVOU EU~aVL~OVTa AEYELV OTL ou~ ~OTL 
napanAEuoaL Tov Tonov, 
aAAa ~· o~oD RLVa~a~ T€ VEWV ~a~ aw~aTa ~WTWV 
~u~a~· aAO~ ~opeoua~ nupo~ T0 OAOO~O ~U€AAa~. 50 
In the Problems the Philosopher cites Homeric support 
for his explanation of a light phenomenon he observed in the 
physical properties governing the sea's waves: Water set in 
motion appears darker. Homer recognized this, Aristotle 
says, when he said that the wind made the sea black. It 
appears lighter, the Philosopher observed, because it is 
more transparent when it is still. Movement makes the water 
less transparent and therefore blacker to the eye. 
~La TL TO uowp nTTOV ~aLVETaL AEU~OV, Eav ~LvnTaL, 
o1:ov ~at n <PPL~n; OLO ~at "ounpo~ apxouEVOU ~not TOU 
TIVEUUaTO~ 11 ~€AaVE~ 6E T€ RO\ITO~ urr' mhou." noLa <suo 
at~La~, Eyyu8Ev utv Tn~ 6~Ew~ o6on~, 6La To 6LLEvaL 
Tnv 6wLv uaAAOV nPEUOUVTO~, ~LVOUUEVOU OE un EU8uno-
pEtv· TO 6€ 6La~avE~ AEU~ov ~aLvETaL. 51 
50 on Marvellous Things Heard 839b, 28-34 (=Odyssey 
xii.67-68). N.B.: The treatise is considered spurious and 
traceable mostly to excerpts from Theophrastus. 
51 Problems 934a, 13-18 (=Iliad vii.64). Cf: Footnote 21 
Supra. 
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In one further observation of a physical science--
meterology--Aristotle cites Homer in support of his posi-
tion. In the Problems he is discussing the characteristics 
of the different prevailing winds when he wonders why the 
south-west wind is the calmest and the gentlest of all 
winds. He recognizes that Homer agrees with the observation 
since he describes it as the wind that always blows in the 
Elysian Fields. 
~L~ ~c 0 ~t~upo~ E66LELv0~ xat ·ounpo~ fv ~~ 
• HAuaC<i) TIE6C4), "&>..A' aLE:L z:;qn.JpOLO 6LanvE:G01J0LV ai'jTaL; " 52 
In this chapter we have found Aristotle turning re-
peatedly to Homer to illustrate or support one philosophic 
or scientific observation he has made. The range of sub-
jects in which he referred to the Poet was truly remarkable. 
It swept from the philosophy of God through anthropology, 
psychology, physiolgy, and medicine in the human sphere, 
zoology and biochemistry in the world of animals, and geo-
graphy, geology, meteorology, and physics in the purely 
physical realm. 
The quotations from the Philosopher which we have 
studied in this chapter reveal that his approach to Homer 
in these philosophic and scientific matters was quite 
distinct from his approach to him in the arts of language. 
The same high degree of admiration and matter-of-fact 
52 problems 943 b, 21-23 (=Odyssey iv.567}. This read-
ing of Aristotle does not agree with our text which reads: 
aAA• atEL ZE~UPOLO ALYD nvECov~o~ an~a~. Cf. Footnote 21 
supra. 
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respect were just as clearly in evidence, but with a subtle 
difference. In Qatters related to the arts of language 
Homer is approached as the master and teacher. Here, in 
philosophical and scientific questions we find him ap-
proached not as master philosopher or scientist but as the 
reliable source and reservoir of traditional wisdom and 
lore. 
CHAPTER FIVE 
ARISTOTELIAN TEXTS ON HOMER 
AS 
TEACHER OF HUMAN VALUES 
Searching in human experience and principles for what 
is good or desirable for man is a central effort of 
Aristotle's philosophy of man. The record of this quest is 
scattered throughout the Philosopher's works, but is mainly 
found, of course, in the three explicitly named ethical 
works, in the Politics and in the Rhetoric which, as we 
noted in Chapter Three, has a clearly ethical orientation. 
In the course of his inquiry into human values, as 
revealed in his extant works, Aristotle turns to the author-
ity of Homer fifty-four times to support his judgement about 
some particular human good. Relating to values he cites 
Homer twelve times in the Politics, eighteen times in the 
Nicomachean Ethics, three times in the Eudemian Ethics and 
twice in the Magna Moralia. Again, too, while treating some 
aspect of man's values he claims Homer's support seventeen 
times in the Rhetoric and once each in the Metaphysics and 
Poetics. 
The present chapter will analyze the fifty-four 
Aristotelian texts that see Homer as teacher of values to 




Homer's epics are stories of men in action. At no 
point are they theoretical or speculative discussion. It is 
not surprising therefore to find the Philosopher reaching 
for Homer to verify some principle not in the abstract but 
in the concrete world of men's practical lives. 
Aristotle's Rhetoric is a practical work--a guide to 
help the orator persuade men to choose, decide, or act. 
When he weighs human values in this treatise Homer fre-
quently occurs to him. 
Early in the work as the Philosopher discusses how the 
deliberative orator must exhort men to the expedient and 
dissuade them from the inexpedient he equates experience 
with goodness. Judging it necessary to grasp first the 
basic notions of goodness and expediency in general, he 
assumes goodness to be 'whatever is desirable for its own 
sake, or for the sake of which we choose something else.' 
~a~w on aya8ov 0 av a6~o tau~oo EVEXa u atpE~OV, xat 
ou EVEXa aAAO atpou~E8a, 1 
Pleasure and happiness are good since they are uni-
versally desirable, he argues, and they come with the 
exclusion of evil and possession of good. He lists neces-
sary goods--things generally recognized as excellent in 
themselves and productive of many other advantages: justice, 
courage, self-control, magnanimity, magnificence and other 
1 Rhetoric 1362a, 21-23. 
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virtues of soul; health, beauty, and other virtues of body; 
wealth, friendship, honor and good reputation; eloquence, 
capacity for action, natural cleverness, good memory, 
readiness to learn, quick-wittedness, and all similar 
qualities; all the sciences, art, and life itself. 
After listing these generally accepted human values 
Aristotle gives a principle to determine the goodness of 
doubtfully good things: the opposite to evil is good or the 
opposite to the advantage of our enemy is generally good for 
us. Exemplifying the principle, the Philosopher quotes 
Nestor's warning to Achilles and Agamemnon that their common 
enemy would be happy to hear of their quarrel. 
~at OAW~ 0 ot EX3pot SOUAOVLa~ n E~· ~ xaCpouo~, 
Lo6vavLCov LOUL~ w~EA~uov ~aLVELa~· 6~0 EU ECPnLa~ 
II~ xe:v yn.\Jncrat.. IIp(af.!O~." EOL~ 6' o6~ 6.Et LO(ho, 6.AA. 
~~ Ent LO ITOAU" oua~v y~p ~WAUE~ EVLOLE LaULO ouu-
QEPE~V LOt~ EvavLoCo~~· 2 
Since an end is a good, every end or purpose that costs 
us much labor and expense, Aristotle concludes, is valued as 
a good by us. This value the Philosopher finds illustrated 
in Homer when Hera pleads with Athene to prevent the Greeks 
from leaving Troy and Helen. 
~at oO EVE~a HOAA~ nEn6vnLa~ n 6E6anavnLa~· ~a~VOUEVOV 
y~p 6.yaaov n6n, ~at w~ LEAO~ LO LO~OULOV UITOAauSaVELa~, 
~at LEAO~ 110AAWV" LO 6~ LEAO~ 6.yaa6v. o8EV LaUL. 
E tpnLa~, "xa6 6€ xe:v e:uxw>..nv IIpt..awy" 3 
2 Rhetoric 1362b, 33-37 (=Iliad i.255). Aristotle 
gives only a few words of the quotation, since the line was 
so well knmvn. 
3 Rhetoric 1363a, 2-6 (=Iliad ii.l60). Another partial 
quotation is given here, but enough to suggest the rest. 
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According to Aristotle the same value is illustrated again 
when Odysseus sympathizes with the Greek army's longing to 
leave Troy but encourages them to hold out. He tells them 
it would be disgraceful after fighting so long to return 
home empty-handed. 
Arguing from the general principle that everything 
deliberately chosen appears as a good, Aristotle reasons 
that whatever is preferred by a wise or good man or woman 
must be good--as when Athene preferred Odysseus, Theseus 
Helen, the goddesses Paris, and Homer Achilles. 
xat 0 LWV ~POVL~WV LLs n LWV ayaawv av6pwv n yuvaLXWV 
npoExpLvEv oiov ·oouaata 'Aanva xat 'EAtvnv enaEus 
xat 'AAEEavopov at aEat xat 'AXLAAEa VO~nPos. xat 
OAWs La TIPOULPELa· 5 
Discussing next how to determine greater good or 
expedience the Philosopher asserts that appearances can 
alter the value we place on a thing. A good thing, for 
example, can seem like more and therefore more desirable if 
it is offered in parts. Conversely, according to Aristotle, 
something bad can appear worse if it is broken down and 
presented in parts. This is exemplified in the Iliad, he 
thinks, when Heleager is persuaded to fight upon hearing of 
all the evils, considered separately, that happen to a city 
4 Rhetoric 1363a, 6 (=Iliad ii.298l. 
partial quotation to suggest the rest of 
passage. 
5Rhetoric 1363a, 16-19. 
Still another 
a v1ell knmvn 
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that falls to the enemy. 
xat 6LULPOU~Eva 6£ EL~ ~a. ~EPn ~a. au~a. ~E~~w ~aLVE~aL· 
TIAELOVWV yap UTIEPEXELV cpaLVE~al... o-5cv xat 0 TtOLn~n~ 
~no1.. ncl:oaL A.tyouoav ~ov HcA.taypov avaa~f]vaL 
u , ' ' , ,, ...., , t , OOOa MaX av~pWTIOGOL TIEAEL TWV aOTU aA~D· 
AaoL ~EV ~~Lvu~ouoL, noALV 6E TE nDp &~a~UVEL, 
TEMVa 6E T' aAAOL &yoVOLV. 6 
Another principle for determining a greater good, 
according to the Philosopher, is: the natural is a greater 
good than the acquired because it is harder. Here Aristotle 
means that \vhat a man must develop simply on his own, 
without any help beyond his own nature, demands harder work. 
The end-product is a greater good, he concludes, since it 
was produced with greater personal effort. Homer illus-
trates this, Aristotle thinks, when the Minstrel Phemius, 
compelled to sing for Penelope's suitors, speaks of his 
being self-taught. 
xat ~0 au~O~UE~ ~00 ~TILX~fl~ou· XUAETI~~EPOV yap. 0-5£V 
xat 0 noLn~n~ ~nOLV "auTo6C6a.xTos; 6' d,~C." 7 
A little later in the Rhetoric, Aristotle broadly 
defines pleasure as a kind of sudden and perceptible relaxa-
tion of the soul into its natural state. Everything plea-
sant, he maintains, must be experienced in the present, 
remembered from the past, or h~?ed f in the future. He 
concludes to the existence of a pri~- Lple that he discovers 
verified in the Odyssey. Not only does the memory of agree-
6 Rhetoric 1365a, 10-15 (~Iliad ix.592-594}. 
Aristotle's text here differs from ours. 
~hetoric 1365a, 29-30 (=Odyssey xxii.347}. 
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able things cause us pleasure. The remembrance of even some 
disagreeable things can cause us pleasure too, if they have 
subsequently brought us some honor or good. 
w~ avayxn nav~a ~a n6sa n EV ~Q ato&avEo&aL ErvaL 
nap6v~a n EV ~Q ~E~vno&aL YEYEVn~sva n EV ~Q EATIL~ELV 
~EAAov~a· ato&avov~aL ~tv yap ~a nap6v~a, ~t~vnv~aL 6£ 
~a yEyEvn~tva, sAnC~ouoL 6£ ~a ~EAAov~a. ~a ~tv ouv 
~vn~OVEU~a n6sa EO~LV, ou ~6vov ooa EV ~Q napov~L, O~E 
napnv, n6sa nv, UAA. EVLa xat oux n6sa, av u UO~Epov 
xaAOV xat aya&ov ~0 ~E~a ~ou~o· o&Ev xat ~oo~· ELPn~aL, 
"a/../..' n6u TOL CJW~EVTCi. flE:f.!Vf\CJ~Ci.L ltOVWV," 
xat 11 ].1E:TCi. yap TE: HCi.L a/..yE:CJL 'rEPltE:TCi.L avnp 
J.lVTl].lE:VO~, OCJTL~ ltOAACi. na~\1 HCi.L ltOAACi. sopyr;~." 8 
Aristotle concludes that everything that brings plea-
sure by its presence generally brings pleasure too when it 
is looked forward to or remembered. Anger affords an 
example of pleasure derived from something looked forward 
to. It is pleasurable since it looks forward to revenge. 
An example of this, according to Aristotle, occurs in the 
Iliad when Homer observes that anger is much sweeter than 
honey. 
6LO xat ~0 6pyL~Eo&aL n6u, WOTIEP xat UO~npo~ £noCno£ 
TIEpt ~ou &u~ou II OCJTE: ltOAU y/..UHLWV flEALTO~ HCi.TCi.AE:LSOf.IEVOLO. "9 
The Philosopher makes the same point about anger a 
little later when he examines anger more closely. He cites 
the same passage from the Iliad. To the pleasure produced 
8 Rhetoric 1370a, 32-1370b, 6 (=Odyssey xv.400-401). 
N.B.: Aristotle misquotes the second line, which reads as 
follows in the Oxford text: 0~ ~L~ 6n ~aAa TIOAAa na&Q 
xat nOAA. snaAn&fjor his text differs fro~ ours. Note also 
that the first quotation (n6u ... novwv--not hexamter) 
is from a lost vvork of Euripides, not Homer. 
9 Rhetoric 1370b, 10-12 (=Iliad xviii.l08). 
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by looking forward to future revenge he notes another more 
present cause of pleasure in anger. He says that since men 
dwell upon the thought of revenge when they are angry, they 
experience a phantasy of carrying out their revenge that 
causes the same pleasure that accompanies a vivid dream. 
xat rrao~ 6pyfj ETt£oaaL ~Lva noovnv ~nv ano ~ns EAITLOOG 
~ou ~L~wpnoaoaaL· nou ~EV yap ~0 OL£aaaL ~£U~£oaaL 
wv E~LE~aL, o66£ts 6E ~wv ~aLVO~EVWV a6uva~wv E~LE~aL 
au~~, 6 6' 6pyL~O~£VOG E~LE~aL 6uva~wv au~~- OLO 
XaAWs ElPrnaL Tt£pt au~ou "oan: no.A.u y.A.uxLWV ]lEI..vros; 
XCI.TCi.AE:LSOJlEVOLO &v6pwv E:v ani{Je:aO"LV CtEsE:TCI.L." UXOAOua£ t yap 
xat noovn ~Ls 6La ~£ ~ou~o xat OLO~L 6La~PLSOUOLV EV 
~~ ~L~Wp£toaaL ~fj OLaVOL~· n OUV ~0~£ YLVO~Evn ~av~a­
OLa noovnv E~TtOL£t, WOITEP n ~wv EVUTtVLWV. 10 
Memory of an absent loved one provides an example of 
pleasure derived from something remembered. For this rea-
son, Aristotle argues, there is a certain amount of pleasure 
even when the absence of the beloved is painful. Pain is 
caused by the absence of the loved one, but pleasure comes 
with the remembrance of his actions and personality. Once 
again the Philosopher finds Homeric support. The very same 
formula is used twice to describe how recollections of an 
absent loved one cause weeping. The formula appears in the 
Iliad concerning grief for the dead Patroclus. It occurs 
again in the Odyssey touching the sorrow at Odysseus' long 
absence from home. 
xat apxn 6E ~ou EPW~OG au~n YLYVE~aL naoLV, o~av un 
~ovov rrapov~os xaLpWOLV UAAa xat anov~os ~Euvn~EVOL 
EPWoLV. OLO xat o~av AUTtnPOs ytvn~a'L ~c-;> un rrap£i:VaL, 
xat EV ~Ots ntva£aL xat apnvoLs EYYLVE~aL ~Ls noovn· 
1 0 Rhetoric 1370b, 1-9. (=I 1 iad xviii. 108) • 
n ~EV yap AUTin ETIL ~~ ~n unapxELV, naovn a· EV ~~ 
~E~vno~aL xat opav nw~ ExEtvov, xat a Enpa~~E, xat 
oio~ Tiv. aLo xat ~o{h' d.xchw~ Ei:pn~aL, "ws; cpcho, 
TOLCY\., oe: nCicrt..v ucp' Lf1E:pov Jlpcre: )'00\.,0. 111 1 
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When the Philosopher comes to the closer analysis of an-
ger mentioned above he cites the Poet eight times to exem-
plify various insights into that human passion. Perhaps he 
recognized a special competence in Homer on this subject, 
since the whole story of the Iliad centers around the anger 
of Achilles. 
Anger is defined in broad terms by the Philosopher as a 
desire accompanied by pain for real or apparent revenge for 
a real or apparent unmerited slight against oneself or 
one's friend. Dishonor, he maintains, is a characteristic 
of insult. One who dishonors another belittles and angers 
him. Achilles typifies this, according to Aristotle, when 
he protests that Agamemnon has angered him because he dis-
honored him by keeping his prize, Briseis. 
uSpEW~ at a~L~La, 0 a· a~L~a~wv OALYWPEL" ~0 yap 
~naEVO~ a~LOV o6aE~Lav EXEL ~L~nv, ou~· ayaaou OU~E 
xaxou. aLo AEYEL 6pyL~6~Evo~ o 'AXLAAEU~ "~T(f1ncre:v· 
, " , , , , ul2 
e:Awv yap e:xe:t., ye:pas; auTos; anovpas; 
Achilles expresses his anger at Agamemnon for essentially 
the same reason on two other occasions, using the same 
formula both times: because Agamemnon 'treated him like a 
11 Rhetoric 1370b, 22-29 (=Iliad xxiii.l09; Odyssey 
iv.l83}. In the latter Homeric quote f:.<p' is used in place 
of our ucp'. 
12 Rhetoric 1378b, 29-33 (=Iliad i.356; Iliad ix.367} • 
dishonored refugee'. 
xat 11 W0E:L. Tl..\) 0 aTl~f.!nTOV f.!E:TctvacrTnv," Ws 61..0. -rau-ra 
6pyLCOllEVOs. 13 
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Pursuing the nature of insult the Philosopher declares 
that men believe they are entitled to be highly esteemed by 
those who are their inferiors in any respect. This was 
Homer's insight, he thinks, when portraying Agamemnon's 
wrath he called the anger of kings great. 
npoonxELV o· oCov-raL TIOAUwpe:to8al.. uno "tWV n-r-r6vwv xa-ra 
YEVOs, xa-ra 66va]lLV, xa-r ape:-rnv, xat OAWs tv ~ av 
-rau-rQ une:ptx~ noA6, olov tv xPnuaoLv o nAouoLos ntvn-
-ros xat tv -rQ AEYELV pn-ropLXOs aouva-rou e:tne:tv xat 
apxwv apxoutvou xat UPXELV aELOs ot6]lEVOs -roO apxe:o8aL 
6.E Cou. 6 1..0 E Cpn-raL 11 !JUf.!O~ 6E: w:ya~ E:crTL. 6L.oTpE:cp€wv SacrL.A.r)wv" 1 4 
Aristotle notes that the Poet was expressing the same 
insight in the first book of the Iliad. Speaking of proud 
Agamemnon's anger the seer Calchas tells Achilles that a 
mighty king, angered by an inferior, might succeed in 
swallowing his anger for a day but will continue to bear a 
grudge afterwards. 
xat "aHa YE: '){ctl., f.!E:T011:L.0!JE:V EXE:L. 'KOTOV" II ayavax-rouoL 
yap OLU -rnv UTIEpoxnv. 15 
13 Rhetoric 1378b, 33-34 (=Iliad ix.648; Iliad xvi.59). 
14 Rhetoric 1378b, 34-1379a, 5 (=Iliad ii.l96). In 
some MSS the singular SaoLAnos is used. (The Oxford Classi-
cal text has the plural form.) 
15Rhetoric 1379a, 5-6 (=Iliad i.82). Note that a 
little later in this same passage there is an observation 
even more supportive of Aristotle's position. In line 91, 
Book I of the Iliad Achilles says Agamemnon swears he is by 
far the greatest of the Achaeans. The Oxford text reads: 
<'>s vuv TIOAAOV apr..o-ros ·AxaLWV EUXE"taL e:t:'vaL. 
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Mildness is the opposite of anger. A man is mild, the 
Philosopher observes, to those who humble themselves before 
him and do not contradict him. He seems to recognize they 
are afraid of him, and no one who is afraid slights another. 
Even the behavior of dogs demonstrates that anger ceases 
towards those who humble themselves, since they do not bite 
those \vho sit down. Aristotle does not refer to Homer here 
explicitly but we find an excellent illustration of his 
observation in the Odyssey when 11 0dysseus cunningly sat 
down 11 as the swineherd's hounds rushed at him with loud 
barking. 
xat LOL~ LaTIE~VOU~EVO~~ npo~ aULOU~ xat ~n avL~AEyou­
o~v· ~a(vovLa~ yap O~OAOYELV nLLOU~ Etva~, ot o· nLLOU~ 
~o~ouvLa~, ~o~ou~Evo~ 6£ o66Et~ 6A~ywpEt. oL~ 6£ npo~ 
LOU~ LaTIE~VOU~EVOU~ naUELa~ n 6pyn, xat ot XUVE~ 
onAOUO~V o6 oaxVOVLE~ LOU~ xa8(,ovLa~. 16 
Examining further what causes men to grow mild rather 
than angry the Philosopher notes that anger is personal. 
For this reason a man is less angry (milder) if he thinks 
the person he wants to punish will never know who punished 
him. Homer provides an example once more. The angry 
Odysseus wants Polyphemus to know it was he who gave him 
his savage injury. This suggests that he would have felt 
unavenged if Polyphemus remained ignorant who had blinded 
him and for what. 
16 Rhetoric 1380a, 21-25 (=Odyssey xiv.29-31: 
.EEan~vn~ o· ·oouona LOOV XUVE~ UAaXO~WPOL 
ot ~EV XEXAnYOVLE~ £n£6pa~ov· a6Lap •oouOOEU~ 
~!;:ELO XEpbOOOVf.j 
xat £av un ato&noeo&a~ OLWVTa~ OT~ o~· auTOUs xat 
av&' wv ~na&ov· n yap 6pyn TWV xa&' EXaOTOV EOT~v· 
of\A.ov o· EX TOU op~ouou. 0~0 6p&wG TIEnoCr"jTa~ "cpacr-\}aL 
'06vcrcrna rno.hnop{}t.-ov," Ws o6 TET~UWPnusvos, Et un fjo&ETO 
xat u~· ou xat av&' OTOu. 1 7 
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Aristotle's next conclusion follows naturally. Since 
you cannot be as angry with a person who does not know you 
are angry with him or that you are punishing him, clearly 
you cannot be angry with the dead. They are beyond pain 
which is the intent of the angry. Aristotle finds this 
illustrated in the Iliad when Homer wants to restrain 
Achilles' anger against dead Hector. 
WOTE OUTE TOLs aA.A.o~s 000~ un ato&avovTa~ 6pyL~OVTa~, 
ouTE Tots TE&vewo~v ET~, ws nenov&oo~ TE To ~oxaTov 
xat oux aA.ynoouo~v ouo· ato&noouEVO~s ou ot 6py~~oue­
vo~ E~LEvTa~. o~o eu nept Tou UExTopos o no~nTns, 
nauoa~ ~ouA.ouevos Tov 'Ax~A.A.Ea Tf\s 6pyfis TE&vewTos, 
"}(u)(pnv yap 6n ya'Cav UE:l-XLl;;E:t.- ).lE:VE:aLVWV. " 1 8 
After defining indignation as 'pain at another's un-
deserved good fortune', Aristotle examines the concept more 
fully. In his analysis he concludes that a particular good 
must be suitable or proportionate to the individual. There 
is indignation, for example, at the inferior who challenges 
one who is superior to him. Cebriones, the son of Priam, 
provides an example of this in the Iliad, as the Philosopher 
observes. He avoided battle with Ajax lest he incur Zeus' 
indignation. 
Eav OUV aya&Os WV Un TOU apuOTTOVTOs Tuyxav~, VEUEOn-
TOV. xat TOV i)TTW T(j) XPELTTOV~ au~t.o~nTELV, uaA.~oTa 
1 7Rhetoric 1380b, 20-24 (=Odyssey ix. 504). 
18 Rhetoric 1380b, 24-29 (=Iliad xxiv.54). 
UEV ouv ~ou~ EV ~Q au~Q· o&Ev Hat ~oo~· ~LPn~a~, 
A~aVTO~ 6' aA~ELVE ~axnv TtAa~WVLaoao. 
Z£U~ yap OL VE~saaax'' oT' a~ELVOVL ~WTL ~aXOLT0. 1 9 
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Each of the three ethical works, Nicomachean Ethics, 
Eudemian Ethics, and Magna Moralia contains a formal study 
of the virtues. Courage is the first virtue studied in all 
three \vorks. 
Rather than give a definition of that virtue he employs 
his 'golden mean' principle for determining the nature of 
virtues. He places true courage midway between too much and 
too little fear. He examines various characters called 
courageous and shows how they fulfill or fail the norm. 
Citizen's or civic courage is not true courage but most 
closely resembles it. This courage occurs among troops who 
are re\Jarded by their state with honors for enduring danger 
but disgraced or penalized for cowardice. This civic 
courage, he says, we find among Homer's heroes. The same 
verse in the Iliad that expresses Hector's avowed motive 
for facing Achilles is cited in all three ethical works as 
exemplifying citizen's courage. In the Nicomachean Ethics 
it is introduced as follows: 
EO~L u£v ouv n av6pELa ~OLOU~OV ~L, AEyov~aL 6£ Hat 
E~EpaL Ka~a TIEV~E ~ponou~, npw~ov UEV n TIOAL~LHn· 
uaALa~a yap ~oLHEv· ooHouaL yap unouEvELv ~ou~ HLvou-
vou~ ot noAL~aL 6La ~a EK ~wv vouwv ETIL~LULa Hat ~a 
19Rhetoric 1387a, 31-35 (=Iliad xi.542). Note that 
only the first verse is in the accepted text of Homer. The 
second verse is not found in any of the MSS, but it may 
have been in Aristotle's Homer. Cf: Hinman's enlightening 
discussion of this line: op. cit., pp. 43-44 
way: 
6vEC6n Kat 61...~ ~~~ ~t..udc. Kat 61...~ ~oo~o dv6pEt..6~a~oL 
OOKOOOLV Etvat.. nap· OL~ ot OELAOl a~LUOL Kat ot 
av6pEtOL ~V~LUOL. ~OLOU~OU~ OE Kat ~o~npo~ TIOLEt, 
olov ~ov ~Lounonv Kal ~ov UEK~opa. 
ITouAu6&~a~ ~oL npw1o~ sAEYXELnv &va~ncrEL' 20 
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In the Magna Moralia it is mentioned in much the same 
naALV gO~LV aAAn av6pCa TIOAL~LKT) OOK00oa EtvaL, or OL• 
atoxuvnv ~nv npo~ ~ou~ TIOAL~a~ UTIOUEVOUOL ~ou~ KLVOU-
vou~ Kat 6oKo0oLv dv6pEtoL E[vat... onuEtov 6E ~ou~ou· 
Kat y~p ·ounpo~ nEnoCnKE ~ov ·EK~opa A€yov~a "rrouAu6&~a~ 
~01.- npwTO~ SAEyXELnv &va~n<JEL," 01...0 OLE~aL 6Etv uaxEo-5aL. 21 
In the Eudemian Ethics the introduction is similar but the 
above Homeric citation is preceded by four words alleged to 
be Homer's but not found in our Homer. 
UAAa nav~wv ~wv ~OI...OU~WV at~Cwv ot 6La ~nv at6w 
UTIO]..I.EVOV~E~ uaALO~a ~avEtEv av6pEtot.., Ka-5anEp Kal 
·ounpo~ ~ov UEK~opa ~nat..v unouEtvaL ~ov KLVOUVOV ~ov 
npoo ~ov • AXLAAEa· · Ev1opa 6' al.6w~ ECAE" ITouxu6&].la~ J.lOL 
npWTO~ SAqxdnv &va~n<JEL. " Kat E:o~tv il TIOAL~Lxl) av6pta 
aihn. 2 2 
Another example of citizen's courage the Philosopher 
finds in the Iliad when Diomedes says that if he fails to 
face Hector the Trojan will boast later in Troy about his 
cowardice. 
Kat ~Lounon~, 
VEXTWP yap noTE ~n<JEL SVL Tpw€0"0" 1 ayopEuwv, 
Tu6EL6n~ un' E]JELo. 23 
20 Nicomachean Ethics 1116a, 15-23 (=Iliad xxii.lOO). 
21 Magna Moralia 119la, 5-9 (=Iliad xxii.lOO). 
22 Eudemian Ethics 1230a, 16-21 (=Iliad xxii.lOO}. 
23 Nicomachean Ethics 1116a, 24-26 (=Iliad viii.l48-
J.49). 
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Next Aristotle discusses the courage of troops forced 
into battle b~ their leaders. It is similar to the above 
but inferior since its motive is fear rather than shame, 
and the desire to avoid pain rather than disgrace. He cites 
Hector motivating the Trojans with this kind of courage. 
Ta~aL a· av TL~ xat TOU~ uno TWV apxovTWV avayxa~o­
u£vou~ EL~ TaUTO" XECpou~ a·' 00~ ou OL. at6w aAAa 
aLa ~oaov auTO apwoL, xat ~EUYOVTE~ ou TO atoxpov 
aAAQ TO Aunnpov· avayxa~OUOL yap ot xupLOL, WoTIEP 0 
.,EXTU>P 
ov ot x' Eywv anavEU~£ paxn~ nTwcrcrovTa voncrw, 
on oL &pxLOV EGG£[TaL ~uy~ELV xdva~. 24 
In another context in the Politics as he discusses a 
king's authority as military leader in the field the Philo-
sopher finds Agamemnon using the same kind of motivation 
with his troops. 
KTE~VaL yap ou XUPLO~, EL un EV TLVL BaoLAEC~, xa&anEp 
"Lii>v apxaCwv tv Ta'C~ noAEULXa'C~ €E66oL~ tv XELPO~ 
vo~. anAo'C a· vOunpo~· o yap "Ayautuvwv xaxw~ u£v 
axouwv nvECXETO EV Ta'C~ EXXAnoCaL~, EEEA&OVTWV 6£ xat 
KTEtvaL XUPLO~ nv. AEYEL youv "ov 6€ x' hwv 
au&v£U~E paxn~, ou oL &pxLOV EGG£[TaL ~uy~ELV xvva~ no' OLWVOd~. 
n:ap yap £poL ~&vaTo~." 2 5 
24 Nichomachean Ethics lll6a, 29-35. The words of 
Aristotle's citation of Homer here describe in substance 
what we find Hector saying to his troops in our Iliad xv. 
348-351: 
ov a· av tywv anavEu&E VEWV ETEPW&L vonow, 
auToD ot &avaTov unTCoouaL, ou6E vu T6v YE 
yvwToL TE yvwTaC TE nupo~ AEAaxwoL &av6vTa, 
aAAa XUVE~ EPUOUOL npo UOTEO~ nUETEPOLO. 
But the citation, although not exactly the same, identifies 
far more readily with the words we find in our Homer, Iliad 
ii.391+, 393+, describing Agamemnon addressing his troops. 
cf: quotation in immediately follmving footnote. 
25 Politics 1285a, 8-14 (=Iliad ii.39l+, 393+} Note 
that the last line of this Homeric citation is not found in 
our Homer. 
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Spirit is in the courageous along with courage. When 
the courageous encounter danger a certain kind of excite-
ment and impulse of spirit moves them, says Aristotle. This 
form of courage inspired by spirit seems to be the most 
natural courage. Reenforced by deliberate choice and pur-
pose it appears to be the truest courage. The Philosopher 
found Ho~er speaking often of this concomitant spirit. The 
Poet uses the expression 'strength of spirit' in the Iliad. 
avopEtOL yap E[vaL OOXOUOL xat ot OLU 3u~ov. WOTIEP 
~a 3npta tnt ~ou~ ~pwcrav~a~ ~Epo~EvoL, o~L xat ot 
avopEtOL 3u~OELoEt~· t~n~LXW~a~OV yap 0 3u~o~ npo~ 
~ou~ XL vouvou~, 03EV xa t u O~npo~ 11 0~EVO s; E)..!Sa.A.e: ~U]..!ifl 112 6 
Aristotle says Homer mentions might and spirit to-
gether, too. 
In the Odyssey Aristotle notes a description that 
indicates excitement and impulse of spirit: 'bitter anger 
welling up through his nostrils.' 
26 Nicomachean Ethics 1116b, 24-27 (=Iliad xiv.l51): 
Note two other very similar expressions: Iliad xvi.529: 
~Evo~ oE ot £~SaAE 3u~~. Iliad xi.ll: "AxaLotcrLv o£ ~Eya 
cr3Evo~ £~SaA· £xacr~~ xapotu. 
2 ~icomachean Ethics 1116b, 28. Exactly the same 
phrase which Aristotle cites from his Homer cannot be found 
in ours, but we have many equivalents: Iliad xv.232: EYELPE 
~Evo~ ~Eya, Iliad xv.594: £yELp£ ~Evo~ ~Eya., 3EAYE 6£ 
3u~ov. The identical formula occurs in three passages: 
Iliad v.470; Iliad vi.72; Iliad xi.291: _~Q~ Etnwv o~puvE 
~Evo~ xat 3u~ov txacr~ou, Iliad xxiii.468: ~Evo~ EAAaSE 
3u~ov. 
28 Nicomachean Ethics 1116b, 28 (=Odyssey xxiv.318). 
This differs from our Homer which reads: ava ptva~ OE OL 
non/ 6pL~U ~EVO~ npoO~u~E. 
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A fourth phrase, 'his blood boiled', is quoted but is 
not found any\vhere in our Homer. 
xat "sz;;wr::v ai].la:" m:l.v-ra yap -ra -rot.atha EOL'KE anuaCvELV 
-rhv -roD 8uuo0 fyEpat.v xat 6pu~v. 29 
Nobility of courage must be the real motive of coura-
geous men Aristotle observes. Therefore men are not to be 
viewed as courageous if they simply rush into danger, driven 
by pain and anger, and blind to the dangers they face. If 
such were courageous, the Philosopher argues, even asses 
would be brave when they are hungry. No blows will make 
them stop grazing. Here Aristotle seems clearly to be 
thinking of Homer's simile in the Iliad, in which, speaking 
of Ajax fighting, he describes the stubborn ass who refuses 
to be driven from grazing by the repeated blows of boys. 
ou 6~ EO'LLV av6pEta 6La 1:"0 un· aAyn66vos xat 8uuo0 
EGEAaUVO}.l.EVa ITPOs -rov xCv6uvov opuav, o68EV l:"WV 6ELVWV 
npoopwv-ra, EITEL OU'LW YE xav ot OVOL av6pELOL ErEv 
ITELVWV'"t"Eh" 'LUIT'LOJ.l.EVOL yap OU'K a~Ca-rav-raL -rns vouns- 30 
29 Nicomachean Ethics 1116b, 29-30. Note that this 
phrase is found in Theocritus xx.l5, who must be borrowing 
it. 
30 Nicomachean Ethics 1116b, 33-36; 1117a, 1 (=Iliad 
xi. 558-568). 
Ws 6' o-r' ovoh nap' apoupav twv E~L~cra-ro nat6as 
vw8~s, ~ 6h noAAa nEpt p6naA' au~ts Eayu, 
xELPEL -r· EtaEA8wv ~a8u A~tov· ot 6E -rE nat6Es 
-run-rouaLv ponaAoLat.· ~Cn 6E -rE vnnCn a6-rwv· 
anou6f.i -r • EE~Aaaaav, EnE C -r · txopEaaa-ro cpopSns • 
Ws -ro-r· fnEt.-r· ACav-ra uEyav, TEAaw.0vt.ov ut6v, 
TpwEh 6nEp8uuoL noAunyEPEEs -r· tnCxoupot. 
VQOOOV'"t"Es Euo-rol;at. }.l.EOOV aaHOs'aLEV £nov-ro. 
ACah 6' UAAO'LE UEV uvnaaa'KE'LO 8oupt.6oh aAxnh 
au-rt.h unoa-rpE~8ECs, xat Epn-ruaaaxE ~aAayyas 




Aristotle observes that human virtue, courage, for 
example, could be so lacking in an individual that he would 
be called a 'beast'. Conversely virtue could be present on 
a super-human or divine scale. This latter he finds exem-
plified in Homer when Priam speaks of his son, Hector, as a 
god. 
npo~ 6E Lnv 8nPLOLnLa ~aALOL' av ap~OLLOL AEYELV LDV 
unEp n~a~ apELnv, npw~xnv LLVa xaL 8ECav, WOTIEP 
vO~npo~ nEpt wEXLPO~ nEnoCnxE AEyovLa LOV ITpCa~ov ~LL 
a<poopa Tiv aya{}o~' "ou6E: E~XE:L/ &v6pos; YE: .(JvnToD ndt:s; E~~E:Vctt. 
&>..>..a .(JE:ot:o." 31 
In a discussion about wisdom the Philosopher calls it 
the most perfect kind of knowledge. He implies that there 
is a general wisdom. It is not limited to a single art as, 
for example, in sculpture and statuary-- the 'wisdom' that 
merely indicates a particular artistic excellence. He 
cites Homer in the Margites speaking of a man whom the gods 
did not make a digger or ploughman or wise in anything else. 
Tnv OE ao~Cav EV ~E LUL~ LEXVUL~ LOL~ axpLSEOLaLOL~ 
La~ LEXVU~ anooCoo~EV, orov ~ELOLUV AL80upyov OOQOV 
xat ITOAUXAELLOV avopLUVLOTIOLOV, EVLUU8a ~EV ouv o68EV 
UAAO an~aLVOVLE~ ~nv ao~Cav n O~L UPELn ~Exvn~ £a~Cv· 
ErvaL OE ~Lva~ ao~ou~ otouE8a OAW~ ou XULa UEPO~ ouo' 
dAAO LL ao~ou~, wanEp "ounpo~ ~naLv £v tc';l MapyCLT,J 
11 TOV 6' o\h' ap' O'Xctli:TT\pct .(JE:OL .()Eactv oth' &poTT\pct/ o\h' a>..>..ws; 
TL aocp6v. " 3 2 
Friendship, Aristotle asserts, is a virtue, or involves 
virtue, and is a requisite of life itself--needed in all the 
31 Nicomachean Ethics 1145a, 18-22 (=Iliad xxiv.258). 
3 2 Nicomachean Ethics ll4la, 9-15. (=Margites fragment 
II; OCT Vol.V, p.l56). Note that Aristotle accepts the 
Margites as Homeric. Cf. also 1448b, 28-30 discussed in 
Chapter Three. 
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periods and conditions of human life. The rich, he says, 
need friends to share and preserve their wealth. The poor 
need them often as their only resource. The young need 
friends to guard them from error; the elderly, to care for 
them; those in the prime of life, to assist them in the 
performance of noble deeds. This need of friendship is 
illustrated by Homer, according to the Philosopher, when he 
says in the Iliad that two together will plan and carry out 
actions better. 
xat v£o~~ o£ npo~ ~o ava~ap~~~ov xat npEoS~~£po~~ npo~ 
~EpanELaV xat ~0 EAAErnov ~n~ npaEEw~ o~· ao~EVE~av 
So~~Er, ~or~ ~· £v axuf.i npo~ ~a.~ xaAa~ npa[;E~~· "cruv 
T£ 6U' E:pxollC:vw" xat yap vof)oa~ xat npa~a~ ouvanhEpo~. 3 3 
In four different \vorks Aristotle refers to the same 
phrase of Homer to exemplify a common insight into the 
nature of friendship--that it is based on attraction of 
persons like each other. In the Nicomachean Ethics he 
paraphrases it when he says that some people consider 
friendship a matter of similarity. 
A~awpt.oS~~Er~a~ OE TIEpt au~f)~ oux OALya. ot UEV yap 
ouo~6~~~a ~~va ~~~£ao~v au~nv xat ~ou~ OlJ.OLOU~ ~LAOU~, 
O~EV 1"0\) OllOLQ\) ~ao~v ws; 1"0\) O]..IOLOV, xat XOAO~OV no~t xo-
AOt.6v, xat ooa ~o~au~a· 34 
In the Magna Moralia he introduces the Homeric citation 
with the other when he asks whether friendship does indeed 
33 Nicomachean Ethics 1155a, 12-16 (=Iliad x.224). 
Aristotle's Homer differs slightly from ·ours here. 
34 Nicomachean Ethics 1155a, 32-35 (=Odyssey xvii.218). 
xoAo~o~ no~t XOAOt.Ov is a proverbial phrase not in Homer. 
flourish between those who are alike as men seem to be-
lieve. 
n6~epov yap EO~LV n ~LAta EV ~at~ OUOLOL~, WOITEP 
6oxet xal Atye~aL; xat y~p xoAoL6~ ~acrL nap~ KOAOLOV 
t{;:avEL, xat "a.LEL TOt.. TO\! O}lOLO\! ayEL ~Eos; ws; TO\! OllOL0\!. 113 5 
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In the Eudemian Ethics the Homeric citation is intra-
duced again when the Philosopher begins to examine what men 
consider the basis of friendship. 
anopet~aL 6£ nOAAa nept ~n~ ~LAta~, npw~ov utv w~ at 
£Ew8Ev nEpLAau~avov~E~ xat snt nAEOV AEYOV~E~· 6oxet 
yap ~OL~ utv ~0 OUOLOV ~~ ouol~ ervaL ~lAov, O~EV 
e;(pT)~UL "ws; a.l.d. TO\! OllOLO\! &ya ~Eos; ws; TO\! OllOLO\!'" 
xat y~p "xoAoLo~ napa xoAoLov." "eyvw 6E ~wp ~E ~wpa 
xat AUKO~ Auxov." 36 
Aristotle concludes that the extre~e views on the 
nature of friendship are wrong. He rejects equally the 
principles that only likes or only opposites can be 
friends. Heraclitus he identifies as one who maintains that 
only opposites can be friends. He observes that this early 
Greek thinker rejected Homer's prayer that strife should 
perish between god and man. Aristotle does not agree 
with Heraclitus' rejection but simply states it. He would 
hardly countenance this twisting of the Homeric plea for 
peace to mean the denial of differences between god and 
man. 
ot 6E ~a svav~la ~tAU' xat 'HpaKAEL~O~ EnL~LU~ ~~ 
noLf}crav~~. "ws; E:pt-s; E:x TE ~Ewv xa.L &.v~pwn:wv &.n:o>..ot-To'" ou yap 
35Hagna Moralja 1208b, 8-10 (=Od~ssey xvii.218+). 
36 Eudemian Ethics 1235a, 4-9 [=Odyssey xvii.218). The 
Q>Wp proverb is of unknown origin, not in Homer. 
av EtvaL ap~ovCav ~n 6v~o~ 6~£o~ xat Sap£o~, OUOE 
~a ~~a QVEU &n~EOs xat appEVO~ EVaV~LWV 6v~wv. OUO 
~EV au~aL oo~aL nEpt ~L~Las ELOL, ~Cav ~E xa&o~ou 
KEXWPL~EVaL ~oaou~ov, a~~aL OE non tyyu~tpw xat 
o[xEiaL ~~v ~aLvo~£vwv. 3 7 
In the Rhetoric, while considering what constitutes the 
pleasurable for man, Aristotle concludes that things that 
are like each other generally please each other. Among 
other quotations he cites, in part, the Homeric 'like to 
like' verse cited above. 
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xat EnEt ~0 xa~a ~UOLV nou, ~a ouyyEvn OE Ka~a ~UOLV 
a~~n~OLs EO~LV, nav~a ~a ouyyEvn xat O~OLa nota w~ 
tnt ~0 no~u, oiov av&pwno~ av&pwn~ xat rnno~ rnn~ xat 
VEO~ VE~. o&EV xat at napOL~LaL Etpnv~aL, w~ n~L~ 
nXLKa ~EPTIE L' xat w~ al.e:t- TO\) O)lOLOV, xat Eyvw OE 
&np &npa, xat aEt 1-!0AOGO~ napa XOAOGOV, xat ooa a.~~a 
~oLau~a. 38 
The Philosopher proposed that moral virtue is a mean 
between two vices, one involving excess, the other, defi-
ciency. It was hard, he argued, to be good, since it was 
hard to find the middle course. He advises, therefore, that 
we steer ourselves from the more erroneous side--from what 
is more contrary to the middle course, thus choosing the 
least of evils. He found this doctrine expressed in the 
Odyssey by Calypso, "Hold the ship out beyond the surf and 
spray." 
5Lo oEt ~ov o~oxa~o~Evov ~ou ~toou np~~ov ~tv anoxwnELV 
~ou ~aA~OV Evav~Cou, xa&anEp xat n Ka~u~w napaLVEL 
11 T01hou )lE:V xanvou xat- XU)laTO~ EXTO~ E:e:pye:/ vna." 
axpwv ~0 ~EV EO~LV auap~w~6~Epov, ~6 o· n~~ov· ETIE[ 
3 jEudemian Ethics 1235a, 25-31 (=Iliad xviii.l07+). 
38 Rhetoric 137lb, 12-17 (=Odyssey xvii.218}. 
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ouv TOU ~EOOU TUXE'i:V axpwG XO.AETI6v, XO.Ta TOV OEUTEp6v 
~aot. nAouv Ta tAdxt.oTa AnnT£ov T~v xax~v 39 
To achieve this difficult middle course the Philosopher 
advises us to guard against things we find naturally plea-
surable, since we do not judge them impartially. We should, 
he argues, feel towards pleasure as the elders of Troy felt 
towards Helen. We should repeat their saying in all cir-
cumstances, he says, since we are less likely to miss the 
mean if ~e dismiss pleasure. 
tv navTt OE ~aALOTO. ~UAO.KTEOV TO nou xat TTtV noovnv· 
ou yap a6£xaoTOL XPLVO~EV auTnv. OTIEP ouv ot 6n~oy£p­
OVTEG ~na~ov TIPOG Tnv 'EA£vnv, TOUTO 6Et na~Etv xat 
n~aG TIPOG TTtV noovnv, xat tv naot. Tnv EXELVWV tnt.AE-
YELV ~wvnv· OUTW yap auTnv anonE~n6~EVOL nTTOV a~apTno6-
~E~a. TauT· ouv not.ouvTEG, wG tv xE~aAaC~ EtnEtv, 
~aAt.oTa 6uvno6~E~a ToO ~£oou TuyxavEt.v. 4 
Desires, which are in the order of attractions, are 
either common to all men, Aristotle notes, or peculiar to 
certain persons. The desire for food is natural to all 
men, as the desire for sexual intercourse is natural to the 
39 Nicomachean Ethics ll09a, 30-35 ~Odgsseg xiii.219-
22 0) : 
TOuTou ~sv xanvou xat xu~aToG EKTOG EEPYE 
vna, ou OE OXOTIEAOU tnt.~O.LEo· 
This actual citation is the words of Odysseus giving a 
command to his steersman according to advice he received 
from Circe, not Calypso in Odyssey xii.lOB-109: 
aAAa ~aAa EXUAAnG OXOTIEA~ TIEnAn~EVOG ~xa 
vna napst tAaav, ETIEL n TIOAU ~EPTEp6v toTLV. 
40 Nicomachean Ethics ll09b, 7-13 (=Iliad iii.l56-160): 
"Ou VE~EOL.G TPWaG xat tuxvn~t.OO.G 'Axat.OUG 
TOt.f.io· a~(pt yuva.t..xt TIOAUV xp6vov 0.AyEa. naoxEt.v· 
atvwG a.~avaTf,]Ol. ~Ef.iG EtG wna. EOLKEV· 
aAAQ xat WG TOLn nEp souo· EV vnuot VEEO~W, 
~no· n~t:v TEXEEOOL T. 6nCoow nnua. ALTIOLTO." 
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young and lusty, as Homer observes. 
LWV 6' ETILOUULWV at uev ~oLvaL 6o~ouoLv E[vaL, at 6' 
LOLOL ~at ETILOELOL" oiov n UEV Lns Lpo~ns ~UOL~n· nfrs 
yap ETILOUUEL 0 EV6Ens EnPfrs n uypfrs Lpo~ns, OLE a· 
au<potv, ~at Euvns, ~noLv UOunPOs, 0 VEO~ ~at a~ua~wv· 41 
In discussing the traits and values of the 'great-
souled' man Aristotle discusses one of his weaknesses. The 
'Great-souled,' he says, do not like to hear of benefits 
they have received from others. They prefer rather to hear 
of the benefits they have bestowed on others. This is why 
Homer makes Thetis avoid specifying and rather speak gener-
ally and tentatively of the services she has rendered Zeus, 
although her son has urged her to remind the supreme god of 
all she has done for him. 
oo~ouoL oe ~at uvnuovEUELv ous ~v noLnowoLv Eu, ~v a· 
~v na&wOLV ou· EAaLLWV yap 0 na&wv EU LOU noLnoaVLOs, 
~OUAELaL 6' UTIEPEXELV. ~at LU UEV n6Ews a~OUEL, La a· 
anow~· OLO ~at Lnv 8ELLV ou AEYELV Las EUEPYEOLas 
L~ ALL· 42 
Justice, according to the Philosopher, is the virtue 
that lies at the heart of man's political relationships. It 
is a virtue that must involve others. When Aristotle treats 
41 Nicomachean Ethics 1118b, 8-11 (=Iliad xxiv.l30). 
Aristotle alludes here to Homer's statement that a noble 
man has intercourse with his wife. 
42 Nicomachean Ethics 1124b, 15 (=Iliad i.503-506). 
11 ZEU TIULEp, EC TIOLE on OE UEL. a&avaLOLOLV 6vnoa 
~ fnEL n fpy~, L60E UOL ~Pnnvov EEA6wp· 
LLuno6v UOL ut6v, 0~ w~uuopwLaLOs aAAWV 
fnAEL•. 
Earlier Achilles has begged his mother precisely to specify 
her services to Zeus to persuade him to return a favor to 
her for his benefit. Cf: Iliad i.393-412. 
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the nature of injustice in the Nicomachean Ethics he argues 
that one cannot treat oneself unjustly. A person experi-
ences injustice only at the hands of another person. To 
illustrate this he cites the case in Homer of Glaucus giving 
Diomedes arms worth more than eleven times the exchange he 
would receive for them. Aristotle's point is that Glaucus 
cannot be spoken of as treated unjustly since he did it to 
himself. 
o oE Ta auTou oLoouG, wanEP "O~nP6G ~naL oouvaL Tov 
rA.auxov T4) b.LowioEL "xpucrsa XCI.AXSGWV, E}{CI.T01-!130L' E:vvwSoLwv," 
oux aoLXEtTaL· tn• UUT~ yap EOTL TO OL66vaL, TO 6' 
UOLXEta8aL oux En· UUTQ, aA.A.a TOV a6LXOUVTU 6Et 
undpxELV. TIEPL ~EV ouv TOU a6LxEta8aL, 6TL oux 
EXOUOLOV, onA.ov. 43 
Later in the same work, the Nicomachean Ethics, he 
concludes that uncontrolled desire causes greater injustice 
than anger that is uncontrolled. He cites an illustration 
of this conclusion in the Iliad, in which the Poet de-
scribes one of the emblems embroidered on Aphrodite's belt. 
There she is pictured in her crafty lust deceiving the 
wisest men. Her unrestrained desire 'with malice afore-
thought' surely causes an outrage that shows more contempt 
and produces more resentment than unpremeditative anger. 
~LL a5LXWTEPOL ot ETIL~OUAOTEPOL. 0 ~EV ouv 8u~w6nG 
oux Ent~OUAOG ouo· 0 &u~6G, aA.A.a ~UVEPOG" n 6' ETIL8-
U]..LLU, xa&dnEP TT1V 'A~po6CTnv <paaC· "6oA.onA.6xou yap 
KUTipoyEVOUs. II xat TOV XEOTOV "o~nPOs. II n:apqJCI.CJL~' n 
•• lx>.e:q,s v6ov 'JtUXCI. n:sp qJPOVEOVTO~." waT· ELTIEP a6LxunE:pa xat 
ataxtwv n axpaaCa UUTn TnG TIEPL TOV 8u~6v EOTL, xat 
anA.ws axpaaCa xat xaxCa nwG. 44 
~ 3 Nicomachean Ethics 113Gb, 9-14 (=Iliad vi.236). 
~ 4 Nicomachean Ethics 1149b, 13-20 (=Iliad xiv.217). 
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In the opening paragraph of the Politics Aristotle 
stresses the primacy of man's political relationships in 
his philosophy of man. He calls man's association with the 
state supreme. 
onAOV Ws naoa~ ~E\1 aya~ou L~VOs 01"0Xa~OV1"a~, ~aA~01"a 
OE, xat 1"0U XUP~W1"a1"0U naV1"WV, n TIO.OWV XUPLW1"a1"n xat 
naoas TI£P~Exouoa 1"as aAAas· au1"n o· E01"Lv XO.AOUUEVn 
TIOA~s xat n xo~vwv(a n TIOA~1"~xn. 45 
He finds the person who is by nature stateless either 
at the bottom of the human scale or superhuman. He cites 
the Iliad to illustrate those who are the lm.•1est of human 
beings, when Homer speaks of the clanless, lawless, hearth-
less man. 
Elf. 1"0ihwv OU\1 (j)O.V£POV ch~ 1"WV (j)UO£~ n TIOA~s E01"L' xat 
51"L &v~pwnos (j)UO£L TIOA~L~X0\1 ~Qov, xaL 6 anOA~s o~a 
(j)U0~\1 xat o6 6~0. 1"uxnv n1"o~ (j)O.UAOs E01"~V n XP£L1"1"WV 
n &v~PWTIO!;;, WOTI£P xat 0 U(j). ·o~npou A0~6opn~£Ls "acppn-
L"Wp, a-\1EJ1L.OTos;, avt:onos;." a~a yap <PUO£~ 1"0~0U1"0s xat 
TIOAE~OU ETI~~u~n1"ns, 0.1"£ TI£P a~u~ wv WOTI£P EV TI£1"1"0Ls. 46 
As we noted in Chapter Four, the Philosopher twice 
cites Homer's description of the Cyclopes' familial form of 
goverrunent as the most primitive form of political partner-
ship. We return to those t\vo passages here briefly only to 
note that Aristotle did not only cite the Homeric Cyclopes' 
socio-political organization to record their primitive form 
We have <PPOV£OV1"WV for 
Rhetoric 1380a, 34-36. 
as less resented since 
victim: 
Aristotle's <PPOVEOV1"0s. cf: 
Here Aristotle characterizes anger 
it fails to shovr contempt for its 
KO. t 1"0. '(; s 6 t • 6py f)V TT.O t. noaa~ V n OUX opy t ~0\11"0. i- n 
Tl1"1"0V 6pyt~OV1"at.· o6 yap o~· OAt.ywpla.v (j)O.LVOV1"0.t. 
rr.pd~at· o6o£t~ yap 6pyt~6~£vos 6At.ywp£t. 
45 Politics 1252a, 3-7. 
46 Politics 1253a, 1-7 (=Iliad ix.63}. 
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of government. He was also viewing them in the light of the 
principles of effective government. On these grounds he 
clearly rejects this early governmental structure as inade-
quate. In the immediate context of the Politics where the 
reference is found, however, the Cyclopes are presented in a 
straightforward historical manner. 4 7 It is in the 
Nicomachean Ethics' citation of this same passage about 
the Cyclopes in the Iliad that Aristotle is clearly critical 
of this fa~ily-centered government as inadequate. With the 
exception of Sparta, he notes, most states fail to legislate 
a proper diet and physical regime for their citizens. Every 
man lives like the Homeric Cyclopes, making the rules for 
his own household. The best thing, he adds, would be a 
proper system of public regulation. 
tv ~6v~ ot Tfj AaxEoatuov~wv TIOAEL UET' 6A~ywv o 
vouo8ETn~ tnLUEAELav ooxEI nEnotna8aL Tpo~n~ TE xat 
tntTn6EuuaTwv· tv at TaiG nAE~aTat~ Twv noAEwv t~nuE­
AnTaL TIEPL TWV TOLOUTWV, xat ~fj €xaaTO~ w~ ~OUAETUL, 
XUXAWTILXW~ 8EULOTEUWV na~owv no· UAOXOU. xpaTLOTOV UEV 
ouv TO ytyvEa8at xoLvnv ETILUEAELav xat 6p8nv xat opav 
auTo ouvaa8at· 48 
Slavery was part of the socio-political system of 
ancient Greece as it was of the ancient world generally. 
Even in that pagan context, however, Aristotle's statement 
about the nature of slaves rings cold and inhuman. In the 
4 7Note text and discussion presented in Chapter Four, 
pp. 89-90, 109. 
48 Nicomachean Ethics 1180a, 24-30 (=Odyssey ix.ll4-
115). Note text and discussion presented in Chapter Four, 
pp. 90, 109. 
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process of classifying live and lifeless instruments he 
gives the example of sailing and says for the helmsman the 
rudder is a lifeless tool and the look-out man a live tool. 
Articles of property, he says, are tools for the purpose of 
life, and a slave is a live article of property. These live 
tools are best since they can do their task when ordered. 
The best of these too he seems to conclude are those that 
can see what to do in advance, like the tripods of 
Hephaestus, \vhich, he says, Homer describes as entering the 
heavenly company 'self-moved.' 
LWV o· 6pyavwv LU ~EV a~uxa La o· £uyuxa, oiov LQ 
XU~EPVnLU 0 UEV otaG a~uxov, 6 OE npwpEUs £u~uxov· 0 
yap unnptLns EV 6pyavou ELOE~ LaLs LExva~s EOLCV. 
OULW xat LO XLnua opyavov TIPOs ~wnv EOL~, xat n 
XLnO~s n~n&os 6pyavwv EOL~f xat 0 OOU~Os XLnua L~ 
£u~uxov, xat WOTIEP opyavov npo 6pyavwv, nas 0 unnptLns· 
EL yap nouvaLO £xaoLOV LWV 6pyavwv XE~EUO&EV n npoa~o­
&av6uEvov aTIOLE~ELV LO aULOU £pyov, WOTIEP La ~a~oa~ou 
~aotv n L0Us LOU ·H~aLOLOU Lp[no6as, OUs ~no~v 0 
no~nLns a6LouaLOUs &ELOV OUEO&a~ aywva, 49 
Two widely divergent passages--one metaphysical and the 
other political--find Aristotle asserting the superiority of 
a single rather than multiple governing principle. In both 
places he illustrates his conclusion with the same Homeric 
citation. 
The first passage occurs in the Metaphysics. There the 
Philosopher is arguing to the existence of a single cause 
and governing principle of all being. He concludes the 
Twelfth Book of that work with the rejection of those who 
49 Politics 1253b, 27-37 (ciliad xviii.369-376). 
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postulate multiple causes of being. He applies Homer's 
principle of the superiority of a political government that 
has one ultimate ruler to the superiority of a single moving 
and governing cause of the whole universe of being. 
~LL TLVL ot apL&~ot £v n n ~uxn xat TO aw~a xat CAWs 
TO Etoos xat TO npay~a, ou&tv AEYEL ou&ECs· ou6· EV6E-
XETaL ELTIE~V, Eav. ~n Ws n~ELs ELTI~, Ws TO XLVOUV 
TIOLEL. ot ot AEyOVTEs TOV apL&~ov TIPWTOV TOV ua&n~aTLHOV 
xat OUTWs aEt aAAnv EXO~Evnv ouaCav xat apxas £xaaTns 
aAAas, ETIEL006Lw6n Tnv TOU TIUVTOs oua(av TIOLOUOLV 
(ou&tv yap n ETEpa Tfj tTEP~ au~SaAAETaL ouaa n un 
o~aa) xat apxas TIOAAas· Ta 6E OVTa ou SouAETaL TIOAL-
TEUEa&aL xaxws. "ovx &.ya-\Jov no/..uxot...pav(n· t::Gs; xo(pavos; coTw. " 50 
The second passage is in the Politics. Here, Aristotle 
cautions about a democracy in which the people collectively 
and not the law are sovereign. Demagogues arise, the bet-
ter classes of citizens are denied their rightful place as 
governors, and the assembly decrees over-rule the law. 
Referring to the Iliad Book II text quoted above, he clearly 
seems to want Homer's support for his judgement. He hon-
estly wonders, however, what kind of rule the Poet had in 
mind when he disparaged the rule of the many in this text. 
Was he thinking of many ruling as individuals or many 
ruling as a single composite monarch? 
ETEPOV 6t Et6os on~oxpaTLas TO naaL ~ETELVUL TWV 
apxwv, Eav ~ovov ~ TIOALTnsr apxELV 6t TOV vo~ov, 
ETEpov Etoos 6n~oxpaTCas TdAAa ~tv ElvaL Ta6Ta, xupLov 
o· EtvaL TO nAn&os xat ~n TOV vouov· TOUTO 6t YLVETaL 
chav Ta ~ncpCouaTa HUP La ~ aAAa ~n 0 VO~Os. au~SaC VEL 
OE TOUTO 6La TOUs 6n~aywyOUs. EV ~tv yap TULs xaTa 
vo~ov on~oxpaTOU~EVULs ou YLVETaL 6n~aywy6s, aAA. ot 
~EATLOTOL TWV TIOALTWV ELOLV EV npoE6pC~· onou 0 ot 
50 Metaphysics 1075b, 34-1076a, 4 (~Iliad ii.204). 
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v6Jiot. J ..LT) e:tot. m}pl,ot., E:v-rau3-a yCvov-rat. 6nuaywyoC. 
u6vapxo~ yap 0 6n~o~ YLVETat., ouv3-ETO~ e:t~ e:~ TIOAAWV· 
ot yap TIOAAOL ~UPt.OL ELOt.V oux w~ ~~ao-ro~ aAAa TI<lVTE~. 
~01J.TJPO~ 6t noCav AEyEt. o6~ aya3-ov e;[vat. TIOAU~Ot.pavCnv, 
n6-re:pov TaDTT}V ~ 5-rav TIAELOU~ ~OLV ot dpxov-rE~ w~ 
E~ao-ro~, d6TJAOv. 51 
As the Philosopher develops his basic political prin-
ciples early in the Poljtics he equates the rule of a father 
over his household with the rule of a king over his sub-
jects. Both father and king, he says, are superior in love 
and seniority. This is why Homer, according to Aristotle, 
accepting Zeus as father of men and gods designates him 
King of. all. 
n 6t TWV TE~VWV apxn ~aOt.At.~n· TO yap ye:vvnoav ~aL 
~a-ra ~t.ACav dpxov ~at ~a-ra npe:o~e:Cav E:o-rCv, one:p E:o-rt 
~aot.At.~n~ e:t6o~ apxn~. 6t.o ~aAw~ ~ounpo~ -rov ~Ca 
npoonyopEUOEV E t nwv "ncnnp &.v6pwv TE. ~E.WV TE.'" TOV 
~aOt.AEa TOUTWV anav-rwv. 52 
In the Nicomachean Ethics the Philosopher alludes to 
the same Homeric passage and many other places where the 
Poet calls Zeus father. Here he states even more succinctly 
that the ideal king rules like a father and that this is why 
Homer calls zeus father. 
O~Ot.W]J.aTa 6' au-rwv ~at o~ov napa6e;Cyua-ra Aa~ot. Tt.~ av 
~at EV -rat~ Ot.~lat.~. n ~EV yap naTpO~ npo~ ULEL~ 
~ot.vwvCa ~aOt.AELa~ EXEI.. oxnua· TWV TE~VWV yap T~ 
na-rpt ~EAEt.. E:v-re:u3-e:v 6€ xat UOJJ.TJPO~ -rov 6Ca na-rE:pa 
npooayopEUEL" na-rpt.~n yap apxn ~OUAETat. D ~aOLAELa 
e:rvat.. 53 
51 Politics 1292a, 2-15 (~Lliad ii.204}. Note that this 
is the only time Aristotle ever questions the meaning of a 
Homeric text and ·v;rhether the meaning Homer actually intended 
supports his position. 
52 Politics 1259b, 10-14 (=Iliad 1.5441. 
53 Nicomachean Ethics ll60b, 22-27 (=Iliad 1.503, 544 
et saepe). 
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A little later in the same work he compares a king to a 
shepherd. He argues that both must be guided by a similar 
spirit of benevolence. The king works for the welfare of 
his subjects as a shepherd does for his sheep. This, 
Aristotle says, is why Homer calls Agamemnon 'the shepherd 
of his people'. 
Kaa· tKao~nv 5t ~~v no~L~EL~v $L~ta ~a(vc~aL, t~· 
oaov Kat ~0 6LKaLov, SaoL~EL ~tv npo~ ~ou~ SaoL~EUO­
~EVOU~ tv uncpoxfj cupcycota~· cu yap noLEL ~ou~ SaoL-
~cuo~tvou~, ELTIEP aya8o~ wv tnL~E~EL~aL a6~~v, rv· EU 
npd~~WOLV, WOTIEP VO~EU~ npoSd~wv· o8£v Kat VO~npo~ ~ov 
• AyallEUVova noqdva >.awv £ tncv. 54 
In Aristotle's judgement civil strife arises not only 
because of inequality of property but also because of in-
equality of honors. The common people are dissatisfied if 
property is unequally distributed. The higher classes, he 
observes, object if honors are equally distributed. This 
equal distribution results in the situation rejected by 
Homer in which the noble and the base have the same honor. 
~~L o~aOLU~OUOLV OU ~OVOV 6La ~nv avLOO~n~a ~n~ K~no£­
W~, a~~a Kat 6La ~nv ~~v ~L~~v. ~ouvav~LOV 5t nEpL 
tKa~EPOV. OL ~tv yap TIO~~ot 6La ~0 TIEPt ~a~ K~nOEL~ 
dvLOOV, ot 6t xaptEV~£~ ncpt ~~v ~~.~wv, tav CoaL. o8£V 
• "' ·- -' ' '"'' "55 Kat. E:V OE: Lr;J TLllr;J nllE:V MctMO!; noe: Mcti., E:OvAO!;. 
The person who shares in the honors of the state, the 
Philosopher maintains, is a citizen in the fullest sense. 
On the other hand, the person without those honors is like 
an alien. To verify this in Homer Aristotle turns to two 
54 Nicomachean Ethics 116la, 10-15 (=Iliad ii.243, 772, 
iv.413 et saepe). 
55 Politics 1266b, 38-1267 a, 2 (=Iliad ix.319). 
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citations from the Ili.a.d which he uses to show that anger is 
caused by dishonor. In the two citations Achilles uses the 
same formula to express the reason why he is angry with 
Agamemnon: the King has 'treated him like a dishonored 
refugee'. 
OT~ ~EV ouv Er6n TIAELW TIOALTOU, ~aVEPOV EX TOUTWV, xat 
OTt. AEYETat. ~aAt.oTa noAlTn~ o ~ETExwv Twv Tt.~wv, wonEP 
xat "o~npo~ snolnoEV 11 W0E:L nv' Ci.TL)lnToV }.IE:TavaaTnv· II wone::p 
~sTot.xo~ yap soTt.v o Twv Tt.~wv ~n ~ETsxwv. 56 
To government and rulers he applies even more appropri-
ately the same principle and Homeric text that he applied to 
friendship treated earlier in this chapter. 5 7 He recommends 
that the man who is ruling alone appoint many other men to 
handle the numerous matters he could never attend to by 
himself. Citing the Ilia.d the Philosopher observes that 
although a good man deserves to rule because he is good, 
two good men are better than one. 
aAAa ~nv ouot paot.ov s~opav noAAa Tov £va· oEnoEt. apa 
TIAELOVa~ Ervat. TOU~ un· auTOU xa0t.oTa~€vou~ apxovTa~, 
WOTE TL 6t.a~EPEL TOUTO EE apxn~ EU&u~ unapxEt.V n TOV 
£va xaTaoTnoat. T00Tov Tov Tponov; ~TL, o xat npoTEpov 
Etpn~EVOV EOTLV, ELTIEP 0 avnp 0 onou6ato~, 6t.OTL 
SEATLWV, UPXELV 6lxat.o~, TOU 6£ EVO~ ot 6uo aya&ot 
SEAT LOU~. TOUTO yap EOT t. TO II auv TE: ou' E:pxopsvw" 58 
56 Politics 1278a, 34-38 (=Ilia.d ix.648, xvi.59). Cf: 
Footnote 13 this chapter. 
5 1~ote that this same text Aristotle used in the 
Rhetoric 1378b, 33-34 to exemplify man's need of friendship. 
58 Politics 1287b, 8-14 (=Ilia.d x.224}. Note that this 
principle does not negate the principle discussed earlier--
that the best government is by a single leader. This pre-
sent principle is expressed in the context of the ruler's 
need of counsel. The Homeric text makes this clear. It 
goes on to say: 'then one recognizes before the other where 
---
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In Agamemnon's prayer he finds further Homeric support for 
the need to share the burdens of government. The king 
prays for ten more fellow-councillors. 
xa.t T) EUXT) "LOU 'Aya].l.E]..l.VOVOs 1 11 TOL.o\}rot. 6Ex~ J.IOL. O'UJ.Icppa6-
J.lOVE:S."59 
After establishing that education of the young is of 
the highest importance to a ruler Aristotle outlines prin-
ciples of a curriculun1. The major part of his consideration 
he devotes to music, which he uses as an example of the 
principle of liberal education. In a brilliant statement of 
the philosophy of liberal education he maintains that purely 
liberal pursuits, like music, should be joined to education 
in the necessary and useful. 
&LO xa.t -rT)v ].l.OUOLH.T)V ot np6-re;pov ELs na.L6ELO.V f-ra.Ea.v 
oux Ws ava.yxa.~ov (ou6tv yap EXEL "LOLOU"LOV} ou6' Ws 
XPnOL].l.OV, Wcrne;p -ra ypa].l]..l.O."La npos XPnlJ.a"LLa].lOV xa.t ITPOs 
otxovouCa.v xa.t ITPOs ua3naLV xa.t npbs ITOAL"LLH.as npaEELs 
ITOAAas· 6oxe;r 6t xa.t ypa.~Lxn XPnOLJ.l.OG e;tva.L npos -ro 
H.PLVELV -ra -rwv "LEXVL"LWV Epya. H.aAALOV" ou6' a.u xa.3ane;p 
n yuuva.a-rLxn npbs UYLELO.V xa.t aAxnv· ou6£-re;pov yap 
-rou-rwv opw].l.EV yLyv6]..l.cVOV EX -rns ].l.OUOLH.ns. AcLITE"LO.L 
-rotvuv npbs -rnv tv -rfj axoAfj 6La.ywynv, e;Cs one;p xa.t 
~O.LVOV"LO.L na.payOV"LEs a.u-rnv· nv yap O~OV"LO.L 6La.ywyT)v 
e;tva.L -rwv EAEu3£pwv, tv -ra.u-r~ -ra-r-rouaLv. 60 
In two places in the Odyssey he finds Homer illustra-
ting the liberal or purely pleasurable purpose of music. In 
both cases Homer's emphasis is on the pleasure that the 
minstrel will bring to those at the banquet--the whole 
the advantage lies.' 
x£p6oG €~. } 
59 Politics 1287b, 14-15 (~Iliad ii.372}. 
60 Politics 1338a, 13-24. 
--
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purpose of his song. The first Homeric citation is drawn 
from the Seventeenth Book. 
The second citation, followed by the Philosopher's strong 
demand for a liberal education, comes from the Ninth Book's 
beginning, where Homer pictures the pleasure of good food 
and drink accompanied by the pleasure of music. 
xat EV aAAOLs OE ~nOLV ·oouOOEUs LaULnV apLOLnv EtvaL 
OLayc.uyftv I chav Et.l~paL VO]..LEVC.UV LWV av8pwn:c.uv II OctLTU]lOVE:s; 
6' &va OW]..IctT' &.xouclz;;wVTctL aot..6o\J/ Tll.IE:VOL E:i;E:Lns;." ch L ]..LEV 
LOCvuv EOLL naLOELa LLs nv oux Ws xpnoCunv TiaLOEULEOV 
L0Us ut£Ls ouo· Ws avayxaCav aAA. Ws EAEU8EpLOV xat 
xaAf}v, ~vEpov £oLLv· 62 
This discussion of a good ruler's responsibility for 
the liberal education of the young completes our study of 
Aristotle's references to Homer which demonstrate his ac-
ceptance of the Poet as teacher of human values. In the 
Rhetoric we have seen the Philosopher cite Homer in support 
of his views on an orator's need to understand and employ 
principles of human behavior. In the explicitly named 
ethical vmrks of Aristotle we have seen him refer to 
Homeric examples of principles related to courage, wisdom, 
friendship, moderation, sexual desire, justice, uncontrolled 
desire, and anger. Finally, in the Politics we saw him 
turn to the Poet for illustrations of his political princi-
ples. 
61 Politics 1338a, 24-27 (=odyssey xvii.385+). The 
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We can turn now in chapter six to the few remaining 
passages in the Corpus Aristotelicum which refer to Homer 
in a less substantive manner. 
whole citation is troublesome, but the substance in our 
version or Aristotle's supports his point. The first part 
of his Homeric citation is not found in our Homer, but 
might have followed line 383. The whole pertinent passage 
(Iliad 382-385) as we have it in the Oxford text follows: 
LL~ yap on ~ELVOV ~aAEL aAAO&Ev a6Lo~ ETIEA0wv 
aAAOV y· I EL ~n LWV or on~LOEpyot EaOL, 
~aVLLV n tnLnpa ~a~wv n LE~LOVa ooupwv, 
n ~at 0EOTILV aoL66v, 0 ~EV LEPTI~OLV aELOwv· 
Note that the final line of Aristotle's citation differs 
from ours but corresponds rather closely to it. 
62 Politics 1338a, 27-32 (=Odyssey ix.7,8). 
CHAPTER SIX 
OTHER ARISTOTELIAn REFERENCES TO HOMER 
All of the passages of Aristotle which touch on Homer 
in some substantive "i.vay have been examined in this study 
already. In each of these texts the Philosopher cited or 
alluded to Homer as an exemplar either in Language Arts, 
Philosophy and Science, or in the teaching of human values. 
Only ten Aristotelian texts, in which the Poet is 
cited or referred to remain to be examined. In none of 
these texts does Aristotle use the Poet for any substantive 
reason. In six texts Homer is cited simply to exemplify 
some problem in predication, grammar, or induction. In one 
text the Philosopher rejects a false use of the Poet, in 
another, a faulty evaluation of the Odyssey. In the re-
maining bvo texts Homer is cited only incidentally to 
illustrate some statement of Aristotle. 
Rather than attempt any formal categorization of these 
ten texts, they will be examined separately in the order in 
which they appear in the Bekker text. 
The first of these passages occurs in Aristotle's 
treatise on Interpretation, in a discussion of types of 
predication. Here the Philosopher inquires whether predi-
cation can always move from the more complex to the simp-
ler--from a predicate of greater comprehension to one of 
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lesser comprehension--and still remain correct. Of course 
it will not remain correct, he argues, if the new predica-
tion involves a contradiction. Even if it involves no 
contradiction, however, it could become incorrect if the 
comprehension of the predicate is narrowed. The example 
Aristotle adduces is this: although it is accurate to say 
'Homer is a poet,' the inference would be inaccurate to go 
on and say simply, 'Homer is' (that is, 'Homer exists'}, 
since the 'is' of the first statement was incidental and not 
substantive. 
n OTav UEV £vunapx~, aEt oux aAn8t~, ~Tav OE un 
tvunapx~, oux aEt aAn~E~, WOTIEP vounpo~ EOTL TL, oiov 
TIOLnTn~. ap· OUV xat ~OTLV, n OU; xaTa OUUSESnxo~ yap 
xaTnyopEtTaL TOU ·ounpou TO EOTLV" OTL yap TIOLnTn~ 
EOTLV, aAA. o6 xa3· auTO, xaTnyopELTaL xaTa TOU 
·ounpou To EaTLv. 1 
The second and third Aristotelian texts under inquiry 
here are concerned about predication too. One is from the 
Posterior Analytics and the other from the on Sophistical 
Refutations. Both are concerned about the very same prob-
lem of ambiguity--the ambiguity in the word xuxAo~, which 
could mean 'circle' or in the context of the Homeric poems, 
'cycle,' as in 'epic cycle.' 
In a discussion of mathematics in the Posterior 
Analytics, Aristotle observes that ambiguity is not common 
in that science but passes unnoticed in dialectical argu-
ment. For example, it could be asked: "Is every circle 
1 on Interpretation 2la, 24-30. 
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(Ktn<A.o~l a figure?" Drawing a circle makes the answer 
patent, but \vhat if someone asked, "Are the epic poems a 
circle (m)KA.o~)?" Quite clearly they are not, but the other 
meaning of KUKAO~ has slipped in to cause the ambiguity. 
tv 6£ TOI~ uaanuacrLV OU'H. gOTLV ouoCw~ 0 napaA.oyLcruo~, 
5TL TO utaov taTLv ~EL 6LTT6v· uaTd TE y~p TOUTOU 
navTO~, Kal TOUTO naA.LV KaT· aA.A.ou AEYETaL navTO~. TO 
6£ uaTnyopouuEvov o6 A.£yETaL nav. TauTa 0· tcrTtv 
orov opav Tfj voncrEL, tv 6£ Tor~ A.oyoL~ A.avaavEL. apa 
na~ 'H.U'H.AO~ crxnua; av 6E ypa~~' 6nA.ov. TL 6£; Ta Enn 
xuxA.o~; ~avEpov 5TL o6x ~OTLv. 2 
Aristotle cites the same ambiguity in his treatise on 
Sophistical Refutations when he is discussing ho\v an argu-
ment can be false when it involves a question which can have 
more than one meaning. The falsity of the argument can lie 
either in the contradiction, or in the contradiction and the 
proof, or in the proof alone. In the argument, for example, 
that 'Homer's poetry is a figure' because it forms a xuuA.o~ 
the falsity lies in the proof, as the Philosopher rightly 
concludes. 
~OTL yap 0 TOLOUTO~ ~AEYXO~ ~aLVOUEVO~ OUAAOYLOUO~ 
6.vTL~dcrEw~. 6u) n tv Tel) cruA.A.oyLcrucl) ~OTaL TO aCTLOV n 
tv Tfj dvTL~acrEL (npocruEicraaL y~p 6Et T~v ~vTC~aoLv), 
OTE 6. tv a:j..l(j)OIV' av T.i ~aL VOUEVO~ ~AEYXO~. ~OT L 6£ 6 
utv TOU OLYWVTa A.EyELV tv Tfj ~VTL~dcrEL, OU'H. tv Tel) 
cruA.A.ayLaucl} 6 6£, au~ ~XOL TL~, 6ouvaL, tv ~u~orv, 0 
6£ 5TL n 'Ounpou no~ncrL~ crxnua 6t.~ TOU }(.U}(.AOU tv Tel) 
cruA.A.oy t. cruel). 3 
A little later in the same treatise Aristotle reaches 
for what is most known to him and his audience. He alludes 
2 Posterior Analytics 77b, 27-33. 
3 on Sophistical Refutations 17la, 4-11. 
to the first two lines of the Xliad to exemplify a hypo-
thetical solecism. 4 The Philosopher argues that it is 
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possible to commit a solecism and not seem to do so, or not 
to commit one and seem to do so. If, as according to 
Protagoras, ~nvL~ were masculine, to call it o6Aou£vov 
(masculine) he would seem guilty of a solecism, but, in 
fact, would not be. 
EOAOLXL~O~ a· oiov UEV EGTLV ECpn~aL npo~Epov. ~cr~L 
a£ ~OUTO xat TIOLELV xat un TIOLOUV~a ~a~vEcr5aL xat 
TIOLOUVTa Un aOXELV, xa5anEp 0 ilpw~ayopa~ ~AEYEV, E[ 0 
unvLG xat 0 nnAnG appEV Ecr~Cv· 0 utv yap AEywv OUAOUE-
vnv croAOLXL~EL utv xa~· EXEtvov, ou ~aCvE~aL at ~or~ 
aAAOL~, 0 at OUAOUEVOV ~aCvE~aL utv aAA. ou GOAOL-
xC~EL.5 
In the Physics Aristotle discusses the relationship of 
time to things that exist now, have existed, or will exist 
in the future. Among non-existents those which are includ-
ed in time must have existed once (like Homer) or will exist 
in the future (some future event). Once again the example 
that springs into his mind first and would be most known to 
his audience is the Poet. 
~wv at ~n 6vTWV ocra utv TIEPLEXEL 0 XPOVO~, TU utv nv 
(o!ov ~ounPOG TIO~E nv) ~a at ~o~aL (otov ~wv ~EAAOV~WV 
TL}, t~· OTIOTEpa TIEPLEXEL, xat Et En· a~~w, a~~O~Epa 
xat nv xat ~crTaL• 6 
4 Ibid., 165b, 20-23. Solecism is listed as the fourth 
of five states to which the debater wishes to reduce his 
opponent. It is defined as making the opponent, as a 
result of the argument, speak ungrammatically. ~ETap~ov at 
GOAOLXC~ELV TIOLEtv· TOU~O a· Ecr~c ~0 noLncraL Tfj AEGEL 
SapSapC~ELV EX TOU AOyou TOV anoxpLVOUEVOV. 
5 Ibid., 173b, 17-22. 
6 Physics 22lb, 31-32, 222a, 1-2. 
--
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In the Parts of Animals the Philosopher observes that 
Homer is falsely adduced to support the notion that the 
severed human head can go on speaking. Aristotle deals 
with the position bluntly when he says, "Of course speech is 
impossible once the windpipe has been severed and no motion 
is forthcoming from the lung.u Both Homeric passages that 
these erroneous critics seem to cite preclude any such 
interpretation. 
yap ~aAAOV EOT~V a~LOTICOTWV UMOOaa~ A£YOVTWV n TO 
TI£pt TtlV HE<.paAf)v, WS, UTIOMOTIELOa cp3E:yy£Tat. 1"WV av3pw-
TIWV. AE:youaL yap TLv£s_ Enayo~Evot. Mat Tov "OuDpov, ws. 
oLa To01"o noLnaavTos_ 
~~Eyyop£vn 6' &pa ToD yE xclpn xovL~a~v EPLX~n, 
UAA. ou r.p3£yyouE:vou. 7 
While discussing the process of deliberation and choice 
in the Nicomachean Ethics, Aristotle turns to Homer for an 
illustration of the deliberative process he is describing. 
He says a man stops his enquiry about how he is going to act 
when he gets back to the origin of action on himself--his 
dominant choosing part, his reason. The Philosopher finds 
a good comparison for this in the ancient Homeric constitu-
tions according to which kings proclaimed to the people the 
measures they had chosen to adopt. 
~OUAEUTOV OE Mat npoaLpETOV TO au1"6, TIAtlV ac.pwp~auE:vov 
noD 1"0 npoat.p£TOV" TO yap EM Tns ~QUAnG npoxpL3EV 
npoat.p£TOV EOTt.V, nau£TaL yap ~MaOTOS, ~DTWV nws_ npaEEL 
5Tav ELS, auTOV avayay~ TtlV apxnv, Mat auTOU Ets_ TO 
7The Parts of Animals 673a, 13-17 (=Iliad x.457; 
=Odyssey xxii.392). Both texts in our Homer read the same 
with r.p3£yyo~E:vou which means as he (not 'it'--'his head') 
spoke. <.pu£yyo~E:vou o· apa TOU Y£ Mapn MOVC~at.v E~Cx3n. 
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~yo6~Evov· T00To y~p ~6 npoa~po6uEvov. 6"~ov 6t 
TOUTO xat EX TWV apxaCwv TIOA~TE~wv, QG UOunPOG E~L~EL­
TO" ot Y~P 13aOLAELG Ci. TIPOEAOLVTO avnyyEAAOV Tcfl 6rlWf). 8 
Again in the Nicomachean Ethics the Philosopher simply 
illustrates \vi th an example from Homer a point he makes. 
In a discussion about the comparison between magnificence 
and liberality, he observes that magnificence involves 
greater magnitude of giving than liberality. It consists in 
suitable expenses on a large scale. Magnificent therefore 
cannot be applied, he argues, to a person who spends ade-
quate amounts on things of small or moderate importance. 
This would be like Odysseus, he notes, who pretending to be 
a beggar who was previously wealthy, says 'Often I gave alms 
to homeless wayfarers'. 
Tb 6£ ~EyE30G TIPOG TL" ou y~p Tb a6T6 6anavn~a TPLn-
papx~ xat apxL3EwpQ. Tb npEnov 6~ npbG a6Tov, xat £v 
~ xat nEpt 6. 0 6. EV ~LXPOLG n EV ~ETPLOLG HaT· 
aE Cav oanavwv ou AEY ETa L ~EyaAOTIPETirl G I 0 I ov Tb II TI:OAAchn .. 
66axov &.>.. n-rJJ". aAA · o E:v ~EyaAo L G ouTWG. o ~tv y~p 
UEYaAOTIPEnno EAEU3EpLOG, 0 6. EAEU3EPLOG o63EV ~aAAOV 
UEYaAOTIPETirlG· 9 
In the Art of Rhetoric the Philosopher discusses the 
inductive method of demonstrating a proposition. He quotes 
Alcidamas' proof by induction that talented people are 
8 Nicomachean Ethics 1113a, 2-9. (=Iliad ii. 381 ff.) 
(This allusion to Homer is confirmed here and elsewhere in 
the Iliad.} 
9 Ibid., 1122a, 23-30 (=Odyssey xvii.419-421). 
xat y~p E:yw TIOTE orxov E:v av3pwnOLOLV EVaLOV 
~A~LOG a~VE~bv xat TIOAA~XL 6ooxov QArlTU, 
TOL~ onotoG soL xat OTEU XEXPn~EVOG EA30L. 
honored every\vhere. The Parians honored Archilochus, he 
said, in spite of his evil-speaking, the Chians honored 
Homer, although he had rendered no public services, the 
Mytileneans, Sappho; the Lacedemonians, Chilon; the 
Italiotes, Pythagoras; the Lampsacenes, Anaxagoras. The 
accumulation of examples of honor bestowed on talented 
persons affects the truth of the proposition. 
xat w~ 'AAXLoaua~, O~L rrav~E~ ~ou~ ao~ou~ ~LUWOLV· 
ITapLOL youv .APXLAOXOV xaCnEp BAaa~nuov ov~a 
~E~LUtlXUOL, xat Xl:OL "Ounpov OUX ov~a TIOAL~LXOV, xat 
MU~LAnval:OL ~ancpw xaCnEp yuvat:xa ouaav, xat 
~UXEOULUOVLOL XLAWVa ~wv YEPOV~WV snoCnaav nxLa~a 
~LAOA6yoL ov~E~, xat ·r~aALw~aL rru&ayopav, xat 
Aau~axnvot 'AvaEayopav E£vov ov~a £&awav xat 
~LUWaLV E~L xat vuv. 10 
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Once again Aristotle cites an observation of Alcidamas 
in the Art of Rhetoric. This time however his observation 
is rejected by the Philosopher in a discussion about the 
poor use of metaphor. Inappropriate metaphors, Aristotle 
argues, make prose wooden. He feels Alcidamas used an 
inappropriate--too far-fetched and therefore unclear--
metaphor when he described the Odyssey as 'a beautiful 
mirror of human life.' For Aristotle's taste a metaphor 
1ike this needs too much accompanying explanation. 
<icra~Et~ 6£, a.v noppw&Ev. OLOV ropy[a~ "XAWPU xat 
~vaLua ~a. npayua~a· cru OE ~au~a ataxpw~ UEV EOTIELpa~, 
xaxw~ OE £&£pLcra~·" noLn~LXW~ yap Ciyav. xat w~ 
·AAxLoaua~ ~nv ~LAoao~Cav snL~ELXLaua ~wv v6uwv, xat 
LDV ·ooucrcrELUV XUAOV av&pwn[vou BLOU xa~on~pov, xat 
"ouosv LoLoD~ov Ci&upua ~f.\ noL{)aEL npocr~£pwv·" O.nav~a 
~ - A. • s::. ~ ~ • ' 11 yup LUU~a unL&ava uLu ~u ELPnUEVa. 
10 Rhetoric 1398b, 9-16. 
11 Ibid., 1406b, 8-14. 
With the completion of our examination of these ten 
passages which elude our three major classifications of 
Aristotle's Homeric references we have finished the study 
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of all the passages in the Corpus Aristotelicum which con-
tain a reference to Homer to justify or illustrate a princi-
ple. His choice of Homer in these cases seems incidental, 
since any other name could have been readily substituted. 
If anything, the Philosopher's use of Homer here simply 
demonstrates how proximate to his thought the Poet was. 
We can now turn to a final review and appraisal of 
all the passages we have studied and the conclusions we 
are justified in reaching in this study about Aristotle's 
attitude towards Homer. 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
ARISTOTLE'S ATTITUDE TOWARDS HOMER: 
A SUMMARY AND APPRAISAL 
Before we smmnarize the evidence of the last four 
chapters and attempt to draw any conclusions from it 
about Aristotle's attitude towards the Poet we must recog-
nize the limitations of the present study. It represents 
only the first step in a three-step work that will have to 
be completed to make any thorough and final judgement about 
the Philosopher's attitude towards Homer. The next step 
essential to the work is a study along the lines of the 
present one, but collating and evaluating the Homer quota-
tions and allusions in the Fragments of Aristotle. This 
must be followed ideally by the final step, a much subtler, 
more difficult work, based on the clues established in the 
first two parts: a study of the wisdom of Homer -- its 
principles of literary art and human knowledge and be-
havior -- implicit in the Corpus and Fragments of 
Aristotle's writing. Only when all three of these steps 
are completed \vill we be able to come to any final con-
elusions. 
From the present study, however, we can draw certain 
limited but fir@ conclusions about the Philosopher's atti-
tude towards Homer as expressed in his references to the 
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Poet in the Corpus Aristotelicum. In very brief summary 
we can say that he referred to Homer 1) very frequently, 1 
2) in a far wider range of topics than just literary and 
artistic, 3) with unquestioned acceptance and approval of 
the Poet's judgement all but five times. 
The first conclusion, therefore, that immediately 
follows from the evidence of the last four chapters: 
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Aristotle of the Corpus Aristotelicum turned frequently to 
Homer, in fact, more frequently than to any other literary 
figure, and all but five times most approvingly. In one 
hundred and sixty-nine places in nineteen of the treatises, 
four of them judged spurious, he invoked the Poet by quota-
tion or allusion one hundred and eighty times. One hundred 
and twelve of these citations were direct quotations, 
sixteen of which were in the four works generally judged 
spurious. Sixty-eight citations were allusions, two of 
which occur in spurious works. 
The very divisions of our study in the third, fourth, 
fifth, and sixth chapters indicated the wide range of the 
Philosopher's use of Homer in language, philosophy and 
science, human values, and simply as a tool of argument. A 
1 The available evidence indicates that Aristotle re-
fers to Homer far more frequently than to any other author. 
Cf. W.S. Hinman, Literary Quotation and Allusion in the 
Rhetoric, Poetics, and Nicomachean Ethics, New York: 1935. 
Hinman compares the frequency of Aristotle's references in 
these three works to various authors and concludes that the 
Horneric references far outnumber those of any other author. 
No Study comparable to Hinman's is available for the other 
works of the corpus. 
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closer look reveals that his Homeric references touch 
almost every aspect of the Aristotelian man--oral, literary, 
aesthetic, religious, scientific, psychological, ethical, 
social, and political. A step-by-step summary of the main 
part of the study here will serve to emphasize the extent 
and intensity of Aristotle's admiration for the judgement 
of Homer. 
In the third chapter we examined all the passages of 
the Corpus Aristotelicum in which Aristotle refers to 
Homer by quotation or allusion for his excellence in poetry 
and the literary side of rhetoric. The conclusion of this 
examination was a resounding affirmation that Homer is seen 
there as the master of the language arts, the model of 
orators and poets, epic, comic, and tragic. We found that, 
to speak more effectively, every orator, according to 
Aristotle, should imitate Homer. Like the Poet, every 
orator, in the Philosopher's judgement, should give examples 
and illustrations deftly to clarify his argument and in 
epideictic speeches he should praise men who disregard 
danger and expedience to do something heroic. Like the Poet 
he should use comraon maxims effectively, facts more read-
ily associable with his subject, and effective language 
devices like paromoiosis, simile, metaphor, and asyndeton. 
In his exordia he should imitate Homer by giving his hearers 
a clear early preview of his discourse, arousing their good 
will, and trying to remove prejudice. Finally, like Homer 
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the orator should employ, Aristotle exhorts, unmistakable 
facial expressions and bodily gestures, avoid prolixity in 
his use of enthymemes and avoid burdening his listeners 
with unnecessary material. 
Homer is the Philosopher's model for poets, too. In 
fact, he is clearly the Philosopher's Poet par excellence 
from the moment early in the Poetics when he dismisses 
Empedocles as a poet and suggests that Homer earned the 
title for more than meter. As Hinman demonstrates, Homer 
holds first place throughout the discussion in the Poetics: 
Homer ranks first as the source of quotations and the 
object of allusions, being at the head of both lists, 
which total forty-nine. Although Sophocles is not 
quoted at all, the twenty-three allusions to him exceed 
in number the total of both quotations from and allu-
sions to any other author than Homer. Euripides stands 
a close third with one quotation and nineteen allu-
sions. Next is Aeschylus with one quotation and six 
allusions. 2 
Homer who was the first, according to Aristotle, to 
write satire and mark out the main lines of comedy, typified 
the best in poetic technique. He represented 'good' people 
and people who were 'better.' He presented his story most 
effectively--partly by narrative and partly by action. His 
story's action was single. 
Two principles, more proper to tragedy than epic, 
should be maintained solidly in tragedy, he argued, in a 
way that they were not expected to be maintained even in 
Homer's epics: the outcome should be single for both the 
2 Ibid., p. 130. 
good and the bad characters; and the denouement should be 
more natural--caused by the plot and not some mechanical 
intervention. 
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Writers of tragedy are advised by Aristotle to imitate 
Homer's techniques: present inferior people as having some 
worth, be brief, use discovery aptly, form the tragedy out 
of a single tale, insist on unity of plot, and accept 
defects that do not vitiate the tragic art form. They are 
to imitate his creative use of language devices, too: 
metaphors genus for species or species for genus, coined 
words for word parts, lengthened words, and mingling of 
rare and corrumonplace expressions. 
Epic writers are exhorted also by the Philosopher to 
pattern their work after the Poet's: to maintain organic 
unity by relating the parts more closely to the theme, to 
make the epic, whether simple or complex, excel in its 
proper class, to recede personally in the story, to use 
fallacy adroitly and make the inexplicable acceptable. 
Aristotle's special regard for Homer is discernible 
particularly when he demonstrates how typical Homeric 
problems could be solved through patient interpretation. 
The Poet's portrayal of an impossibility is justified since 
it makes the poem more effective. His apparent untruth-
fulness is refuted in one case, since he is transmitting a 
traditional story, and in another, since he is relating an 
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exceptional but true fact. Many problems with Homer's 
words, the Philosopher argues, can be solved by a change of 
diction or accent, or by a metaphorical rather than literal 
reading, or by an unusual rather than common reading. 
Aristotle cautions the reader of Homer to look care-
fully for the sense in which an expression was intended, 
rather than conclude it is contradictory. In the end, 
Aristotle's seeming negative criticism of Homer reducibly 
implied: "Epic has a serious limitation, a weakening that 
can occur because of its many episodes, but Homer conquers 
it as well as it can be conquered." 
In the fourth chapter we found Aristotle's admiration 
for the Poet in philosophic and scientific matters just as 
warm as in the literary arts. In philosophy and science, 
however, he turned to the Poet not as expert but as the 
source of traditional wisdom. There we studied all the 
quotations or allusions to Homer in the corpus Aristotelicum 
that view him as a source of philosophic and scientific 
information. The evidence demonstrated that the Philosopher 
of the Corpus sought Homer's support for his philosophy of 
God and a wide range of scientific areas--anthropology, 
psychology, physiology and medicine in the human sphere, 
zoology and bio-chemistry in the world of animals, and 
geography, geology, meteorology, and physics in the in-
animate world. 
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In the philosophy of God, His existence, His place in 
the universe, and His governance of all things are all 
supported by Homeric references. 
Relating to the science of man, in the realm of 
anthropology, the battle between the Pygmies and Cranes at 
the Nile's source, the Cyclopes' patriarchal societies, and 
Sparta's unique insistence on her citizens' physical regime 
and diet are illustrated by supportive Homeric texts. In 
the realm of psychology conclusions about the effect of 
black bile and imbibed alcohol on human temperament are 
demonstrated by citations from Homer. In physiology Homeric 
testimony is cited to illustrate the truth of an observation 
about the human jugular vein. In medicine Homer's words are 
used to shed light on a practice in the treatment of 
bruises. 
Concerning man's science about animals in zoology the 
truth of several observations is confirmed by evidence from 
Homer: the longevity of Laconian hounds, the prime age of 
a bull, the fiercer nature of castrated wild boars, and 
the birth of already horned long-horned rams in Libya. 
Homeric evidence is adduced too, for: the lion's fear of 
fire and his eye-fixation on the hunter he is about to 
attack, the existence of two birds--the Cymindis and 
Plangus, the greying process of horses which is unique 
among animals and similar to man's greying process and 
growth in height as the unique effect of femaleness on 
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the growing process of animals. In bio-chemistry Homeric 
evidence is u~ed to support the observation that the 
water an animal drinks can cause the distinct coloring of 
his coat. 
We turned next to the science of the physical world to 
discover thatin Heterology Homer is invoked to verify the 
Southwest as the gentlest of the winds. In a question re-
lating to geography and geology the Poet is cited to support 
the evidence that the gradual drying of a marshland makes 
the time of its earlier habitation difficult to determine. 
In geography he is called upon to lend support to the fact 
of Egypt's changing terrain and the absence of Hemphis at a 
certain time of Egyptian history. In geology Homer's 
testimony about Ht. Etna's volcanic activity is invoked to 
support the preclusion of the Argo's supposed route past 
it. Finally in physics moving water's loss of transparency 
is supported by cited Homeric evidence. 
All this evidence of our fourth chapter leaves no 
doubt that in the Corpus Aristotelicum the Philosopher does 
not only recognize Homer's literary expertise, as was demon-
strated in our third chapter, but readily turns to Homer 
for insights ·in the '!tlhole range of human sciences--about 
God, man, animals, and the physical world. 
In the fifth chapter we considered the many times 
Aristotle identified Homer through quotation or allusion as 
a teacher of human values. Once again we found him warmly 
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accepting and approving of the Poet. 
The first texts we considered were drawn from places in 
the Rhetoric where the Philosopher is dealing with the 
understanding of human values incumbent on the orator, who 
must know in an intensely practical way what moves men to 
act or brings them to understanding. How do men determine a 
value or a higher value? What brings them pleasure? '~hat 
stirs or assuages their anger? Aristotle finds Homeric 
support for his answer to each one of these questions. 
The next texts we studied were found essentially in the 
explicitly ethical treatises--the Nicomachean Ethics, 
Eudemian Ethics, and the Magna Moralia. Once again the 
Poet is cited to back his conclusions about true courage. 
It is not ordinary citizen's courage, motivated by fear, ·or 
risk driven by pain or anger and blind to danger. Courage 
is accompanied by an elevation of spirit and can be truly 
super-human. Homer illustrates, too, his conclusions about 
general human wisdom, the need and nature of human friend-
ship, and the cautions that must be heeded to steer the 
middle course of virtue. He finds support in the Poet, too, 
for his observations, that strong sexual desire is natural 
to the young and that the 'great-souled' like to hear about 
the benefits they have bestowed, not what they have re-
ceived. Finally, in his treatment of justice, the funda-
mental virtue of political life, Homeric evidence backs his 
conclusions that no person can be unjust to himself and that 
uncontrolled desire, since it is premeditated, causes 
greater injustice than uncontrolled anger. 
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The last group of texts we examined, \vhich cited or 
alluded to Homer in support of the Philosopher's judgements 
on human values deal with man's political life and are 
mainly drawn from the Politics. Evidence from the Poet is 
adduced by Aristotle to ground a whole series of conclusions 
about the political order: that the apolitical man 'is on 
the lowest rung of humanity; that Sparta's unique involve-
ment in the legislation of her citizens' diet and physical 
regime deserves imitation; that slaves ought to show initia-
tive in the service of their masters; and that the ruling 
principle ought to be single, but rulers need counselors. 
Homeric evidence is evoked in support of these other 
principles of political order, too: that the ruler ought 
to be like a father and a shepherd; that inequality of 
goods disturbs the lower class of citizens, but equality of 
honors disturbs the upper class; that citizenship is a man's 
most honored treasure; and that education of the young needs 
music with its completely liberal purpose--enjoyment. 
Finally, to complete our task of examining all of 
Aristotle's Homeric references in the sixth chapter we 
gathered the ten remaining passages of the Corpus Aristotel-
icum in which the Philosopher refers to ·Homer. In none of 
these was the Poet called upon to justify a conclusion, yet 
they confirm in their own way the evidence that this study 
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has presented in the previous three chapters. These refer-
ences, although they do not evaluate the Poet, at least 
confirm the conclusion that Homer was close to the mind of 
the Philosopher, and that as he taught even grammar, predi-
cation, and induction Homer occurred to him readily as a 
most familiar instrument of his reasoning and argumentation. 
Surely it could be argued from all this that Aristotle 
used Homer so much because the Iliad and the Odyssey were 
the most shared common reference of the Greeks he was 
teaching. But this does not explain the fact that he actu-
ally found the truths he discussed verified in the poetry 
of Homer--the principles of poetry and rhetoric, philosophy 
and science, psychology and ethics--concretely exemplified 
and expressed. He accepted in Homer a heritage of truth 
and wisdom much as we accept such a heritage in the Bible 
or even in Shakespeare. Except for a little gentle twist-
ing of the Homeric text, especially in the twenty-fifth 
chapter of the Poetics, there is no sign of coercion. 
Rather, there is every sign that he turned to the Poet con-
fident that he would find in him agreement with his own 
conclusions. 
Roner a long time ago made the point that must be made 
here. Aristotle turns to Homer as a ~pov~uo~, a source of 
wisdom, and at one point calls him just that. 
Wir werden uns daher nicht wundern, wenn fur die 
allerverschiedensten ~usserungen seines reichen Geist-
es homerische Verse zur Stutze und zur Erlauterung 
herangezogen werden Den Alten waren ja zum Teil ganz 
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abweichend von unsrer modernen Aufassung die homer-
ischen Gedichte in so fern das Buch der Bucher, als 
sie dieselben nicht allein als eine Quelle der ~uxa­
ywyLa, sondern auch der o~oaoxaA~a betrachteten. 
Nennt und fasst nun auch Aristoteles den Dichter 
~pov~~o~ auf in der Stelle der Rhetorik I.6 1363a 17: 
xat 0 -rwv ·~pov~~wv i.~-~ n -rwv ·aya-Gwv avopwv ii 
yuva~xwv npotxp~vcv, oiov ·oouaata 'A-Gnva xat 
'EAEvnv BnoE6~ xat 'AAEEavopov at BEat Kat 
'Ax~AAEa uo~nPos, 
so halt sich doch seine Berufung auf ihn zum Entscheid 
rein wissenschaftlicher Fragen in ganz bescheidenen 
Grenzen. . . • 3 
One senses, in fact, a certain reverent confidence in 
the Philosopher towards the very words of the Poet, as 
though ordinarily hard-won wisdom were natural to them, 
simply waiting to be grasped from them and used. 
Finally we come to the third conclusion of our study--
the Philosopher's almost universally unquestioning accep-
tance and approval of the Poet's judgement whenever he r~-
£erred to him. Of the one hundred and sixty-nine times 
Aristotle turns to Homer, only five times (all of which 
occur in the Poetics) is there even a suggestion of nega-
tive criticism. Each one of these possible negative criti-
cisms was discussed in the third chapter of this study: the 
double outcome of the Odyssey the divinely effected flight 
of the Greeks in the Iliad; the contrived discovery of 
Odysseus' identity by Eumaeus; and the possible dilution of 
3 Adolph Romer, "Die Homercitate und die homerischen 
Fragen des Aristoteles", Sitzungsberichte der philosophisch-
philogischen und historischen Classe der koniglicher bayer-
ischer Akademie der Wissenschafter, zu Munchen, Munchen: 
1885, p. 265. 
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the Iliad plot through its many episodes. In each of these 
cases we have ·seen the note of criticism reduced to almost 
nothing if not completely eliminated. In the end we have 
the picture of an overwhelmingly positive stance in the 
Philosopher's attitude towards the Poet--he admires him, 
defends him, and relies upon him unreservedly. What can be 
said of this strange, wonderful homage of the greatest sci-
entific mind of antiquity to the first great poet? 
Aristotle's defense of poetry and the poet he identi-
fied with poetry was not incidental. It lay at the heart 
of his insight and played a key role in his approach to 
education. Since ideas did not have a separate existence 
for him, but were embodied in nature and man, there was no 
reason why the poet should not be relied on as much as the 
scientist to understand reality. For Aristotle, therefore, 
poetry was not alien or hostile. It 'loved wisdom' as much 
as philosophy. At one point he said it was "more philosophi-
cal than history." 4 
We are not surprised to read that towards the end of 
his life Aristotle is said to have written to his friend 
Antipater: "The more lonely and isolated I become, the more 
I have come to love myths." 5 After all, this is the same 
Aristotle who wrote in the Metaphysics: "A person who is 
4 Poetics 145lb, 6-7. 
5 Demetrius, De Elocutione, 144 (Frag. 668, Rose). 
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puzzled and wonders considers himself ignorant. Therefore 
even one who loves myths is in a sense a lover of wisdom, 
for the myth is made up of wonders." 6 In these words per-
haps we come closest to Aristotle's own defense of his obvi-
ous love of Homer. At the center of his thought he per-
ceived a unity between mythologizing and philosophizing. 7 
He seems convinced that myth has a vision of the truth that 
we cannot acquire except through myth. This is inferred in 
another passage of the Metaphysics which is one of the most 
intriguing and stimulating of the whole Corpus Aristoteli-
cum. 
A tradition in the form of a myth has been handed down 
to posterity from the most ancient thinkers, to the 
effect that these heavenly bodies are gods, and that 
the Divine pervades all of nature .•.. Now if we 
accept • . • that they supposed the primary substances 
to be gods, we rnust regard it as an inspired saying. 
We should reflect that since every art and philosophy 
has probably been repeatedly developed to the utmost 
and has perished again, these beliefs of theirs have 
been preserved as a relic of former knowledge. 8 
There is a poignancy in this passage that blends well with 
the fragment of the letter to Antipater quoted above--the 
sense of despair in 'every art and philosophy' contrasted 
with the sense of reliance on the beliefs that are handed 
down in myth. Aristotle was drawn to Homer, it would seem, 
6 Hetaphysics 982b 14-]5. 
7Anton-Herman Chroust, Aristotle, 2 Vols.; Vol. I, 
Notre Dame, Notre Dame University: 1973, pp. 221-22, 230-231. 
8 uetaphysics, 1074b, 1-13. 
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because he found in him a wisdom and truth he could discover 
nowhere else a~ surely or universally. All his science and 
philosophy would peak and perish as science and philosophy 
had peaked and perished before, but the truth of Homer 
preserved in myth would endure. 
There was even more, we can conclude, to the relation-
ship between Aristotle and Homer. It was based on identity--
an identity grounded in the unity of the wisdom they reached 
by their separate paths of poetic insight and philosophy. 
In her superb biography of G. K. Chesterton, Haisie 
Ward tells the story of how Chesterton wrote his book on 
St. Thomas Aquinas: 9 
He began by rapidly dictating to Dorothy about half the 
book. So far he had consulted no authorities but at 
this stage he said to her: 
•I want you to go to London and get me some books." 
•what books," asked Doroth¥. 
8 I don't know," said G.K. 1 
When he received the books, 
He flipped them rapidly through . . • and then dictated 
to her the rest of his own book without referring to 
them again. 11 
Later Etienne Gilson, the renowned scholar of St. 
Thomas and Medieval Philosophy said of the book: 
Chesterton makes one despair. I have been studying St. 
9Gilbert Keith Chesterton, St. Thomas Aquinas, London: 
1933. 
10Maisie Hard, Gilbert Keith Chesterton, New York: 
1943, p. 619. 
11 Ibid., p. 619. 
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Thomas all my life and I could never have written such 
·a book. 12. 
Much earlier in the biography Maisie Ward gives the 
reason that probably explains why Chesterton could write so 
penetratingly and with such ease about Aquinas: 
He himself had what he attributes to St. Thomas--'that 
instantaneous presence of mind which alone really 
deserves the name of \vi t. ' 1 3 
St. Thomas and G. K. C. had the same view and spirit. 
Chesterton's perception of the paradox in things was reduci-
bly the same as Aquinas's recognition of the analogy of 
proper proportionality in being. No two approaches to truth 
could seem more opposed than Chesterton's blithe leaps of 
paradoxical intuition and the incredibly close reasoning of 
Aquinas's argument for the existence and properties of the 
human soul in the Summa Contra Gentes. 1 ~ Yet they shared a 
single spirit of wisdom--"instantaneous presence of mind" 
or "wit" as Chesterton described it. 
Perhaps Rembrandt had a similar insight into the 
Philosopher and the Poet when he brought them together in 
his magnificent painting, "Aristotle Contemplating the Bust 
of Homer." Homer ranged the world of God and nature and man 
with the free imaginative spirit of the poet interpreting in 
song and myth what he saw there. Aristotle moved through 
12 Ibid., p. 620. 
13 Ibid., p. 204. 
1 ~St. Thonas Aquinas, summa Contra Gentes, II, cc. 
xlvi-cx. 
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the same world with the disciplined systematic approach of 
the scientist and philosopher producing detailed and close-
ly reasoned analyses and syntheses of a staggering number 
of subjects. Yet somehow, in the end, the Philosopher and 
the Poet shared a single spirit. The purpose of this study, 
we might conclude, was to show that Aristotle recognized 
his affinity of spirit with Homer and demonstrated it 
widely in his writings. 
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APPENDIX 
A List of the Loci in Rose's Collection of the Fragments of 
Aristotle in Which Homer Is Alluded to or Cited 
The first item of each entry--the letter 'f' followed by an 
Arabic number--represents the number Valentine Rose as-
signed to that particular fragment in his collection of 
Aristotle's fragments which were published in 1870 in volume 
V of the Aristotelis Opera of Immanuel Bekker, pages 1463 to 
1589. The second item--an Arabic number following 'R 3 '--
gives the number Rose assigned to the same fragment in his 
Aristotelis Qui Ferebantur Librorum Fragmenta which he 
published in 1886. This is followed by the Bekker number of 
the Fragment. Finally the specific locus in which the 
fragment occurs is cited and the Homeric text(s) it alludes 
to or cites. 
1. fl2 (R 3 10) 1476a 1. Sextus Empiricus. Adversus 
Dogmaticos 3, 20-23 (=Iliad xvi.851). 
2. fl2 (R 3 10) 1476a 3. Sextus Empiricus. Adversus 
Dogmaticos 3, 20-23 (=Iliad xxii. 359). 
3. fl3 (R 3 11) 1476a 17. Sextus Empiricus, Adversus 
Dogmaticos 3, 26-27 (Iliad iv.297,298). 
4. fl3 (R 3 11) 1476a 22. Sextus Empiricus, Adversus 
Dogmaticos 3, 26-27 (Iliad ii.554). 
5. f65 (R 3 75) 1486b 30. Diogenes Laertius 2, 46. 
6. f66 (R 3 76) 1486b 36-45; 148'ia 1-38. Pseudo-Plutarchus. 
de Vita Homeri 1,3. 
7. f66 (R 3 76) 1487a 32, 35. "ounpo~ "I~~n~. 
8. fl08 (R 3 10l) 1495b 9, 21. Athenaeus xv. 674f. {=Iliad 
i.470; Odyssey viii.l70). 
9. fl37 (R 3 142) 150la 42-45; 150lb 1-5. Scholion ext. marg. 
(Porphyrii ·ounPL~a ~n~nua~a). Cod. Ven. B ad Iliad 
ii.73 (=Iliad ii.53). 
10. f 138. 150lb 6-14. Scholion ext. B (Porphyrii sec. 
Eustathius) ad Iliad ii. 169.). 
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11. f138. 1501b 15-19. Scholion BL ad Iliad v.577. 
12. f138. 1501b 20-25. Scholion A sec. Vi11. ad Iliad 
xxiii. 269. 
13. f139 (R 3 143) 1501b 26-34. Scholion ext. B ad Iliad 
ii.183. 
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14. f140 (R 3 145) 1501b 35-45; 1502a 1-16. Scholion ext. B 
ad Iliad ii.649. 
15. f141 (R 3 146) 1502a 17-27. Scholion ext. Bad Iliad 
ii.649. 
16. f142 (R 3 147) 1502a 28-37. Scholion ext. B ad Iliad 
iii. 236. 
17. f143 (R 3 148) 1502a 38-43; 1502b 1-19. Scholion ext. B 
ad Iliad iii.276ff. 
18. f143 (R 3 148) 1502b 6. Scholion ext. B(E) ad Iliad 
iii.276 (=Iliad x.332t). 
19. f143 (R 3 152) 1502b 8, 14. Scholion ext. B(E) ad Iliad 
iii.276 (=Iliad iii.298-300). 
20. f143 (R 3 148) 1502b 16. Scholion ext. B(E) ad Iliad iii. 
276 (=Iliad iv.65-67). 
21. f144 (R 3 149) 1502b 20-23. Scholion ext. B(L) ad Iliad 
iii. 277. (Cf. Schol. Vendob. ad Odyssey xii.) 
22. f145 (R 3 150) 1502b 34. Scholion ext. B ad Iliad iii.441. 
23. f146 (R 3 151) 1503a 1-14. Scholion ext. B(LED) ad Iliad 
iv.88. 
24. f146 (R 3 151) 1503a 9. Scholion ext. B(LED) ad Iliad 
iv. 88 (=Iliad iii. 454). 
25. f147 (R3 152) 1503a 17-30. Scholion ext. Bad Iliad 
iv.297. 
26. £148 (R3 153) 1503a 31-43. Scholion ext. Bad Iliad v.741 
(Cf. Scholion ad Odyssey xi.634.) 
27. f149 (R 3 154) 1503a 45; 1503b 1-3. Scholion int. B ad 
Iliad v.778. 
28. £150 (R 3 155) 1503b 4-15. Scholion ext. B ad Iliad 
vi. 234. 
29. £151 (R 3 156) 1503b16-33. Scholion ext. B ad Iliad 
vii.93 (=Iliad vii.111-112). 
30. £152 (R 3 157) 1503b 34-40. Scholion ext. Bad Iliad 
vii.228. 
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31. £153 (R3 158) 1503b 41-45; 1504a 1-2. Scholion ext. B au 
Iliad ix. 17. 
32. £154 (R 3 159) 1504a 4-17. Scholion ext. Bad Iliad x.98. 
33. £155 (R 3 160) 1504a 18-25. Scholion ext. B ad Iliad 
x.153. 
34. £156 (R 3 161) 1504a 26-44; 1504b 1-12. Scholion ext. B 
ad Iliad x.252. 
35. £157 (R 3 163) 1504b 13-28. Scholion Cod. ven. A ad Iliad 
xix.108. (=Iliad i.527--1504b 18.) 
36. £158 (R 3 166) 1504b 29-38. Scholion ext. B ad Iliad 
xxiv.15. 
37. £159 (R 3 167) 1504b 39-44; 1505a 1-2. Scholion Victor~ 
(Town1.) ad Iliad xxiv.420. (Cf. Suid. s. ~s~ux6La.) 
38. £160 (R 3 168) 1505a 3-8. Scholion int. B (Eustathius 
1365) ad Iliad xxiv.569. 
39. £161 (R 3 169) 1505a 9-16. Scholion (ed. Dindorf) HQE ad 
Odyssey iv.356. 
40. £162 (R 3 170) 1505a 17-35. Scholion T ad Odyssey v.93. 
41. £163 (R3 171) 1505a 36-45; 1505b 1-6. Scholion (TQEP) 
Vindob. ad Odyssey v.334. 
42. £164 (R 3 172) 1505b 8-13. Scholion HQ et Vindobon. ad 
Odyssey ix.106 (Scholion Tad Odyssey ix.311). 
43. £165 (R 3 173) 1505b 14-25. Scholion HT ad Odyssey ix.345 
(Odyssey ix.333); Scholion QM (ad Odyssey ix.333) et 
Vindob. (ad Odyssey ix.315). (=Odyssey vi.4,6--1505b 
20,25.) 
44. £166 (R~174) 1505b 26-42. Scholion HTQ (M) ad Odyssey 
ix.525. 
45. £167 (R 3 175) 1505b 43-45; 1506a 1-16. Scholion Vindob. 
ad Odyssey xii.128,129. Eustathius p. 1717. 
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46. fl69 (R 3 177) 1506a 34-40. Scholion Vindob. ad Odyssey 
xvii. '326. 
47. fl70 (R 3 178) 1506a 41-45; 1506b 1-7. Scholion Vindob. ad 
Odyssey xxiii.337. 
48. fl72. 1506b 32. Athenaeus xiii.556d (=Iliad ii.226-228). 
49. fl74. 1507a 5-13; 1507b 1-3. Plutarchus de aud. poetis 
12 (=Iliad xxiii. 296). 
50. fl75 (R3 100) 1507b 4-13. Athenaeus v. 6p. 188e 
(=Odyssey viii.449--1507b 9-10; Odyssey iv.48--1507b 
10-11) . 
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Iliad ii. 13-15 
Odyssey xiv. 257-268 
Odyssey iv. 227-229 
Odyssey iv. 83-85 
Iliad ix. 381-382 
Iliad viii. 3 
Iliad i. 499 
Iliad viii. 3 
Iliad v. 754 
Iliad vi. 42-45 
Iliad XV. 192 
Odyssey xi. 590 
Odyssey vii.116 
Odyssey v. 64 
Odyssey xi. 589 
Iliad xxiii. 698 
Odyssey xviii. 136 
Iliad xiii. 546-547 
Iliad xx:. 73-74 
Odyssey xvii. 326-7 
Iliad ii. 402ff 
Iliad vii. 315 
Odyssey xix. 220 
Odyssey x. 19 
Odyssey ix. 190-191 
Iliad ix. 539 
Iliad iii. 6 
Odyssey iv. 85 
Iliad xiv. 291 






































History of the Animals 629b, 21-24 Iliad xi. 554 100 
Iliad xvii. 663 100 
The Parts of Animals 673a, 13-17 Iliad x. 457 146 
Odyssey xxii. 329 146 
Motion and Progression 
of Animals 699b, 32-
700a, - 3 Iliad viii. 20-22 83 
Generation of Animals 785a, 11-16 Iliad viii. 83-84 101 
On Marvellous Things Heard 839b, 28-34 Odyssey xii. 67-68 100 
On Marvellous Things Heard 840b, 8-17 Iliad vi. 442 90 
Iliad vii. 297 90 
Iliad xviii. 122 90 
Iliad xxvi. 215 90 
Problems 890b, 7-10 Iliad v. 75 96 
Problems 894b, 24-35 Odyssey xx. 71 102 
Problems 934a, 13-18 Iliad vii. 64 106 
Problems 943b, 21-23 Odyssey iv. 567 107 
Problems 953a, 21-31 Iliad vi. 200ff 92 
Problems 953b, 7-12 Odyssey xix. 122 92 
Metaphysics 983b, 27-33 Iliad ii. 755 81-82 
Iliad xiv. 201 81-82 
Iliad xiv. 245-6 81-82 
Iliad xiv. 271 81-82 
Iliad xv. 37-38 81-82 
Iliad xv. 237-238 81-82 
Metaphysics 1009b, 26-34 95 
Metaphysics 1075b, 34-
1076a, - 4 Iliad ii. 204 135 
Metaphysics 109lb, 4- 6 Iliad i. 494 82 
Nicomachean Ethics 1108a, 30-35 Odyssey xii. 108-9 128-9 
Odyssey xiii. 219-20 128-9 
Nicomachean Ethics 1109b, 7-13 Iliad iii. 156-160 129 
Nicomachean Ethics 1113a, 2- 9 Iliad ii. 381ff 146-7 
Nicomachean Ethics 1116a, 15-23 Iliad xxii. 100 121 
Nicomachean Ethics 1116a, 24-26 Iliad viii. 148-9 121 
Nicomachean Ethics 1116a, 29-35 Iliad xv. 348-351 122 
Iliad ii. 391,393 122 
Nichomachean Ethics 1116b, 24-27 Iliad xiv. 151 123 
Iliad xi. 11 123 
Iliad xvi. 529 123 
Nicomachean Ethics 1116b, 28 Iliad xv. 232 123 
Iliad xv. 594 123 
Iliad v. 470 123 
Iliad vi. 72 123 
Iliad xi. 291 123 
Iliad xxiii. 468 123 
Nicomachean Ethics 1116b, 28 Odyssey xxiv. 318 123 
Nicomachean Ethics 1116b~ 29-30 124 
Nicomachean Ethics 1116b, 33-36 

































































Iliad iii. 24 
Iliad xxiv. 130 
Odyssey xvii. 419-21 
Iliad i. 503-506 
Iliad i. 393-412 
Iliad vi. 236 
Iliad xxiv. 258 
Iliad xiv. 217 
Iliad x. 224 
Odyssey xvii. 218 
Iliad i. 544 
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Iliad ii. 772 
Iliad iv. 413 
Odyssey ix. 114-115 
Odyssey ix. 114-115 
Iliad :xxii. 100 
Odyssey xvii. 218 
Iliad xxii. 100 
Odyssey xvii. 218 
Iliad xviii. 107 
Odyssey ix. 114-115 
Iliad ix. 63 
Iliad xviii. 369-76 
Iliad i. 544 
Iliad iix. 319 
Iliad ix. 648 
Iliad xvi. 59 
1285a, 8-14 Iliad ii. 391,393 
1287b, 8-14 Iliad x. 224 
1287b, 14-15 Iliad ii. 372 
1292a, 2-15 Iliad ii. 204 
1338a, 13-27 Odyssey XV11. 385 
1338a, 27-32 Odyssey ix. 7, 8 
1358b, 37-
1359a, - 6 
1362b, 33-37 
1363a, 2- 6 
1353a, 6 
1363a, 16-19 
Iliad i. 255 
Iliad ii. 160 
Iliad ii. 298 
1365a, 1Q-15 Iliad ix. 592-4 
1365a, 29-30 Odyssey xxii. 347 
1370a, 32-
1370b, - 6 Odyssey xv. 400-401 
1370b, 1- 9 Iliad xviii. 108 






















































































1370b, 22-29 Ilj~d xxiii. 109 
Odysseg iv. 183 
137lb, 12-17 Odyssey xvii. 218 
1375b, 26-30 Iliad ii. 557-558 
1378b, 29-33 Iliad ix. 367 
Iliad i. 356 
1378b, 33-34 Iliad ix. 648 
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Iliad xii. 243 
Iliad xviii. 309 
Iliad xxii. 
24 Iliad xi. 113-114 
Iliad v. 161 
Iliad XX. 441-442 
Iliad xx. 164 
Iliad x. 485 
22-30 Iliad ix. 526 
10-15 Odyssey xiv. 213 
31-34 Odyssey xi. 598 
34-35 Iliad xiii. 587, 
35 Iliad iv. 126 
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